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ABSTRACT 
 
 The bedrock geology of the Maynard quadrangle of east-central Massachusetts 
was examined through field and petrographic studies and mapped at a scale of 1:24,000. 
The quadrangle spans much of the Nashoba terrane and a small area of the Avalon 
terrane. Two stratigraphic units were defined in the Nashoba terrane: the Cambrian to 
Ordovician Marlboro Formation and the Ordovician Nashoba Formation. In addition, 
four igneous units were defined in the Nashoba terrane: the Silurian to Ordovician phases 
of the Andover Granite, the Silurian to Devonian Assabet Quartz Diorite, the Silurian to 
Devonian White Pond Diorites (new name), and the Mississippian Indian Head Hill 
Igneous Complex.   In the Avalon terrane, one stratigraphic unit was defined as the 
Proterozoic Z Westboro Formation Mylonites, and one igneous unit was defined as the 
Proterozoic Z to Devonian Sudbury Valley Igneous Complex. 
 Two major faults were identified: the intra-terrane Assabet River fault zone in the 
central part of the quadrangle, and the south-east Nashoba terrane bounding Bloody Bluff 
fault zone. Petrofabric studies on fault rocks in two areas indicated final motion in those 
areas: the sheared Marlboro Formation amphibolites indicated dextral transpressive NW 
over SE motion, and the Westboro Formation Mylonites indicated sinistral strike-slip 
motion.  
 Fracture characterization of entire quadrangle where attributes (orientation, trace 
length, spacing, and termination) of fractures and joints were used to identify dominant 
sets of fractures that affect the transmissivity and storage of groundwater. Orientations of 
SW – NE are dominant throughout the quadrangle and consistent with regional trend.  
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Description of the Study Area  
 
 The Maynard 7½ minute quadrangle is located in east-central Massachusetts, 42˚ 
22΄ 30΄΄ - 42˚ 30΄ 00΄΄ North and 71˚ 30΄ 00΄΄ - 71˚ 22΄ 30΄΄ West (Figure 1-1).  The 
geologic region examined in this study occupies approximately 142 sq. km (55 sq. mi.) 
and includes all or part of the towns of Acton, Boxborough, Concord, Hudson, Marlboro, 
Maynard, Stow, Sudbury, and Wayland. The area is approximately 42 km (26 mi.) west, 
north-west of Boston and 43 km (27 mi.) north-east of Worcester. No major interstate 
highways serve the area.  Access is from minor Massachusetts state routes 2, 2A, 27, 62, 
111, and 117 (Figure 1-1). The area is also served by the Boston and Maine railroad and 
Massachusetts Bay Transportation Authority (MBTA) Commuter Rail.  
 The overall topography of the study area is that typical of low-relief glacial 
features including many drumlins and low rounded hills, steep south and south-easterly-
facing slopes, small kettle ponds, broad river valleys and outwash plains. Nearly half of 
the area lies below 200 ft. with a few of the hills rising above 300 ft. Flag Hill in 
Boxborough is at the highest at 466 ft. Overall relief increases gradually form east to 
west. The area is drained by two of eastern Massachusetts‟s principle rivers (the Assabet 
and Sudbury), and numerous minor streams. These rivers join just east of the study area 
to from the Concord River, which flows northward and merges with the Merrimack River 
in Lowell Massachusetts.  
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Bedrock exposures in the study area are rather sparse, although many are located 
on the above mentioned south and southeasterly-facing slopes as a result of a process 
known as ramp and pluck, as the glaciers moved from generally the north, north-west to 
the south, south-east. Other exposures occur as small knobs in relatively flat areas. Still 
others have been recently exposed as the result of development in the area, which is 
widespread. Most natural exposures are substantially weathered.  
Regional Geologic Setting 
Introduction 
The Appalachian orogen in New England is the product of several discrete 
mountain-building episodes that occurred during the Paleozoic era: the Taconic Orogeny 
in the Ordovician period, the Acadian Orogeny in the Siluro-Devonian, and the 
Alleganian Orogeny in the Carboniferous to Permian (Williams, 1979; Williams and 
Hatcher, 1983). The cause of these episodes was the accretion to ancient Laurentia of 
discretely different technostratigraphic terranes during the closure of the ancient Iapetus 
and Rheic oceans (Figure 1-2). The northern portion of the Appalachian Orogenic Belt is 
represented in eastern Massachusetts by three distinct geological terranes that are 
separated by major fault systems, and identified by unique depositional, deformational, 
metamorphic and plutonic histories (e.g., Zen and others, 1983; Hatch and others, 1984). 
From west to east the terranes are the Merrimack terrane, Nashoba terrane, and Avalon 
Composite terrane, here after called the Avalon terrane (Figure 1-3). The Nashoba terrane 
is bounded by the Clinton-Newbury fault system in the west, and the Bloody Bluff fault 
in the east. The Maynard quadrangle lies almost entirely within the Nashoba terrane with  
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only a small portion in the south-east corner straddling the boundary with the Avalon 
terrane. 
Merrimack terrane  
 The Merrimack terrane (part of the Gander terrane of Williams and Hatcher, 
1982) is divided into six subbelts of Ordovician to Devonian strata (Robinson and 
Goldsmith, 1991). Multiply deformed and metamorphosed during the Acadian Orogeny, 
metamorphism increases from the lower greenschist facies in the east (adjacent to the 
Clinton-Newbury fault) to the amphibolite facies in the west. The eastern portion of the 
terrane is intruded by Late Ordovician to Early Devonian age diorites and granites 
(Wones and Goldsmith, 1991).  
Nashoba terrane  
 The Nashoba terrane is identified as the area between the Clinton-Newbury fault 
system in the west and the Bloody Bluff fault system in the east (Figure 1-4). This area of 
complex, highly metamorphosed and deformed stratified rock, of Late Precambrian to 
Ordovician age, intruded by various foliated and unfoliated igneous rocks, is believed to 
be a former arc-backarc crustal segment of unknown origin and affinities (Hepburn and 
others, 1987; Hepburn and others, 1995; Goldsmith, 1991a).  
 Late Neoproterozoic to Early Paleozoic volcanic and sedimentary rocks (Hepburn 
and others, 1995, Walsh and others, 2009) have been deformed and metamorphosed to 
amphibolite facies, resulting in two dominant sequences of rocks: the Marlboro 
Formation in the east and the Nashoba Formation in the west (Emerson, 1917; Hanson, 
1956; Bell and Alvord, 1976; Zen and others, 1983).   
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Intruded into the metasedimentary rocks are contemporaneous syn- to post- 
deformation granitic and intermediate composition rocks. The Andover Granite is an S-
type, metaluminous to peraluminous granitioid that is indicative of a crustal melting 
environment. The Sharpners Pond Diorite and Assabet Quartz Diorite are made up of 
mostly calc-alkaline diorites and tonalities, which are typical of a continental arc 
environment (Hepburn and others, 1995). The age of 430 ± 5 Ma for the unfoliated 
Sharpners Pond Diorite (Zartman and Naylor, 1984) is significant as it likely provides an 
upper constraint on the majority of the regional deformation in the area.   
Avalon terrane  
 The Avalon terrane is identified as the area east of the Bloody Bluff fault system 
(Figure 1-3). These rocks have been correlated with and named after rocks found in the 
Avalon Peninsula in Newfoundland. Others have referred to this area as the Boston 
Avalon zone (Hepburn and others, 1987), the Esmond Dedham terrane (Gromet, 1989), 
and the Milford-Dedham zone (Goldsmith, 1991a). The Avalon terrane is principally 
recognized by the presence of Proterozoic volcanic and sedimentary rocks that have been 
intruded by large plutons of late Proterozoic (650-600 Ma) calc-alkaline granites that 
represent the main phase of Avalonian thermal activity. Also present are sedimentary 
rocks of Cambrian to lower Ordovician age bearing an Acado-Baltic fauna that allows 
correlation with other fragments of Avalon around the Atlantic Ocean (Williams and 
Hatcher, 1983; Rast and Skehan, 1983; Hepburn and others, 1987; Keppie, 1989; 
Goldsmith, 1991b). 
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 Metamorphism in the Avalon terrane of eastern Massachusetts is predominantly 
lower green schist facie (Zen and others, 1983). The grade of metamorphism increases to 
the amphibolite facies to the south-southwest where deformation is more intense and 
ductile shearing is present (Hepburn and others, 1987).   
Previous Work 
Regional 
 Some of the earliest stratigraphic work in the Nashoba terrane of eastern 
Massachusetts was recorded by Emerson (1917) when he mapped the Marlboro 
Formation and named it for its type locality in the city of Marlborough, south-west of the 
study area (Figure 2-1). Hansen (1956) completed an extensive map of the Hudson and 
Maynard quadrangles, remapping the Marlboro Formation and describing a new 
formation as overlying the Marlboro, the Nashoba Formation (Figure 1-6). Skehan and 
Abu-moustafa (1976) and Abu-moustafa and Skehan (1976) examined the stratigraphy to 
the south-west of the study area during the construction of the Wachusett-Marlborough 
Tunnel. In this unusually complete section of exposed rock, they divided the Nashoba 
Formation into 30 members and the underlying Marlboro Formation into 31 members. 
Bell and Alvord (1976) mapped extensively in Middlesex County to the north and east of 
the study area (Figure 2-2). Their examination of nonfossiliferous marine 
metasedimentary and metavolcanic rocks divided the terrane into five formations totaling 
fifteen members. These formations included the  previously identified Marlboro and 
Nashoba Formations and Fishbrook Gneiss, and several newly named formations; 
including the Shawsheen Gneiss and Tadmuck Brook Schist (Zen and others, 1983).   
10 
 
 Intrusive rocks of eastern Massachusetts have been described by many workers 
including Emerson (1917) and Hanson (1956). Zartman and Naylor‟s work (1984) dated 
several plutonic rocks of the Avalon and Nashoba terranes to provide the beginning 
framework for differences between the two terranes (age of deposition, deformational and 
metamorphic histories), and the nature of their dividing boundary. Hepburn and others 
(1995) later updated many of the Zartman and Naylor‟s (1984) ages, providing better 
time constrains on metamorphic and deposition histories.  
Local and regional peak metamorphic and retrograde events have been identified 
to the west of the study area by Abu-moustafa (1969), Munn (1987), and Bober (1990). 
Skehan and Abu-moustafa (1976) and Hepburn and Munn (1984) reported the 
metamorphic grade in the Nashoba Terrane to be in the sillimanite-muscovite and 
sillimanite-potassium-feldspar zones. Castle and others (1976) described the major faults 
and shear zones in eastern Massachusetts including those in the study area: the Bloody 
Bluff fault and associated mylonites.  
Numerous quadrangle scale geologic mapping projects have been completed or 
are in progress (as of this writing) around the study area (Figure 1-5) including: Hepburn 
and DiNitto (1978) and Kopera and others (2006) completed maps of the Marlborough 
quadrangle which adjoins the Maynard quadrangle to the south-west, Nelson‟s (1975a 
and 1975b) completed maps of the Framingham and Natick quadrangles to the south and 
southeast respectively, Langford‟s in progress (2006) map of the Concord quadrangle to 
the east, and Kopera‟s (2005) preliminary map of the Hudson quadrangle to the west.  
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Maynard quadrangle 
 Hanson‟s work (1956) provided a pre-plate tectonics detailed study of the Hudson 
and Maynard quadrangles, and resulted in the publication of bedrock and surficial 
geologic maps at the scale of 1:31,680 or 2 inches per mile (Figure 1-6). As the concept 
of accreted terranes and major structural dislocations did not yet exist, these maps contain 
little major structural data; Hansen reported that there were no faults of mappable size. 
Hanson (1956) was the first to call the great mass of metamorphic rocks that extends 
from Connecticut northeast to New Hampshire, the Nashoba Formation, a name he 
proposed for the occurrence and good exposure along Nashoba Brook of the Maynard 
quadrangle.  Hanson (1956) also first described and provided the type locality for the 
Assabet Quartz Diorite, which outcrops in the east-central portion of the Maynard 
quadrangle. Hanson (1956) described the Nashoba terrane as a homoclinal sequence of 
metasedimentary and metavolcanic rocks with north-east trending structures topping to 
the north-west.  
Methods of Investigation  
 The field mapping for this study took place primarily during the summers of 2005 
and 2006, with follow up excursions in 2007 and 2008. In an attempt to correlate units 
mapped in the Maynard quadrangle with units mapped elsewhere, this work included 
reconnaissance visits to surrounding quadrangles, as well as discussions with other 
adjoining quadrangle mappers including Joseph Kopera, mapping the Hudson quadrangle 
directly to the west, and Colin Langford, mapping the Concord quadrangle directly to the 
east (neither of these maps are published at the time of this writing). Field base maps 
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were made from a scanned and digitized 1965, U.S.G.S., 1:24,000 scale topographic map 
using Arcview 3.3, ArcGIS 9.1, Adobe Photoshop 7.0, and Adobe Illustrator 10. Other 
features were added to these maps from MassGIS website including new roads and rails 
centerlines. Hansen‟s (1956) Bedrock and Surficial Geology maps are the only existing 
quadrangle scale geology maps of the area. Useful features from these maps (outcrop and 
lithological contact locations) were also scanned, digitized, and added to the maps as 
starting reference points.  
 A total of approximately 150 outcrops were located, examined and sampled. 
Outcrops were plotted directly onto the base maps by utilizing field measurements with 
respect to topographic features, and a hand-held Global Positioning System (GPS) unit, 
Garmin eTrix Vista, set to 1927 North American datum (to correspond with base 
topographic map), map units 1,000-meter Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM). UTM 
coordinates are reported in the Appendix data tables using World Geodetic Survey 1984 
(WGS 84) datum. The GPS unit‟s accuracy (with Wide Area Augmentation System 
(WAAS) enabled) is typically between 3 to 15 meters (10 to 49 feet) depending on 
satellite reception. Refer to Appendix A for table of outcrop locations.   
 All field measurements were recorded using the azimuth method and conventions 
of the „right-hand-rule,‟ were strike is measured in the direction that allows the down-dip 
direction to be to the right side of the compass. Thus a foliation with a strike of N 15˚ E 
and dipping 45˚ NW is indicated as 195˚, 45˚. Planar features are measured as strike/dip 
and linear features are measured as trend/plunge. Measurements were made using a 
Brunton GEO Transit model number 5010. 
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 Following the field mapping, 29 petrographic thin sections were made. Samples 
for thin sections were chosen based on one or more of the following criteria; (1) samples 
that were representive as being typical for a particular unit and would therefore provide 
an accurate description of that unit, (2) samples that exemplify the degree and type of 
metamorphism, and (3) samples that display unique micro-structures that would be 
suitable for oriented analysis of shear-sense indication.  Refer to Appendix B for the table 
of thin section locations.   
 As outcrops are sparse throughout much of the Maynard quadrangle, contacts 
between rock units are rarely exposed. Therefore, one or more of the following criteria 
were used in locating approximate contacts on the map. (1) contacts were mapped half-
way between exposures of differing rock units, (2) contacts were drawn to correspond to 
topographic lineaments such as stream/river valleys or ridge lines of hills, and (3) 
contacts were drawn to correspond to changes in relative magnetic fields as displayed on 
aeromagnetic maps at local 1:24,000 scale (USGS, 1970a and 1970b) and regional 
1:150,000 scale (Castle and others, 1976). Both the Bloody Bluff fault and the Assabet 
River fault were located on the maps (see Plates in rear pocket), by similar methods, 
especially using topographic lineaments and aeromagnetic signatures. 
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CHAPTER 2 
STRATIGRAPHY 
 
Introduction 
The Maynard quadrangle lies largely within the Nashoba terrane with only a small 
area of the southeast corner in the Avalon terrane. Stratified rocks in each terrane will be 
addressed separately.  
Two major formations were mapped in the Nashoba terrane: the Marlboro 
Formation to the south-east and the Nashoba Formation to the north-west (Plate 1). One 
formation was mapped in the Avalon terrane as the Westboro Formation mylonite. 
The Nashoba terrane 
Marlboro Formation (COm) 
Introduction and Previous Work 
Emerson (1917) mapped as the Marlboro Formation an extensive sequence of 
metasedimentary and metavolcanic rocks throughout eastern Massachusetts (Figure 2-1). 
He described these rocks as black biotite schist and hornblendic schist and named them 
for exposures in ledges he found in the town of Marlborough. His type locality for this 
formation is the exposures along the north side of Main Street, Marlborough. In the 
Maynard quadrangle, he mapped two bands of the Marlboro Formation in the south-east 
corner.  
Emerson (1917) assigned an age of Precambrian to the Marlboro Formation based 
on correlations with similar rocks he and Perry (1907) mapped in the Blackstone Valley 
of Rhode Island, also believed to be Precambrian. They originally named the Rhode 
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Island section of rock the Marlboro Formation but assigned no type locality. This 
sequence included units of amphibolite, greenschist, steatite and limestone. 
 
 
FIGURE 2-1   Distribution of the Marlboro Formation (dotted area) as mapped by 
    Emerson (1917) in Eastern Massachusetts. MA – Marlborough  
  quadrangle, NA - Natick quadrangle, FR - Framingham quadrangle,  
HU - Hudson quadrangle, MY - Maynard quadrangle, CO - Concord  
quadrangle. 
 
Hansen (1956) agreed with Emerson and mapped the Marlboro Formation as two 
separate belts within the Maynard quadrangle (Figure 1-4). He described these rocks as, 
  … predominantly a fine-grained medium-gray 
to dull-olive-gray amphibolite schist which 
commonly contains considerable quartz, mica, 
and feldspar, a varying amount of chlorite, and 
a small percentage of disseminated magnetite…  
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Hanson (1956) also observed that epidote veins are abundant and extensively described 
and illustrated “distinctive secondary structures” within these veins including boudinaged 
layers of stretched and squeezed out epidote knots between layers of amphibolite schist.  
Hansen mistakenly referred to amphibolite layers mapped within the Marlboro 
Formation as well preserved, original bedding, and parallel to schistosity. He was not to 
be the last examiner to falsely identify primary sedimentary structures within the 
complexly deformed and metamorphosed Nashoba terrane. 
Southwest of the study area, a continuous section of 3600 meters of Marlboro 
Formation was mapped within the Wachusett-Marlborough Tunnel and detailed by 
Skehan (1967, 1968, and 1969) and Skehan and Abu-moustafa (1976). This section that 
represented a stratigraphic thickness of 2705 meters was divided into 31 members of 
which 50 percent were described as hornblende gneiss, schist, and amphibolite. The 
remainder was described as various amounts of calcareous rock, granulite, quartzite, 
gneiss, epicule, and coticule. Well-layered amphibolite beds were again observed as 
“relic bedding.” 
 Bell and Alvord (1976) mapped extensively to the north, north-east, and east of 
the study area. Some of their traverses are shown as just entering or slightly passing 
though the Maynard quadrangle (Figure 2-2). Their northwest to southeast traverse of the 
Marlboro Formation begins just within the boundary of the Maynard quadrangle and 
extends through the adjacent Concord quadrangle. Bell and Alvord (1976) divided the 
Marlboro Formation into two members; a poorly exposed, heterogeneous lower unit of  
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1500 meters, and a 640 meter upper unit which they named the Sandy Pond Amphibolite 
Member and designated its type locality as the northeast-trending ledge along the east 
and south sides of Sandy Pond in the Concord quadrangle. 
As shown on Bell and Alvord‟s 1976 map (Figure 2-2) the lower member of the 
Marlboro Formation occupies most of the southeast corner of the Maynard quadrangle 
and is described as undivided portions of plagioclase-quartz-mica schist, amphibole 
gneiss, calcareous calc-silicate gneiss, marble, and thin-bedded fine- to medium-grained 
amphibolite. The upper member, the Sandy Pond, is described as containing two distinct 
parts. The lower third is described as dark greenish-gray, very fine-grained, thinly 
laminated amphibolite truncated by the Bloody Bluff fault. The upper two thirds are 
described as thin-bedded to massive amphibolite interstratified with lenses of mica 
gneiss, rusty-weathering mica schist, and minor quartzite. 
Hepburn and DiNitto (1978), DiNitto (1983), and DiNitto and others (1984), 
mapped the Marlborough quadrangle, adjacent to the southwest corner of the study area. 
Four informal members of Marlboro Formation are described as occurring between the 
Assabet River fault to the north and the Bloody Bluff fault to the south. These members 
include granulite, rusty schist, schist and granulite, and amphibolite most likely 
correlative with Bell and Alvord‟s (1976) Sandy Pond. The thickness of the formation 
was determined to be approximately 3200 meters in the Marlborough area. 
Exposures 
The Marlboro Formation is not well exposed in the Maynard quadrangle except 
for a few areas where small outcrops are abundant (Plate 1). The rocks that are exposed 
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occur within a northeasterly trending band approximately 900 meters in width. The band 
extends from the southwest corner of the quadrangle to the middle of the eastern 
quadrangle boundary (Plate 1). The exposed rocks are likely correlative with the Sandy 
Pond member described by Bell and Alvord (1976) and Hepburn and DiNitto (1978).  
Two distinct rock types were mapped as the Marlboro Formation. The first type is 
an amphibolite that ranges from massive to schistose, hereafter referred to as the 
amphibolite. The second type is a hornblende and quartz-rich rock that has been 
mylonitized, hereafter referred to as the mylonite. The location of the mylonite is 
represented on Plate 1 with sheared symbols (~) within the Marlboro Formation. There is 
no single exposure that exhibits the relationship between the two rock types. However, a 
gradational relationship is suggested in a group of exposures occurring along Dakin Road 
in Sudbury. Massive amphibolites at the southern base of the ridge become increasingly 
sheared to the north. Rocks at the top of the ridge are mylonitized.  
The amphibolite commonly occurs as fine- to medium-grained, massive, dark 
greenish-gray, amphibolite and amphibolite schist. The best example of this lithology is a 
large and recently exposed outcrop located at the Massachusetts Department of Fire 
Services property on Hudson Road, Stow (Figure 4-9). Other exposures are present as 
small outcrops or knobs throughout the area. Much of what is exposed has a rusty 
weathered surface.  
The mylonite occurs as very thinly laminated alternating layers of creamy white 
to dull olive gray, very sheared rock that contains epidote and quartz nodules and veins 
(Figure 2-3). Minor amounts of cream-colored quartzites occur throughout as layers from 
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2 mm to 20 cm in width. This unit is most abundantly exposed at or near the top of the 
south to south-east facing ridge just north of Route 117, along either side of Dakin Road, 
in the town of Sudbury. Small outcrops are exposed within residential and wooded areas. 
No single exposure is continuous for more than 7 meters. Most exposures are extremely 
weathered and over-grown with vegetation.  
 
FIGURE 2-3   Typical mylonitized Marlboro Formation. Alternating layers of epidote 
and quartz. Evidence of brittle fracturing after ductile deformation.  
MY-23-07 located at the corner of Dakin Road and Skyview Lane, 
Sudbury (see Appendix A for location). 
 
Lithological Description 
Amphibolite is the dominant lithology throughout the formation and occurs as 
fine- to medium-grained, massive to well foliated, light to dark greenish-gray to olive, 
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amphibolite and amphibolite schist. In hand samples (Modes 1 and 2, Table 2.1), 
hornblende is the most abundant mineral and ranges from 43 to 52 percent of the rock. 
The hornblende crystals are commonly oriented. Plagioclase ranges from 23 to 35 percent 
and is mildly altered to sericite. The An content ranges from 38 to 58; andesine to 
labradorite. Quartz ranges from 5 to 10 percent and displays undulatory extinction. 
Sphene makes up 5 to 10 percent of the rock and is alter to magnetite/ilmenite, which 
accounts for an additional 2 to 5 percent of these samples (Figure 2-4). Epidote accounts 
for 3 to 5 percent of the total samples and magnetite 2 to 5 percent. Also present in 
percentages less than 3 percent are apatite and zircon.   
Many of the exposures along the southern boundary of the Marlboro Formation 
have been highly sheared into mylonite. The thinly laminated layers of this rock were 
previously interpreted to be relict bedding by previous workers (Hansen, 1956; Bell and 
Alvord, 1976) (Figure 2-5). See Chapter 4, Structural Geology, for further discussion of 
mylonitic structures. These rocks consist of alternating layers of amphibolite schist and 
boudinaged epidote. Epidote layers are between 1 and 5 cm thick. In thin section (Table 
2.1, Mode 3), hornblende accounts for 53 percent of the sample, plagioclase equals 29 
percent, and epidote is 17 percent. Magnetite, sphene, and zircon account for 5 percent or 
less of the sample. The schistosity defined by elongated hornblende is clearly displayed 
in these rocks (Figure 2-6). 
Contacts 
The upper contact of the Marlboro Formation is with the Andover Granite and is 
not exposed within in study area. The lower contact to the west is with the Indian Head  
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Table 2-1  Estimated Modes of the Marlboro Formation (COm) 
 
 1 2 3 
Groundmass    
     Quartz 10 5 10 
     Plagioclase 35 23 19 
     Hornblende 15 14 47 
     Apatite Tr -- -- 
     Magnetite/Ilmenite 2 5 5 
     Sphene 5 10 2 
     Zircon 1 Tr Tr 
     Epidote 3 5 14 
    
Porphyroblasts    
     Hornblende 28 38 -- 
     Plagioclase -- -- 3  
    
Alteration Products    
     Seritization † -- -- 
     Saussuritization -- † † 
    
An-Content of Plagioclase 58 38 ‡ 
    
Grain Size (mm)    
     Groundmass 0.05-0.25 0.004-0.30 0.02-0.40 
     Porphyroblasts  0.25-3.75 0.30-8.00 0.40-1.00 
 
1.   MY-23-14  Amphibolite; outcrop at the corner of Willard Grant Road and 
    Powers Road, Sudbury.  
 
2.   MY-26-04C Amphibolite; very large outcrop 100 meters behind (north) of the 
    Massachusetts Department of Fire Services, State Road, Stow. 
 
3.   MY-27-01B Mylonitic Amphibolite (oriented sample); outcrop at the corner of  
   Carriage Road and Route 27, Maynard.  
 
Notes: 
- See Appendix B for UTM coordinates of thin section locations. 
- All estimated modes are based on visual observations. 
- An-contents for plagioclase in all thin sections were determined by the Michel-Levy 
  Methods (Kerr, 1959, p. 257-260). 
- ‡ = unable to obtain An-content. 
- † = alteration product present.  
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FIGURE 2-4  Photomicrograph of Marlboro Formation amphibolite. Hornblende (Hbl) 
and sphene (Sph) porphyroblasts in a matrix of plagioclase. Sphene alters 
to magnetite (Mag) and ilmenite (Ilm). Mineral abbreviation after Kretz, 
1983; and Spear, 1993. MY-26-04 under cross polarization at 4X (see 
Appendix B for thin section locations). 
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FIGURE 2-5  Mylonitized Marlboro Formation. Alternating layer of amphibolite schist  
            and boudinaged epidote. MY-27-01 located at the corner of Carriage 
           Street and Route 27, Maynard (see Appendix A for outcrop location).  
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FIGURE 2-6   Photomicrograph of kinkband within mylonitized Marlboro Formation. 
Sample consists predominantly of hornblende, plagioclase, and epidote 
with minor magnetite, sphene, and zircon. MY-27-01 under plain (top) 
and cross (bottom) polarization at 10X (see Appendix B for thin section 
locations). 
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Hill Igneous Complex. This contact is not exposed. The lower contact to the east is 
defined as the White Pond Diorite. The narrow width of the Marlboro Formation within 
the Maynard quadrangle, as compared to that in the Marlboro quadrangle to the 
southwest, is believed to be the result of the extensive igneous intrusions in the Maynard 
quadrangle to the north and south of the formation, and possibly also because of faulting 
(Goldsmith, 1991a).  
Age 
Skehan and Abu-moustafa, (1976) stated that the Marlboro Formation was likely 
conformable with the Nashoba Formation, and was therefore of Ordovician age. 
However, recent work in the Grafton quadrangle (Walsh and others, 2009) constrains the 
age to Early Cambrian or older as the Grafton Gneiss that cross-cuts the Marlboro 
Formation was dated at 515 ± 4 Ma. 
Nashoba Formation (On) 
Introduction and Previous Work 
The stratigraphic section of rocks now known as the Nashoba Formation was first 
described by Perry and Emerson (1903) for rocks in the Bolton quadrangle of 
Massachusetts and identified as the Bolton Gneiss. They later abandoned the name, as it 
was previously used for a formation in Connecticut, and began calling them “gneisses 
and schists of undetermined age” (Emerson, 1917). Hansen (1956) provided the current 
name of the formation for exposures he studied in the Maynard and Westford 
quadrangles of the Nashoba Brook Valley.  
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Hansen (1956) described the Nashoba Formation as a “great mass of metamorphic 
rocks of Carboniferous age that extends northeastward across east-central Massachusetts 
almost from Connecticut to New Hampshire.” The formation “is composed chiefly of 
biotite gneiss but contains also biotite schist, numerous interbedded layers of amphibolite 
schist, hornblende gneiss, and quartzite beds that are largely feldspathized.” A few beds 
of marble were found in the western part of Hansen‟s study area, although none were 
identified within the Maynard quadrangle.   
While examining the Wachusett-Marlborough Tunnel to the southwest of the 
study area, Skehan and Abu-moustafa (1976) divided the Nashoba Formation into 31 
members consisting of 7 different lithologies. These members consisted of biotite-rich 
gneiss and schist, quartz-feldspar-biotite gneiss and schist, biotite-quartz granulite, calc-
silicate granulite, marble, hornblende gneiss and schist, amphibolite, quartzite and 
micaceous quartzite, muscovite and chlorite-rich schist and gneiss, and garnet coticule.  
Alvord (1975) and Bell and Alvord (1976) examined the stratigraphy to the north, 
northeast and east of the study area (Figure 2-2). Alvord (1975) divided Hansen‟s (1956) 
Nashoba Formation into three separate formations. Descending through the sequence 
from top to bottom they are the Nashoba Formation, the Fish Brook Gneiss, and the 
Shawsheen Gneiss. The Nashoba Formation was further divided into 10 locally mappable 
members (Alvord, 1975; Bell and Alvord, 1976) based on intervals of predominant 
biotite gneisses with lesser amounts of amphibolites, calc-silicate rocks, amphibolite-
biotite gneisses, and sillimanite-mica schists or marbles (Table 2-2). It is important to 
note that only the Boxford Member is differentiated within the Nashoba Formation on the  
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Table 2-2  Stratigraphy of the Nashoba Formation, Fish Brook Gneiss, 
and Shawsheen Gneiss of Alvord (1975) and Bell and Alvord 
(1976) as compared to the Nashoba Formation of Hansen 
(1956), from Goldsmith (1991a) 
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Beaver Brook Member Sillimanite-muscovite-biotite gneiss and schist; 
minor amphibolite, calc-silicate rock, and 
marble 
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Long Pond Gneiss 
Member 
Sillimanite-muscovite-biotite gneiss; rare 
amphibolite 
Fort Pond Member Upper part – Calc-silicate rock; sillimanite-
mica gneiss and amphibolite. Lower part – 
amphibolite-biotite gneiss and amphibolite; 
calc-silicate rock; sillimanite gneiss and schist 
Nagog Pond Gneiss 
Member 
Sillimanite-muscovite-biotite gneiss; 
subordinate amphibolite and amphibole gneiss 
Nashoba Brook Member Calc-silicate rock; sillimanite-muscovite-
biotite schist and amphibole-bearing gneiss 
Tophet Swamp Gneiss 
Member 
Sillimanite-(muscovite)-biotite gneiss; rare 
amphibolite 
Spencer Brook Member Amphibolite and calc-silicate rock 
Billerica Schist Member Sillimanite- biotite -muscovite schist 
Bellows Hill Member Upper part – Amphibolite and subordinate 
sillimanite-(muscovite)-biotite schist. Lower 
part – (sillimanite)-biotite-(muscovite) schist 
and gneiss; minor amphibolite 
Boxford Member Amphibolite and amphibole-bearing gneiss 
and schist; minor sillimanite gneiss, calc-
silicate gneiss; rare marble 
Fish Brook Gneiss (1250 m) Mafic-poor biotite-quartz-sodic plagioclase 
gneiss; very minor biotite-rich gneiss and 
amphibolite 
Shawsheen Gneiss (2600 m) Muscovite-biotite-oligoclase-quartz gneiss, 
locally sillimanite-muscovite-biotite schist 
near base 
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State bedrock map (Zen and others, 1983), as it is the only unit recognized in other areas 
(Goldsmith, 1991a). Bell and Alvord (1976) described the Nashoba Formation as pre-
Silurian and determined a thickness of about 10,890 meters.  
The Fish Brook Gneiss is fine- to medium-grained, white to light gray, distinctly 
foliated biotite-quartz-plagioclase rock (Castle, 1965). The rock displays a distinct 
“swirly” foliation that is due to uniquely oriented biotite flakes. Bell and Alvord (1976) 
determined a thickness of about 1,250 meters for the Fish Brook Gneiss (Table 2-2). 
The Shawsheen Gneiss is described by Bell and Alvord (1976) as largely 
sillimanite-bearing muscovite-biotite schist and gneiss. Lithologically, the Shawsheen 
Gneiss is similar to the Nashoba Formation. It was separated out from the Nashoba 
Formation because the Fish Brook Gneiss intervenes between the two formations 
(Goldsmith, 1991a). Bell and Alvord (1976) determined a thickness of about 2,600 
meters for the Shawsheen Gneiss (Table 2-2).  
Two members of the Nashoba Formation were identified and described in the 
Marlborough quadrangle to the southwest of the study area. DiNitto (1983) defined the 
base of the Nashoba as the schist member, which is overlain by the gneiss member. The 
schist member is described as being micaceous, sillimanitic and garnetiferous. The gneiss 
member is described as containing abundant muscovite, biotite, hornblende, plagioclase, 
and quartz interlayered with thin beds of sillimanite-muscovite-biotite schist. The schist 
member is described as being in fault contact with the upper member of the Marlboro 
Formation although that contact is not exposed in the Marlborough quadrangle. 
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Exposures  
In the Maynard quadrangle the Nashoba Formation is defined as undifferentiated 
(Plate 1). Several different rock types were identified within the Nashoba Formation and 
described below. While some of these rock types are certainly similar and likely 
correlative with formations and members mapped by Bell and Alvord (1976) and Castle 
(1965), none are shown as individually mapped units on Plate 1. The reason for omitting 
such units from the map is because exposures were insufficient and hindered tracing 
detailed lithologies from one outcrop to the next so that they could be included as 
mappable units on the 1:24,000 scale map. It is important to note that the Nashoba 
Formation members mapped by Bell and Alvord (1976) are difficult to trace beyond their 
type area in the Billerica quadrangle (Hepburn personal comm., 2009). Bell and Alvord 
relied largely on the percentage of rock types within a unit when naming individual 
members. Possible correlations with Bell and Alvord‟s (1976) members will be discussed 
within the sections of the various rock types. 
 The Nashoba Formation occupies the northwest corner of the Maynard 
quadrangle, encompassing over half of the study area. The formation extends into the 
Hudson quadrangle to the west, the Billerica quadrangle to the north, and the Concord 
quadrangle to the east. As noted above, outcrop exposures are mostly small, 
discontinuous, and weathered knobs found in yards in residential areas, moss covered in 
wooded areas and soot covered railroad cuts (Figure 2-7). The largest exposures are 
found along the road cut at the interchange between Routes 2 and 27 in Acton. 
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FIGURE 2-7  Typical exposure of weathered biotite gneiss of the Nashoba Formation. 
MY-01-01, railroad cut, Boxborough, northeast corner of study area (see 
Appendix A for outcrop locations). 
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Lithological Description  
The dominant lithology throughout the formation is a light to medium gray, 
medium- to coarse-grained, biotite gneiss that displays classic gneissic banding of 
alternating darker biotite layers and near white quartz and sodic plagioclase layers 
(Figure 2-7). Foliation is prominent and generally reflects the regional trend, striking 
northeast, and dipping steeply to the northwest. Other lithologies recognized within the 
formation include quartzo-feldspathic gneiss and interbedded layers of sulfidic schist, 
amphibole gneiss and schist, and granulite. The thickness of these layers range from a 
half a centimeter to several meters. Most outcrops also contain pegmatites, veins of 
quartz, and pods of granite resembling the Andover Granite (SOag). The biotite gneiss 
grades to a more quartzo-feldspathic gneiss to the east and northeast. This rock is lighter 
gray and less foliated to massive.  
Various rock types within the Nashoba Formation: 
Biotite Gneiss – The lithology referred to as biotite gneiss is made up of varying 
amounts of muscovite, quartz, plagioclase, biotite, plus or minus sillimanite. It is a 
northeasterly-trending unit that can be found throughout the north and northwest area of 
the quadrangle. It is especially observable in the far northwest corner of the quadrangle 
where the Boston and Maine railroad cuts through several outcrops (Figure 2-7), and in 
the towns of Acton and South Acton in railways and roads cuts. The biotite gneiss may 
be in part correlative with the following Bell and Alvord (1976) Nashoba Formation 
members mapped in adjoining areas, the Beaver Brook Member, the Long Pond Gneiss 
Member, and the Nagog Pond Gneiss Member (Table 2-2). 
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The biotite gneiss is light to medium gray to white in color. Classic gneissic 
banding of alternating light and dark layers of 1-6 mm in width are prominent in most 
samples (Figure 2-8). Lighter colored bands are made up of plagioclase and smoky gray 
quartz, darker bands consist of biotite and muscovite mica.  The rock is medium- to 
coarse-grained with porphyroblasts of plagioclase up to 7 mm. Weathered surfaces are 
gray to rusty. Foliation is prominent and is generally gently warped or folded (Figure 2-
9), and in some cases highly crenulate.  Late “fish-scale” muscovite defines foliation at 
some exposures.   
The dominant minerals throughout the biotite gneiss are sodic plagioclase which 
composes 34 to 64 percent of the rock, and quartz which composes 15 to 31 percent 
(Table 2-3, Modes 1-4). For the samples studied petrographically, the composition of the 
plagioclase is oligoclase, An23 to An26. The plagioclase is rarely zoned, but displays albite 
(Figure 2-10) and minor pericline twinning. The texture is characteristically medium- to 
coarse-grained and granoblastic. Plagioclase tends towards idioblastic, as does biotite and 
muscovite on occasion. Quartz displays undulatory extinction a sutured texture due to 
strain (Figure 2-11). A few samples exhibit small (0.02mm) prismatic crystals of 
sillimanite within larger muscovite grains (Figure 2-12). Most samples contain trace 
amounts of apatite, magnetite/ilmenite, epidote, and zircon. Zircons enclosed in biotite 
grains exhibit “radiation haloes” (Figure 2-11).  
The biotite mica abundance, as seen in Modes 1-4 in Table 2-3, ranges from as 
low as 10 percent to as high as 35 percent, with approximately 19 percent being the 
average. The biotite is pleochoric, and includes muscovite that is present in all of the  
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FIGURE 2-8   Photomicrograph of biotite gneiss of the Nashoba Formation (On).   
  Sample consists of classic gneissic banding of layers. MY-01-01   
  under plain (top) and cross (bottom) polarization at 4X (see Appendix B  
  for thin section locations). 
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FIGURE 2-9   Typical minor outcrop scale folding of biotite gneiss, MY-01-03, recent 
exposure behind the Acton Police Station (see Appendix A for location). 
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Table 2-3  Estimated Modes of The Nashoba Formation (continued) 
 
1.   MY-01-01  Muscovite-Quartz-Plagioclase-Biotite Gneiss ; railroad cut,  
                                  northeast corner of the intersection of Sargent Road and the 
                                  Commuter Rail line, Boxborough.  
 
2. MY-03-01B Sillimanite-Muscovite-Biotite-Quartz-Plagioclase Gneiss ; 60 
meters east of Route 27 behind the Acton Police Station, 350  
meters north of the intersection of Route 2 and Route 27, Acton.  
 
3. MY-07-01A Muscovite-Biotite-Quartz-Plagioclase Gneiss ; north side of 
Squirrel Hill Road, 250 meters south of Summer Street, Acton. 
Exposure was newly excavated for housing development, and then 
re-covered. 
 
4.   MY-09-05  Muscovite-Biotite-Quartz-Plagioclase Gneiss ; outcrop on north 
side of Oakwood Road, 110 meters east of Piper Road, Acton.  
 
5.   MY-12-01A Muscovite-Biotite-Quartz-Plagioclase Gneiss ; outcrop on the west  
   side of Wright Farm, 300 meters west of the intersection of  
   College Road and Wright Farm, Concord.  
 
6.   MY-12-02A Muscovite-Biotite-Quartz-Plagioclase Gneiss ; small ridge along 
the north-east side of the intersection of Strawberry Hill Road and 
Barretts Mill Road, Concord. 
 
7.   MY-16-03  Granulite ; railroad cut on the north-east corner of the 
intersection of the Commuter Rail Line and Parker Street, South 
Acton.  
 
Notes: 
- See Appendix B for UTM coordinates of thin section locations. 
- All estimated modes are based on visual observations. 
- An-contents for plagioclase in all thin sections were determined by the Michel-Levy 
  Methods (Kerr, 1959, p. 257-260). 
- † = alteration product present.  
- ‡ = unable to obtain An-content. 
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FIGURE 2-10   Photomicrograph of biotite gneiss of the Nashoba Formation (On).  
    Sample displays alteration products including sericite and myrmekite.  
  Also, albite twinning of plagioclase crystal. MY-07-01A under cross  
   polarization at 10X (see Appendix B for thin section locations). 
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FIGURE 2-11   Photomicrograph of typical biotite gneiss of the Nashoba Formation 
(On). Sample consists of sutured quartz (Qz) displaying undulatory   
extinction and radiation halo around zircon (Zrn) crystal within larger 
biotite (Bt) grain. MY-01-01 under plain (top) and cross (bottom) 
polarization at10X (see Appendix B for thin section locations). 
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FIGURE 2-12   Photomicrograph of biotite gneiss of the Nashoba Formation (On).  
    Sample consists of prismatic sillimanite (Sil) within larger muscovite  
    (Ms) crystals. MY-03-01B under plain (top) and cross (bottom)   
    polarization at 10X (see Appendix B for thin section locations). 
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samples studied, ranging from 5 to 15 percent, with approximately 10 percent being the 
average. In most cases, an increased amount of biotite accounts for a darker gray rock; 
and an increased amount of both micas results in a greater schistosity. 
Alteration products found within the biotite gneiss rock type include sericite and 
myrmekite (Figure 2-11). The sericite appears as very fine-grained crystals of white mica 
along the rim of plagioclase grains. Myrmekite is displayed in one sample (Table 2-3, 
Mode 3) and is also an alteration on plagioclase. It can be seen as an intergrowth of 
dendritic quartz within plagioclase crystals and occurs as plagioclase replaces potassium 
feldspar (Figure 2-10).    
Quartzo-feldspathic Gneiss – The rock type referred to as quartzo-feldspathic 
gneiss is distinguished from biotite gneiss on the basis of its occurrence and appearance 
in the field, and not just its modal composition which overall is somewhat similar to the 
biotite gneiss. Major constituents are muscovite, biotite, quartz, and plagioclase. 
Occurrences are limited to the far northeast corner of the quadrangle. Exposures are light 
to medium gray, fine- to medium-grained, locally weathered to a rusty-brown, massive to 
moderately foliated, and occasionally have minor lamination (Figure 2-13). The rock is 
intruded by much granitic material, likely Andover Granite, and a minor finer-grained 
diorite. This lithology may be correlative with the Fish Brook Gneiss as mapped in 
adjoining areas to the northeast (Castle, 1965; Bell and Alvord, 1976). However, because 
the quartzo-feldspathic gneiss in the Maynard quadrangle lacks of distinctive “swirly” 
foliation of the Fish Brook Gneiss, it is herein designated as the quartzo-feldspathic 
gneiss.  
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The dominant minerals throughout the quartzo-feldspathic gneiss are sodic 
plagioclase which composes 37 to 53 percent of the rock, and quartz which composes 
approximately 29 percent of the rock (Table 2-3, Modes 5 & 6). For the two samples 
studied petrographically, the composition of the plagioclase is oligoclase, An24 and An26. 
Biotite mica ranges from 11 percent to 22 percent. Muscovite is present in both samples 
at 8 percent. Epidote (4 percent) is present in only one of the samples studied. Minerals 
found in trace amounts are apatite, magnetite, and zircon. Both samples are altered, with 
myrmekite and/or sericite.  
 
FIGURE 2-13   Typical quartzo-feldspathic gneiss of the Nashoba Formation, light to  
medium gray, moderately foliated, rusty weathering, with a small dioritic    
intrusion in the center of the photograph. MY-06-01A (see  Appendix A 
for location). 
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Sulfidic Schist – Sulfidic schist is limited to two areas of the quadrangle; the 
Silver Hill Conservation Area, off Paul Road, in the town of Maynard (Figure 2-14), and 
a railroad cut in the town of South Acton (Figure 2-15). These exposures are northeast 
trending and stratigraphically above the Assabet River fault zone, with which they may 
be associated.  
The sulfidic schist is a medium- to coarse-grained, rusty weathering schist made 
up predominantly of muscovite, biotite, and plagioclase. It may contain lesser amounts of 
quartz, sillimanite, and pyrite. In hand sample the rock is light gray, weathers to a red-
rusty brown and crumbles easily to the touch. It is highly foliated, following the northeast 
regional trend. 
The rusty schistose layers are very weathered and therefore poorly exposed; 
obtaining samples suitable for thin-section analysis was impossible. Consequently, only 
the less weathered and less schistose portions of the formation were examined. Note, the 
white sulfidic schist pictured in Figure 2-14 is an odd occurrence, no other similar 
exposures were found within the quadrangle. 
Amphibolite – The rock type referred to as amphibolite is made up of amphibolite, 
amphibolite gneiss, and amphibolite schist. It is abundant throughout the Nashoba 
Formation in interbedded layers that range in size from a few centimeters to several 
meters in thickness. These layers are discontinuous from one exposure to the next, 
pinching out or blending into one of the other lithologies, especially the biotite gneiss. 
Although a few exposures are thick enough to be indicated on Plate 1, most are of 
insufficient size to be included at the 1:24,000 scale map. This rock type may be  
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FIGURE 2-14   Rusty weathered, unique white sulfidic schist of the Nashoba 
  Formation. MY-14-01, Silver Hill Conservation Area, off Paul 
  Road, Maynard (see Appendix A for outcrop locations). 
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FIGURE 2-15   Soot covered and rusty weathered sulfidic schist of the  
  Nashoba Formation. MY-16-04, railroad cut in South Acton  
  (see Appendix A for outcrop locations). 
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correlative with the Boxford Member of the Nashoba Formation as mapped in adjoining 
areas (Bell and Alvord, 1976; Zen and others, 1983). 
 The amphibolite lithology is made up predominately of plagioclase and 
hornblende with lesser amounts of biotite, quartz, and accessory chlorite, apatite, epidote, 
magnetite and zircon. The unit can be further broken down into one of finer-grain size 
and one of medium- to coarse-grain size.  
Fine-grained Amphibolite  
 The fine-grained amphibolite in hand sample is medium gray to dark greenish 
gray to nearly black. Color depends largely on the amount of hornblende; greater 
amounts produce a darker rock. Foliation ranges from absent to moderately foliated to 
schistose. The rock is commonly rusty on weathered surfaces. 
 In thin section (Table 2-4, Mode 1) crystals are equigranular and randomly 
oriented. Mineral composition of this sample is hornblende (52 percent), plagioclase (20 
percent) with an An content 50 and is in the andesine/ labradorite range, and quartz (20 
percent). The sample is peppered with magnetite (Figure 2-16) which makes up 6 percent 
of the rock, along with 2 percent epidote. With an increase in the feldspar, the schist 
grades into amphibolite gneiss. 
Medium- to coarse-grained Amphibolite  
 The following information and thin sections were obtained from Maureen Raposa 
Senior Research Project “A Geochemical and Petrological Study of the Boxford 
Member”, Boston College, 1985. Hand samples were not available but are described by 
Raposa (1985) as being dark in color due to high content of mafic minerals. The medium-  
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Table 2-4  Estimated Modes for amphibolite of the  
Nashoba Formation (On)  
 
 1 2 3 
Mineral Components    
     Quartz 20 7 7 
     Plagioclase 20 25 30 
     Biotite -- 15 10 
     Hornblende 52 45 45 
     Apatite -- 1 1 
     Magnetite 6 2 -- 
     Epidote 2 -- -- 
     Chlorite -- 2 5 
    
Alteration Products    
     Seritization -- 3 2 
    
An-Content  
of Plagioclase 
50 40 40 
    
Grain Size (mm) 0.05-0.60 8.0-16.0 15.0-20.0 
 
  
1. MY-09-03B Amphibole Schist; outcrop exposures on north 
side of un-named brook, along south side of River Road, 200  
meters east of intersection of School Street and River Road, South 
Acton.  
 
2. *MAY1  Amphibolite; outcrop on westbound side of Route 2, just west of  
   Concord. Off the side of the road before a set of railroad   
   tracks.  
 
3. *MAY1A  Amphibolite; same location as MAY1 above but is about 50 yards  
   from the first outcrop.  
 
Notes: 
- See Appendix B for UTM coordinates of thin section locations. 
- All estimated modes are based on visual observations. 
- An-contents for plagioclase in all thin sections were determined by the Michel-Levy 
  Methods (Kerr, 1959, p. 257-260). 
- † = alteration product present.  
- ‡ = unable to obtain An-content. 
-* = samples from Maureen Raposa Senior Research Project “A Geochemical and 
Petrological Study of the Boxford Member,” Boston College, 1985. 
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FIGURE 2-16   Photomicrograph of amphibolite schist of the Nashoba Formation  
      (On). Sample made up predominantly of hornblende with lesser  
    amounts of quartz and plagioclase. Magnetite is peppered throughout. 
    MY-09-03B under plain polarization (top) and cross polarization  
    (bottom) at 4X (see Appendix B for thin section locations). 
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to coarse-grained amphibolite in thin section (Table 2-4, Modes 2 and 3; Figure 2-17) is 
described by Raposa (1985) as having a near igneous texture with no orientation of the 
hornblendes, and no clear habit shapes. In these samples, hornblende is the major 
constituent averaging 45 percent. Plagioclase averages 27 percent and is compositionally 
in the andesine range. Biotite averages 12 percent and is tabular in habit, and alters to 
chlorite. Quartz makes up 7 percent of the samples. Minor constituents include chlorite 2-
5 percent, apatite 1 percent, opaques (likely magnetite) 0-2 percent. Sericite is listed at 2-
3 percent and is an alteration product of plagioclase. 
Granulite – Granulite is not abundant throughout the Nashoba Formation in the 
Maynard quadrangle. It can be found in a few interbedded layers that range in size from a 
few centimeters to several meters in thickness. These layers are commonly discontinuous 
from one exposure to the next, pinching out or blending into one of the other units 
especially the sulfidic schist. The best exposure of this unit is located in South Acton at a 
railroad cut on the north-east corner of the intersection of the Commuter Rail Line and 
Parker Street. The outcrop trends northwest to southeast and measures approximately 40 
meters in length. Zones of folded and sheared rock are regularly spaced at intervals of 
roughly three meters. The granulite lithology is commonly found adjacent to the sheared 
zones. This rock type is of insufficient size to be shown on Plate 1 but may be correlative 
with the Boxford Member of the Nashoba Formation mapped in adjoining areas (Bell and 
Alvord, 1976; Zen and others, 1983). 
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FIGURE 2-17   Photomicrograph of amphibolite of the Boxford Member of the Nashoba 
  Formation. Sample made up predominantly of hornblende, zoned 
 and sericitized plagioclase, tabular biotite altering to chlorite, and quartz. 
 MAY1A under plain polarization (top) and cross polarization (bottom) at 
 4X (see Mode Table 2-4 for thin section locations). 
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The granulite is made up predominately of plagioclase and biotite with lesser 
amounts of muscovite, quartz, and accessory mineral sillimanite, magnetite, zircon and 
apatite. In hand sample the rock is dark gray to nearly black and fine-grained. Color 
depends largely on the amount of biotite, greater amounts produce a darker rock. The 
rock is very rusty on weathered surfaces and is soot covered at the outcrop described. 
In thin section (Mode 7, Table 2-3), the granulite has a fine-grained matrix 
ranging in size from 0.02 – 0.20 mm and is composed of biotite, plagioclase, quartz, and 
accessory minerals magnetite and zircon. Porphyroblasts of biotite and plagioclase range 
in size from 0.30 – 1.25 mm (Figure 2-18). Biotite makes up 34 percent of the sample, is 
iron-rich, and exhibits Fe staining. Zircons within biotite grains display radiation halos. 
Plagioclase (34 percent) is in the oligoclase range with an An content averaging 26 within 
this sample. Much of the plagioclase is altered to sericite. Muscovite makes up 13 percent 
of the sample which includes the seritization on the plagioclase. Quartz averages 11 
percent of the sample. Sillimanite is relatively abundant at 6 percent, in small euhedral 
grains ranging from 0.02 – 0.10 mm. Small to trace amounts of magnetite, zircon, and 
apatite are present at 2 percent, < 1 percent, and trace amounts respectively.  
Contacts  
Contacts between the Nashoba Formation and other lithologies are not exposed 
within the study area. The lower contact is defined as the Assabet River fault zone. 
Determination for fault zone location on the map (Plate 1) is discussed in Chapter 4. The 
upper contact of the Nashoba Formation is beyond the boundaries of the study area. It is 
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defined as being with the Tadmuck Brook Schist on the Bedrock Geologic map of 
Massachusetts (Zen and others, 1983).  
Age 
 This writer agrees with previous workers (Hepburn and others, 1995) who believe 
the Nashoba Formation is early Ordovician in age based upon a U-Pb igneous zircon age 
from the underlying Fish Brook Gneiss (499 +6/-3 Ma). 
 
 
FIGURE 2-18   Photomicrograph of granulite of the Nashoba Formation (On). Sample 
made up predominantly of biotite (Bt) and sericitized plagioclase.   
Abundant euhedral sillimanite can be seen throughout sample. MY-16-03 
under plain polarization at 4X (see Appendix B for thin section 
locations). 
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The Avalon terrane 
Westboro Formation mylonite (Zwm) 
 The rocks here identified as the Westboro Formation mylonite have been 
examined by several earlier workers in nearby areas and given several different names 
and interpretations. As described below, rocks identified as Westboro Formation 
quartzites and Kendall Green Formation/Slates have been closely associated with each 
other. In the following sections, this author will attempt to sort through the confusion and 
explain why the present conventions were chosen. This author believes that the Westboro 
Formation is the protolith for the mylonites found in the study area as described below 
and in Chapter 4, Structural Geology. 
Introduction and Previous Work 
The stratigraphic section of rocks known as the Westboro Formation was first 
described as the Westboro Quartzite by Perry and Emerson (1903) for all units of 
quartzite large enough to be mapped throughout the areas they examined in eastern 
Massachusetts. Emerson (1917) defined the type locality as the rocks examined in 
Westborough Massachusetts. He described these rocks as thin to thickly bedded, ortho-
quartzites, interlayered with lesser amounts of mica schist, amphibolite, calc-silicates, 
and biotite schist and gneiss.  
Nelson (1975a and 1975b) mapped the Framingham and Natick 7.5‟ x 7.5‟ 
quadrangles adjacent to the study area, to the south and southeast respectively. In the 
northeast corner of the Framingham quadrangle, Nelson (1975a) described the Westboro 
Quartzite as “light to medium to dark gray, locally yellowish-gray quartzite that is mostly 
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fine-grained.” Just north of this formation and extending into the Maynard quadrangle he 
named the Kendal Green Formation for rocks he described as “light-tan to light-gray very 
fine-grained conspicuously thinly laminated metatuff consisting of quartz, feldspar 
sericite, and calcite interlayered with dark-greenish-gray fine-grained metatuff containing 
biotite, plagioclase, quartz, hornblende, epidote, and chlorite with discontinuous layers of 
fine-grained light-gray quartzite.”  
Several units of the Westboro Quartzite were later renamed Westboro Formation 
by Bell and Alvord (1976) with the majority of the exposures including massive 
quartzite. 
While mapping an area to the southeast of the study area, Grimes (1993) 
described large exposures of massively bedded quartzites consisting of well-sorted clean 
quartz sand of white and varying shades of gray and green. Grimes assigned these rocks 
to what he termed a lithostratigraphic formation, the Westboro Formation.  
Hobbs (1899) first applied the name Kendall Green Slate to a schistose slate made 
up of “hornblende, quartz and other constituents” that he found in the village of Kendall 
Green, in the Weston Township, west of the city of Waltham. He described these rocks as 
overlaying a quartzite he called Stonybrook, which was later correlated with the 
Westboro Formation by Bell and Alvord (1976).  
In a section defined as “structural/metamorphic lithodemes,” Grimes (1993) 
describes rocks that he believed were correlative with the Kendal Green Formation, but 
which he renames Kendal Green Mylonite. Grimes argues that while these rocks are a 
mappable unit, it is inappropriate to call them a formation based on standards set forth by 
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the North American Stratigraphic Code. Grimes proposed that these rocks are actually 
extremely sheared and mylonitized quartzites of the Westboro Formation and possibly 
other units. He describes them as white to light gray to greenish gray to tan, and finely 
foliated and fine-grained, as to having a “flaggy” appearance.  
Exposures 
The Westboro Formation is not well exposed in the Maynard quadrangle although 
it occurs just south of the study area in multiple locations within the Framingham 
quadrangle. At one particular location on Pilgrims Path, off of Puritan Lane in South 
Sudbury, a relationship between quartzites and mylonites can be clearly seen. These 
lithologies can then be further traced in subsequent outcrops moving northward into the 
boundaries of the Maynard quadrangle where only the mylonite is exposed.   
Within the Maynard quadrangle, the Westboro Formation mylonite occurs along 
an east-west trending, southern facing ridge in the Wolbach Farm conservation area, off 
of Route 27, Sudbury (Figure 2-19). Exposures can be traced along the entire length of 
the ridge, approximately 500 meters, most of which occurs in the adjoining Framingham 
quadrangle to the south.  
Lithological Description 
The dominant lithology throughout the formation is a quartz-rich mylonitic rock 
that is extremely fine-grained and finely foliated. Matrix grain size is indistinguishable at 
the outcrop level. Foliation is defined by layering that averages 0.20-1.5 mm thick but 
may range to 6 mm. Most outcrops display alternating layering of lighter and darker 
colors. Lighter layers range from light tan to gray to green, dark layers range from dark  
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FIGURE 2-19   Typical exposure of weathered, moss-covered, Westboro Formation 
  mylonite within the Wolbach Farm Conservation Area, Sudbury.  
  MY-36-08 (see Appendix A for outcrop locations).  
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gray to green to nearly black. A few outcrops are entirely light colored quartz and range 
from white to light gray to light greenish gray, light brown staining is commonly 
observed. Rusty weathering is also common.   
Modal mineralogy of the Westboro Formation mylonite is difficult to determine 
because of recrystallization and alteration. Thin sections exhibit mylonitic textures. Two 
distinct interlayered mineral assemblages are visible; one that is felsic/mafic, and one that 
is quartz-rich (Figure 2-20). The darker bands consist of a fine matrix of epidote, 
hornblende, and chlorite. The lighter bands likely consist mainly of quartz, feldspar, and 
micaceous minerals. Quartz crystals are flattened. Porphyroclasts of feldspar up to 2.25 
mm are abundant (Figure 2-20).  
Thin section samples were oriented in the field. Microstructures within these 
samples are analyzed further in Chapter 4, Structural Geology. The Westboro Formation 
mylonite is strongly foliated and lineations are distinguishable at some locations.  
Contacts 
Contacts between the Westboro Formation mylonite and other lithologies are not 
exposed in the Maynard quadrangle. The upper contact to the north is with the Sudbury 
Valley Igneous Complex. The lower contact lies outside the boundary of the study area 
and is likely with the Westboro Formation, to the south, within the Framingham 
quadrangle.  
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FIGURE 2-20   Photomicrograph of Westboro Formation mylonite. Sample consists 
  of alternating layers felsic/mafic and quartz-rich mineral assemblages. 
  At this outcrop foliation orientation is N 83˚ W, 61˚ NE. MY-36-08   
  under plain (top) and cross (bottom) polarization at 10X (see Appendix B  
  for thin section locations). 
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Protoliths and Age 
 Protoliths for this rock are difficult to determine with certainty due to the extreme 
degree of deformation and alteration. The quartz-rich layers were likely quartzites of the 
Westboro Formation. The age of the Westboro Formation in this area has not been 
definitively determined but Nelson (1975a) assigned it to Precambrian Z. 
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CHAPTER 3 
 IGNEOUS ROCKS 
 
 
Introduction 
 The Maynard quadrangle is comprised of nearly 50 percent igneous rocks. Within 
the Nashoba terrane four distinctly different igneous rocks of early to mid-Paleozoic age 
are mapped and described. These units, in order of decreasing age, are the Andover 
Granite, the Assabet Quartz Diorite, the White Pond Diorite (new name), and the Indian 
Head Hill Igneous Complex. A section of Late Proterozoic to Devonian igneous rock in 
the Avalon terrane was also examined and mapped as the Sudbury Valley Igneous 
Complex (new name). 
 
The Nashoba terrane 
Andover Granite (SOag) 
Introduction and Previous Work 
The Andover Granite is the most extensively exposed igneous rock within the 
Nashoba terrane. It was originally named and described by Clapp (1910, 1921), for 
exposures of muscovite granite, aplite, and pegmatite in and around the town of Andover 
in Essex County, Massachusetts.  
Emerson (1917) was the first to recognize and map the Andover Granite as an 
extensive body, centered in Essex County, but with several extensions extending toward 
the southwest. One of the major extensions Emerson mapped passed through the 
Concord, Maynard, Hudson, and Marlborough quadrangles. Emerson described the 
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Andover as a coarse-grained, mostly foliated, and nearly white to dark gray feldspar, 
quartz, muscovite, biotite, garnet granite. 
Hansen (1956) examined the exposures mapped by Emerson (1917) in the 
Maynard and Hudson quadrangles but renamed them the Gospel Hill Gneiss for rocks 
well exposed on Gospel Hill in Hudson (Fig. 1-6). The reason given for renaming them 
was that rocks within the Maynard and Hudson quadrangles were unlike the typical 
Andover exposures in Essex County. Further, Hansen observed evidence he believed for 
a metasomatic origin and regarded the rocks as a granitized product of the Nashoba and 
Marlboro formations. Hansen described the Gospel Hill Gneiss as medium- to coarse-
grained, pearly gray to almost white, and composed chiefly of microcline, albite, quartz, 
muscovite, and biotite with garnet and apatite common accessory minerals. The use of 
the name Gospel Hill Gneiss has been discontinued by recent workers (Bell and Alvord, 
1976). The name Andover Granite was readopted by Zen and others, (1983) and retained 
in this thesis. 
Perhaps the most comprehensive study of the Andover Granite to date is by Castle 
(1964). Castle mapped an area of approximately 90 square miles, in and around the area 
of Essex County, as Andover Granite. He stated a magmatic derivation for the rock but 
recognized extensive recrystallization throughout. Castle described separate but 
transitional phases within the Andover Granite, which included muscovite granite-gneiss, 
biotite granite-gneiss, fine-grained granite-gneiss, binary granite, and pegmatitic granite. 
Within his study, Castle documents detailed petrographic and chemical analysis of each 
of the phases described.  
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Exposures 
In the Maynard quadrangle, the Andover Granite occurs as a northeasterly 
trending band of varying thickness, decreasing from the west (roughly 4000 meters) to 
the east (1000 meters). Although generally not well exposed, several areas of abundant 
outcrop occur on glacially scoured hilltops throughout the area. Two of these areas are 
located within the Assabet River National Wildlife Refuge (NWR) in Stow and Maynard. 
This area is formally known, and labeled on the map (Plate 1), as the U. S. Military 
Reservation, Natick Laboratories.  The Assabet River NWR is accessible from Hudson 
Road in Sudbury and White Pond Road in Stow. Outcrops occur as pavements at or near 
the tops of hills or as ridges and cliffs on south-easterly facing hillsides.  
The best accessible exposure of Andover Granite occurs at the Oak Ridge 
Condominium complex, Oak Ridge Drive, off of Waltham Street in Maynard. Exposures 
are abundant throughout the complex and include individual ridges and knobs from 2 to 
40 meters in length and a large area of pavement on the hilltop south and east of the main 
entrance off Oak Ridge Drive (Figure 3-1). Pavement exposures exhibit glacial polish 
and striations trending north to south. 
The Andover Granite, especially the pegmatitic phase, intrudes nearly all of the 
other stratigraphic and intrusive lithologies of the Nashoba terrane within the Maynard 
quadrangle.  These intrusions range in size from 10 cm to tens of meters in width. See 
Plate 1 for intrusions large enough to be shown at 1/24,000 scale. 
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Lithological Description 
In the Maynard quadrangle, the Andover Granite occurs as medium- to coarse- 
grained to pegmatitic rock. Foliation ranges from strong to absent, moderate being the 
norm. The rock is light gray to pearly white to fleshy pink on fresh surfaces and weathers 
from light dull gray to rust-stained, light brownish-red. Andover Granite is a subsoludus, 
two feldspar granite composed of alkali feldspar (microcline), plagioclase, quartz, 
muscovite, with varying amounts of biotite, from none to moderate amounts. Garnet is a 
common accessory mineral. 
 
FIGURE 3-1   Non-foliated Andover Granite, glacially polished, striations trending  
  generally north to south. MY-21-01B located at Oak Ridge Drive,   
  Maynard (see Appendix A for location). 
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  Moderately foliated granite is the predominate lithology within the Andover 
Granite. In typical samples, (Modes 2, 4, and 5, Table 3-1) microcline is the main 
constituent and accounts for between 16 and 62 percent of the rock with an average of 39 
percent. Microcline grain size ranges from 0.10 mm to 5.25 cm and exhibit tartan 
twinning.  Quartz content ranges from 20 to 29 percent with an average of 24 percent. 
Quartz is sutured and exhibits undulatory extinction. Muscovite content ranges from 7 to 
31 percent with an average of 17 percent. Biotite content ranges from 3 to 22 percent, 
with the more iron-rich, rusty rocks displaying the higher content (Figure 3-2). 
Plagioclase ranges in composition from absent to 8 percent of the rock and is altered to 
sericite. Plagioclase in the one sample in which it could be measured has an An content 
of 24, oligoclase. Also present in percentages less than 3 percent are chlorite, apatite, 
magnetite, garnet, sillimanite, and zircon. Alteration products include seritization of 
microcline and plagioclase, chloritization of biotite, and minor myrmekite between the 
feldspars. 
Less common in occurrence is the un-foliated phase of the Andover Granite. One 
sample was examined petrographically (Table 3-1, Mode 1). The sample was obtained 
from a small intrusion into the Nashoba Formation in the northwest corner of the 
Maynard quadrangle. The mineral composition for this sample is quartz (28 percent), 
plagioclase (26 percent), microcline (21 percent), biotite (14 percent), and muscovite (10 
percent). Minor accessory minerals include chlorite, apatite, and sillimanite. An content 
of plagioclase is 23: oligoclase. Alteration products include chloritization of biotite and 
sericite and myrmekite on and between the feldspars. While this sample displays atypical  
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Table 3-1  Estimated Modes of the Andover Granite (SOag) 
 1 2 3 4 5 
Groundmass      
     Quartz 28 29 20 20 22 
     Plagioclase 26 -- -- 5 5 
     Microcline 21 16 8 -- 17 
     Biotite 14 22 2 3 4 
     Muscovite 10 11 12 13 7 
     Garnet -- -- Tr 1 -- 
     Sillimanite Tr Tr -- -- -- 
     Apatite 1 -- -- Tr -- 
     Magnetite -- 2 Tr -- Tr 
     Zircon -- Tr -- Tr -- 
     Chlorite 1 Tr 1 Tr Tr 
      
Porphyroblasts       
     Plagioclase -- -- 8 20 -- 
     Microcline -- -- 50 40 45 
     Muscovite -- 20 -- -- -- 
      
Alteration Products      
     Chlorite † † † † † 
     Sericite † -- † † -- 
     Myrmekite † -- -- -- † 
      
An-Content of 
Plagioclase 
23 ‡ ‡ ‡ 24 
      
Grain Size (mm)      
     Groundmass 0.01-
1.50 
0.10-
2.00 
0.08-
1.50 
0.15-
1.10 
0.20-
1.25 
     Porphyroblasts  2.00-
7.00 
1.50-
25.00 
1.10-
5.25 
1.25-
4.00 
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Table 3-1  Estimated Modes of the Andover Granite (SOag) (continued) 
 
 
 
1.   MY-01-03B Granite; intrusion into On, railroad cut, 80 meters north of the  
   intersection of Sargent Road and the Commuter Rail line,  
   Boxborough.   
 
2.   MY-20-01  Foliated Granite; outcrop in front of condominium complex, east  
   side of Mill Street, just south of Assabet River Bridge, Maynard.  
 
3.   MY-21-02  Pegmatitic Granite; outcrop within the Deer Run Condominium 
   Complex, 480 meters south of Route 62, Maynard. 
 
4.   MY-26-01A Foliated Granite; large outcrop exposure on the southeastern side 
of northeasterly striking ridge, within the Assabet River National 
Wildlife Refuge (formerly the U.S. Military Reservation, Natick 
Laboratories), 600 meters west-northwest of Puffer Pond, 
Maynard.  
 
5.   MY-31-15  Foliated Granite; outcrop on knoll of hill within the Charter Oak 
   Country Club, 500 meters west of Parmenter Road, Hudson. 
 
 
 
Notes: 
- See Appendix B for UTM coordinates of thin section locations. 
- All estimated modes are based on visual observations. 
- An-contents for plagioclase in all thin sections were determined by the Michel-Levy 
  Methods (Kerr, 1959, p. 257-260). 
- ‡ = unable to obtain An-content. 
- † = alteration product present.  
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FIGURE 3-2   Photomicrograph of foliated Andover Granite. Altered sample consists of  
biotite (Bt), sutured quartz (Qtz) displaying undulatory extinction, and 
sericite on feldspars.  Sample is fractured and Fe stained. MY-20-01 under 
plain (top) and cross (bottom) polarization at 4X (see Appendix B for thin 
section locations). 
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amounts of plagioclase and alkali feldspar for a granite, the outcrop it was obtained from 
contained a much higher percentage of microcline overall.  
Pegmatitic Andover Granite occurs at various scales throughout the Maynard 
quadrangle. Pegmatite intrudes the stratigraphic units in dikes that range in size from 25 
cm to up to tens of meters. Three of the larger intrusions are of map scale and are shown 
on Plate 1 intruding the Nashoba Formation. They are also common within the other 
intrusive lithologies although at smaller scales, usually 10 cm to 2 m. The pegmatites are 
commonly white to light pink and tan, mostly unfoliated, and weather to light gray. 
One sample of pegmatitic Andover Granite was studied petrographically (Table 3-
1, Mode 3). The sample was obtained from a small dike of approximately 3 m in width, 
within a larger mass of weakly foliated Andover Granite. The mineral composition for 
this sample is predominantly microcline (58 percent) in crystals of up to 25 mm (Figure 
3-3).  Microcline displays tartan twinning. Other mineral constituents are quartz (20 
percent), muscovite (12 percent), plagioclase (8 percent), and biotite (2 percent). Minor 
accessory minerals include chlorite, magnetite, and garnet. Alternation products include 
sericitization of plagioclase that is too altered to obtain an An content, and minor 
chloritization of biotite.  
Contacts 
Contacts between the main body of the Andover Granite and other lithologies are 
not exposed within the study area. Contacts are exposed locally where the granite and/or 
pegmatite intrude other lithologies. To the northwest, the Andover Granite is believed to 
be in fault contact with the Nashoba Formation (Plate 1), across the Assabet River fault  
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FIGURE 3-3   Photomicrograph of pegmatitic Andover Granite. Undulatory extinction of  
Quartz  (Qtz). Microcline (Mc) exhibits tartan twinning. Plagioclase (Pl) 
altered to sericite (Ser). MY-21-02 under cross polarization at 4X (see 
Appendix B for thin section locations). 
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zone. Andover Granite is also in contact with the Assabet Quartz Diorite to the northeast, 
but again this contact is not exposed.  
To the south, the Andover Granite is in contact with the Marlboro Formation. 
This contact is not exposed. Placement of the contact was in part determined by a 
relatively sharp change in aeromagnetics in the area (Castle and others, 1976). Andover 
Granite exhibits a relatively low magnetic signature as compared to a relatively high 
magnetic signature for the Marlboro Formation. The difference is due to varying amounts 
of magnetite occurring in each lithology. In samples studied, Andover Granite (Table 3-
1) contains mostly trace amounts of magnetite while Marlboro Formation (Table 2-1) 
contains 2-5 percent magnetite.      
Age 
Various phases of the Andover Granite have been dated by several workers. Age 
dates on the gneissic or foliated phase range from Zartman and Naylor‟s (1984) whole-
rock Rb-Sr age of 446 ± 32 Ma, Hill and others (1984) whole-rock Rb-Sr age of 450 ± 23 
Ma, to Acaster and Bickford‟s (1999) U/Pb age of 359 ± 9 Ma.  The massive, unfoliated 
phase has been dated by Hill and others (1984), whole-rock Rb-Sr age of 415 Ma, and 
Hepburn and others (1995), U/Pb age of 412 ± 2 Ma. For the aplite to pegmatite phase, 
Zartman and Naylor (1984) gave a whole-rock Rb-Sr age of 408 ± 22 Ma. Within this 
study area, the pegmatite can be seen to cross-cut the foliated granite in several 
exposures. The pegmatite is therefore the younger of the two rocks.  
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Assabet Quartz Diorite (SDaqd) 
Introduction and Previous Work 
The Assabet Quartz Diorite was first named by Hansen (1956) for exposures of 
diorite along the Assabet River in Maynard. He described these rocks as “medium-
grained, medium to dark gray, and slightly to moderately foliated” and “composed 
chiefly of andesine, hornblende, quartz, and biotite.” Hansen designated “hill 272”, in the 
north-east corner of the town of Maynard, as the type locality. This exposure is well 
preserved today in the parking lot and manicured landscape of the industrial facility 
known as Stratus Technologies. 
Hansen (1956) mapped another area of diorite to the west in the Hudson 
quadrangle, he associated this rock with the Straw Hollow Diorite first named by 
Emerson (1917). Emerson (1917) thought the Straw Hollow was a differentiate of the 
Andover Granite and described the rock as a gneissoid quartz diorite, gray to dark-gray in 
color, with abundant hornblende.  
The Assabet Quartz Diorite and the Straw Hollow Diorite may be correlative. 
Because of their similar occurrence and lithology, they are mapped as Straw Hollow and 
Assabet Quartz Diorite undifferentiated (Ssaqd) on the Bedrock Geologic Map of 
Massachusetts (Zen and others, 1983).  
Exposures 
In the Maynard quadrangle, the Assabet Quartz Diorite occurs as a northeasterly 
trending, sill-like intrusion, along the faulted contact between the Nashoba Formation and 
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the Andover Granite. The thickness varies from roughly 1600 meters in the east to 
completely pinching out in the town of Maynard. The Assabet Quartz Diorite is 
minimally exposed in the quadrangle except for the very good outcrop at the type locality 
described above where the outcrops are abundant and surfaces are fresh (Figure 3-4). 
Only a few other exposures were found and examined to the northeast in the town of 
West Concord. These occurred as small knobs or patches of pavement in the yards of 
private residences. 
 
FIGURE 3-4   Assabet Quartz Diorite exposure at type locality. MY-22-04C located at 
Stratus Technologies, south side of Powdermill Road (Route 62), Maynard 
(see Appendix A for location). 
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The Assabet Quartz Diorite intrudes the Nashoba Formation and older, foliated 
phases of the Andover Granite. It is intruded by the younger, non-foliated phases of the 
Andover Granite. 
Lithological Description 
In the Maynard quadrangle, the Assabet Quartz Diorite occurs as a medium- to 
coarse-grained rock. Foliation ranges from slight to moderate. The rock is medium to 
dark gray, with the classic salt and pepper appearance of a diorite on fresh surfaces. 
Where weathered, the rock dulls to medium gray with areas stained to reddish-brown. 
Pegmatitic diorite veins from 10 cm to 3 m are present at many exposures; these include 
individual biotite grains up to 20 cm (Figure 3-5). Granitic pegmatite, presumably 
Andover Granite, can be observed in at least one location where it clearly cuts across the 
dioritic host rock. Quartz veins are also present at most exposures.  
Only one sample was studied in thin section (Mode 1, Table 3-2). For this sample 
plagioclase is the main constituent and accounts for 46 percent of the rock. It has an An 
content of 42 (andesine) and exhibits both albite and carlsbad twinning (Figure 3-6). 
Plagioclase is bent and fractured as a result of strain. Hornblende is present at 21 percent. 
Quartz at 17 percent is sutured and displays undulatory extinction. Biotite is present at 15 
percent. Also present in percentages less than 3 percent are magnetite, sphene, zircon, 
and epidote. Alteration products include mild seritization of plagioclase and chloritization 
of biotite. 
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FIGURE 3-5   Assabet Quartz Diorite with a pegmatite texture. Biotite crystals up to  
20 cm.  MY-22-04C, located at Stratus Technologies, south side of 
Powdermill Road (Route 62), Maynard (see Appendix A for location). 
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Table 3-2  Estimated Modes of the Assabet Quartz Diorite (SDaqd) 
 
 1 
Groundmass  
     Quartz 17 
     Plagioclase 10 
     Biotite 4 
     Hornblende 11 
     Magnetite Tr 
     Sphene Tr 
     Zircon Tr 
     Epidote Tr 
       
Alteration Products  
     Seritization † 
     Chloritization † 
     Myrmekite † 
  
Porphyroblasts  
     Plagioclase 36 
     Biotite 11 
     Hornblende 10 
  
An-Content of Plagioclase 42 
  
Grain Size (mm)  
     Groundmass 0.05-1.50 
     Porphyroblasts 1.50-5.00 
 
 
 
2.   MY-22-01  Diorite; outcrop on the edge of most southern parking lot, Stratus 
Technologies, south side of Powdermill Road (Route 62), 
Maynard. 
 
 
Notes: 
- See Appendix B for UTM coordinates of thin section locations. 
- All estimated modes are based on visual observations. 
- An-contents for plagioclase in all thin sections were determined by the Michel-Levy 
  Methods (Kerr, 1959, p. 257-260). 
- † = alteration product present.  
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FIGURE 3-6   Photomicrograph of Assabet Quartz Diorite. Major constituents 
plagioclase, hornblende, quartz, and biotite, minor accessory mineral 
epidote. Plagioclase sheared. MY-22-01 under plain and cross polarization 
at 4X (see Appendix B for thin section locations). 
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Contacts 
Contacts between the Assabet Quartz Diorite and other lithologies are not 
exposed within the study area. To the north, the Assabet Quartz Diorite is believed to be 
in fault contact with the Nashoba Formation (Plate 1) across the Assabet River fault zone. 
The lower contact to the south is with the main body of the Andover Granite, but again 
not exposed. 
Age 
The Assabet Quartz Diorite has not yet been dated. The age of this rock is 
considered to be early Silurian to early Devonian (Hepburn and Bailey, 1998) and 
Silurian (Wones and Goldsmith, 1991). A U/Pb age of 385 ± 4 ma is reported by Acaster 
and Bickford (1999) for the Straw Hollow Diorite.  Since these two lithologies may be 
correlated, Silurian/Devonian is the likely age range for the Assabet Quartz Diorite. 
White Pond Diorite (SDwd) 
Introduction and Previous Work 
White Pond Diorite is named herein for a rock previously called Salem Gabbro-
Diorite (Hansen, 1956), Sharpners Pond Tonalite (Castle, 1965), and Sharpners Pond 
Diorite (Zen and others, 1983). The reason for the name change to White Pond Diorite is 
as follows. The name Salem Gabbro-Diorite is abandoned here as it is now clear that this 
rocks type locality lies within the Avalon terrane, in Salem MA, and not within the 
Nashoba terrane. Also, the rocks mapped within the Maynard quadrangle are not 
continuous with the rocks mapped in the Sharpners Pond area of North Andover. 
Although they maybe correlative with Sharpners Pond Diorite, the diorite mapped in this 
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area of the Maynard quadrangle is given a local formal name to avoid confusion. The 
White Pond Diorite is named for an extensive outcrop near White Pond in the town of 
Sudbury. This outcrop is designated the type locality and its location is described further 
below. 
Previously Hansen (1956) assigned the name of Salem Gabbro-Diorite to rocks 
mapped in the Maynard quadrangle. He described these rocks as medium- to coarse-
grained gabbro containing green hornblende and labradorite and fine-grained, aphanitic 
dark rock. He asserted that the rocks described were similar in composition to the Salem 
Gabbro-Diorite mapped extensively to the northeast, thus he felt the name was warranted. 
Castle (1965) examined an extensive area of outcrop previously mapped as Salem 
Gabbro-Diorite, and well exposed in the vicinity of Sharpners Pond, North Andover. He 
justifies the new name Sharpners Pond Tonalite after modal studies determined the rock 
fell well within the range of tonalite, and its age was doubtfully equivalent with that of 
Salem. Three phases were described, the most predominantly occurring being hornblende 
diorite that he characterized as “melanocratic, ranging from black to dark greenish gray”, 
medium- to coarse-grained, and massive with local planar structures.  
On the State Geologic Map of Massachusetts (Zen and others, 1983), a sliver of 
Sharpners Pond Diorite is shown slicing through the Maynard and Concord quadrangles. 
This lithology is described as “non-foliated, medium-grained equigranular biotite-
hornblende tonalite diorite.” These are essentially the rocks that are herein renamed the 
White Pond Diorite. 
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Exposures 
In the Maynard quadrangle the White Pond Diorite occurs as a northeasterly 
trending tongue-like intrusion between the Marlboro Formation to the north and the 
Indian Head Hill Igneous Complex to the south. The thickness varies from roughly 800 
meters in the east to completely pinching out in the town of Sudbury. The White Pond 
Diorite is well exposed in two main areas in the town of Sudbury. Principally at the type 
locality, north of Route 117, along a northeasterly trending ridge, with extensive 
southeast facing outcrop exposures (Figure 3-7). The ridge is nearly continuous for 500 
meters beginning within the residential neighborhood on Skyview Lane, off of Dakin 
Road. It continues sporadically both east and west for approximately 1000 meters more.  
The second area of well exposed, fresh outcrop is in an area of fairly new 
residential construction along an un-named dirt road, off of Route 27 on the 
Sudbury/Maynard town line. Both of the above mentioned exposures are in close 
proximity to well exposed Marlboro Formation mylonites and amphibolites.  
Lithological Description 
In the Maynard quadrangle, the White Pond Diorite is fine- to medium-grained 
and massive. The rock is dark greenish-gray to black and very hard. It weathers to a 
medium dull gray. Mineral constituents are plagioclase, hornblende, quartz, and biotite. 
Locally the rock is intruded by a medium-grained, salt and pepper diorite that is lighter in 
appearance with clear and sharp contacts (Figure 3-8). These intrusions are from 0.5 to 5 
meters in width. A very pink granitic rock also intrudes the White Pond Diorite at one 
location and is 3 meters in width. This exposure can be seen in a residential yard at 176  
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FIGURE 3-7:  Exposure of White Pond Diorite at its type locality. MY-23-01A 
located at Skyview Lane, off of Dakin Road, north of Route 117, Sudbury 
(see Appendix A for location). 
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FIGURE 3-8:  Sharp contact between fine-grained, dark greenish black, White Pond 
Diorite and lighter colored, medium-grained diorite intrusion. MY-22-09C 
located on Mossman Road, south of Route 117, Sudbury  
(see Appendix A for location). 
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Mossman Road, Sudbury. While it appears that the lighter diorite and pink granite intrude 
into the darker White Pond Diorite, it is unclear whether these intrusions are 
differentiates of the host rock, or entirely different lithologies. 
Three samples of White Pond Diorite were studied in thin section (Modes 1-3, 
Table 3-3). Samples typically exhibit a fine-grained equigranular texture (Figure 3-9). 
Plagioclase is the main constituent in two out of three samples, with the content ranging 
in all the samples from 6 to 43 percent and averaging 31 percent. The An content could 
only be determined in one sample (Mode 1, Table 3-3) and was determined to be 34  
(andesine). In the other two samples plagioclase is severely altered by saussuritization 
(Figure 3-10), as Ca and Al are released to form epidote and sericite that are also present. 
Green hornblende is the next most abundant mineral, its content ranges from 12 to 
38 percent and averages nearly 22 percent. Hornblende is altered to an opaque mineral in 
its core (Figure 3-9), which is likely magnetite. The quartz content ranges from 9 to 20 
percent and averages to 15 percent across the three samples. Epidote ranges from 4 to 43 
percent, the later being an atypical amount for the lithology in general. Biotite is percent 
in two of the three samples averaging 15 percent. 
Accessory minerals include an opaque mineral, likely magnetite, at 2 percent of 
the total rock. Found in trace amounts are apatite, sphene, and zircon. Alteration products 
are seritization and saussuritization of plagioclase. 
Contacts 
The White Pond Diorite is in contact with the Marlboro Formation to the north. 
This contact is sharp and can be seen at a number of outcrops along ridge near the type  
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Table 3-3  Estimated Modes of the White Pond Diorite (SDwd) 
 
 1 2 3 
Groundmass    
     Quartz 16 20 9 
     Plagioclase 43 43 6 
     Biotite 15 16 -- 
     Hornblende 15 12 38 
     Epidote 9 4 43 
     Apatite Tr Tr 1 
     Magnetite 1 3 2 
     Sphene Tr 1 -- 
     Zircon -- Tr -- 
    
Alteration Products    
     Sericite † † -- 
     Saussuritization † † † 
    
An-Content of 
Plagioclase 
34 ‡ ‡ 
    
Grain Size (mm)    
     Groundmass 0.10-1.00 0.02-1.50 0.02-0.25 
 
 
1.   MY-23-01A Diorite ; type locality, outcrop along south side of east-west ridge 
line at the end of Skyview Lane, off Dakin Road, Sudbury.  
 
2.   MY-23-09  Diorite ; outcrop in front of residence, north side of Skyview Lane,  
   150 meters east of Dakin Road, Sudbury. 
 
3.   MY-28-01  Diorite ; outcrop in front of a residence at the corner of Sylvan  
   Way and Old Coach Road, Maynard. 
 
Notes: 
- See Appendix B for UTM coordinates of thin section locations. 
- All estimated modes are based on visual observations. 
- An-contents for plagioclase in all thin sections were determined by the Michel-Levy 
  Methods (Kerr, 1959, p. 257-260). 
- ‡ = unable to obtain An-content. 
- † = alteration product present.  
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FIGURE 3-9   Photomicrographs of White Pond Diorite. Images A and B show typical 
equigranular, fine-grained texture made up of green hornblende with 
magnetite cores, plagioclase altering to epidote, and quartz. Images C and 
D show atypical and copious amounts of epidote from plagioclase. All 
images from MY-28-01 under plain polarization (right side) and cross 
polarization (left side) at 4X (see Appendix B for thin section locations). 
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FIGURE 3-10  Photomicrograph of White Pond Diorite, poikilitic texture as plagioclase 
 alters to epidote (saussuritization). MY-23-09 under plain polarization at   
 4X (see Appendix B for thin section locations). 
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locality, located at Skyview Lane, off of Dakin Road, north of Route 117, Sudbury. The 
lower contact is with the Indian Head Hill Igneous Complex and is not exposed. 
Age 
If correlative with Sharpners Pond Diorite, this rock was assigned a U/Pb age of 
430 ± 5 Ma by Zartman and Naylor (1984) and is therefore considered early Silurian.  
Indian Head Hill Igneous Complex (Miic) 
Introduction and Previous Work 
The Indian Head Hill Igneous Complex as named here includes several lithologies 
in an area of the southeast corner of the Maynard quadrangle. This area has been 
previously mapped as other units by several workers (Emerson, 1917; Hansen, 1956; Zen 
and others, 1983) which will be discussed below. The lack of exposed rock in this area 
has helped to account for the diversity of names given to these rocks.  
Emerson (1917) mapped much of the igneous lithologies of the Marlboro 
quadrangle as Dedham Granodiorite. Included in this area is the locality of Indian Head 
Hill in the town of Marlborough. Although he included the granitic rocks at Indian Head 
Hill in his Dedham Granodiorite, he noted a different granitic rock in this area and 
described it as porphyritic and biotite-rich with phenocrysts of feldspar penetrated by 
quartz. The rock also contained epidote, mica, and very large crystals of titanite.  
Hansen (1956) mapped nearly the entire southeast corner of the Maynard 
quadrangle as a combination of quartz diorite of the Dedham Granodiorite, Salem 
Gabbro-Diorite and aplite (Figure 1-6). Hansen (1956) describes the quartz diorite as 
massive to somewhat foliated, medium-grained, medium to light-gray in color, 
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containing hornblende, biotite, oligoclase and quartz. The gabbro-diorite is mapped as 
two bands separated by the quartz diorite (Figure 1-6). The description of the gabbro-
diorite ranges from a medium- to course-grained rock, dark greenish gray, composed of 
hornblende and altered plagioclase, to a fine-grained, aphanitic, hard and altered rock. 
Aplite is mapped in an isolated location in the town of Sudbury and is described as 
pinkish-gray to light orange containing perthite and quartz with minor biotite and 
muscovite. 
Nelson (1975a) extended Emerson‟s (1917) granodiorite of the Indian Head Hill 
from the Marlboro quadrangle into the Framingham quadrangle and continued it into the 
Maynard quadrangle. He did not, however, retain the name Dedham Granodiorite. Nelson 
(1975a) describes the rock found in the Framingham quadrangle as a light to medium 
gray, fine- to medium-grained, equigranular, igneous rock that ranges from quartz 
monzonite to quartz diorite. Nelson (1975a) reported mineral constituents that include 
quartz, perthite and microcline, oligoclase, biotite, muscovite, epidote, and hornblende. 
On the Bedrock Geologic Map of Massachusetts (Zen and others, 1983), this area 
of the Maynard quadrangle is mapped as granodiorite of the Indian Head pluton to the 
west, and Silurian granite “Sgr” or orange-pink granite to granodiorite to the east. 
The Indian Head Hill Granite mapped, named, and studied to the southwest in the 
Marlborough quadrangle (DiNitto, 1983) is described as “medium-gray, fine- to medium-
grained, non-foliated, equigranular biotite-quartz-microcline-plagioclase granite.” Within 
the granite are zenoliths of diorites and quartz-diorites described as “dark-gray or mottled 
black and white, containing hornblende and plagioclase and abundant quartz.” DiNitto 
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(1983) determined the plagioclase in the granite ranged from oligoclase to andesine 
compositionally, and andesine to labradorite in the diorite and quartz-diorite.  
Wones and Goldsmith (1991) reported a granitic modal composition for a sample 
they studied from the granodiorite of the Indian Head pluton in the town of Marlborough. 
They reported a principle mineral composition for this rock as plagioclase, quartz, 
microcline, and biotite. They stated that this granitic sample was possibly correlative with 
a two-mica granite phase that cuts an older mafic phase of the Indian Head pluton dated 
and described by Hill and others (1984). 
While re-mapping the Marlborough quadrangle, Kopera and others (2006) were 
the first to separate the Indian Head Hill pluton into a granite and a diorite. The granite is 
described as light gray, fine- to medium-grained, massive, and locally varying from 
granodiorite to quartz monzonite. The diorite is described as mottled dark gray, course-
grained diorite and granodiorite that grades into a fine- to medium-grained diorite. 
For this study, the name Indian Head Hill Igneous Complex is chosen for the 
multi-phase igneous compositions of these rocks. Chief among them is a fine-grained 
granite that closely resembles in composition and appearance that of the Indian Head Hill 
Granite of the Marlborough quadrangle (DiNitto, 1983). The name was also chosen as 
rocks mapped in the Maynard quadrangle are on strike with Indian Head Hill Granite as 
mapped in the Marlborough quadrangle and the Framingham quadrangle. 
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Exposures 
The Indian Head Hill Igneous Complex is the least exposed unit in this study. 
Plate 1 shows large expanses of topography with little or no outcrop within the defined 
area of the Indian Head Hill Igneous Complex. Two small areas of limited exposures 
occur in and around two low relief hills in the towns of North Sudbury and Sudbury.  
In the town of North Sudbury, within the Davis Farm Conservation Area, adjacent 
to Route 117, are several small and spatially separate, boulder-sized outcrops of varying 
composition ranging from granodiorite to diorite. Exposures are weathered and covered 
in vegetation. 
In Sudbury, in a residential development on Goodnow Road, off of Hudson Road, 
several small outcrops and pavements were observed during construction of newer homes 
in the area. Since first observation, many of the exposures have been obscured by 
landscaping. The lithologies observed were predominantly granitic but included diorite 
and minor aplite.  
It is important to note that of the numerous igneous compositions observed, it was 
typical for a small knob of granite to be only meters away from a knob of diorite, with no 
exposed contact (Figure 3-11). None of the lithologies described were of individually 
mappable size.  
Phases of the Indian Head Hill Igneous Complex 
Although they are not able to be separated on the bedrock map of the Maynard 
quadrangle (Plate 1), three phases of the Indian Head Hill Igneous Complex are described  
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FIGURE 3-11   Comparison of igneous compositions of the Indian Head Hill Igneous 
  Complex from nearly adjacent outcrops, granitic left, gabbro-dioritic 
  right. Top image freshly hammered surface, bottom image, surface cut 
  with saw. MY-34-05A and B located near the intersection of Goodnow 
  Road and Hudson Road, Sudbury. (see Appendix A for location). 
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below. Four samples were examined in thin section (Table 3-4). Relations between these 
phases are unclear given the poor exposure. 
Granite Phase 
Lithological Description – In hand sample the granite is medium to light gray in 
color, weathers from tan to pinkish-beige. The rock is fine- to medium-grained and 
massive (Figure 3-11).  
In the only sample of this phase studied microscopically (Table 3-4, Mode 4), the 
texture is holocrystalline, hypidiomorphic and equigranular. Quartz is the most abundant 
mineral at 39 percent with clear undulatory extinction (Figure 3-12). Sutured quartz is 
late occurring with fine, euhedral grains of 0.05 mm in size.  Microcline (28 percent) 
displays tartan twinning. Plagioclase (15 percent) is altered to the point that An content 
could not be determined. Euhedral muscovite is 11 percent of the total sample with grains 
up to 1.6 mm. For this sample, biotite and clino-zoisite are equal at 3 percent. There are 
only trace amounts of apatite and magnetite. Alteration products include seritization of 
plagioclase and minor myrmekite. 
Granodiorite Phase 
Lithological Description – In hand sample this phase is a medium- to coarse-
grained, massive to moderately foliated granodiorite that is light to medium gray and 
weathers brownish-yellow and is locally rust-stained. The rock is composed mainly of 
plagioclase, quartz, potassium feldspar, biotite, hornblende and epidote and/or clino-
zoisite. 
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Table 3-4  Estimated Modes of the Indian Head Hill Igneous Complex 
(Miic) 
 
                                                                                    gabbro- 
                                       ----- granodiorite -----       -- diorite --   - granite - 
 1 2 3 4 
Groundmass     
     Quartz 24 13 7 39 
     Plagioclase 18 21 2 15 
     Microcline 17 11 -- 28 
     Biotite 12 18 4 11 
     Muscovite -- -- -- 3 
     Hornblende 3 6 38 -- 
     Clino-zoisite 9 -- -- 3 
     Apatite Tr 1 1 Tr 
     Magnetite 1 Tr -- Tr 
     Hematite -- -- 1 -- 
     Epidote -- 12 17 -- 
     
Porphyroblasts      
     Plagioclase 15 18 -- -- 
     Hornblende -- -- 20 -- 
     Biotite -- -- 10 -- 
     
Alteration Products     
     Seritization † † † † 
     Chloritization -- † -- -- 
     Myrmekite -- † -- † 
     
An-Content of 
Plagioclase 
31 32 ‡ ‡ 
     
Grain Size (mm)     
     Groundmass 0.05-0.50 0.05-0.75 0.03-1.50 0.05-1.60 
     Porphyroblasts 0.50 3.20 0.75-5.00 -- -- 
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Table 3-4  Estimated Modes of the Indian Head Hill Igneous Complex 
(Miic) (continued) 
 
 
1. MY-28-02  Granodiorite ; outcrop in the front of a residence on 
Wake Robin Road, off of Morse Road, Sudbury.  
2. MY-29-03  Granodiorite ; outcrop within the Davis Farm 
Conservation Area, on the east side of an un-named hill, 460 
meters south of Route 117, 120 meters east of abandoned New 
York, New Haven, and Hartford rail line, Sudbury.  
3. MY-34-03A Gabbro-diorite ; small knob outcrop behind housing development,  
   120 meters northwest of the end of Goodnow Road, off of Hudson 
   Road, North Sudbury. 
4. MY-34-05B Granite ; one of several small knob outcrops 200 meters north of 
    the intersection of Goodnow Road and Hudson Road, 60 meters 
    east of Goodnow Road, on the southeast facing slope of an un- 
   named hill, Sudbury. 
Notes: 
- See Appendix B for UTM coordinates of thin section locations. 
- All estimated modes are based on visual observations. 
- An-contents for plagioclase in all thin sections were determined by the Michel-Levy 
  Methods (Kerr, 1959, p. 257-260). 
- ‡ = unable to obtain An-content, either too altered or too fine-grained. 
- † = alteration product present.  
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FIGURE 3-12    Photomicrograph of Indian Head Hill Igneous Complex, granitic phase. 
   Sample consists of sutured quartz displaying undulatory extinction,    
   tartan twinned microcline, seriticitic plagioclase, euhedral muscovite,   
   and biotite. MY-34-05B under plain polarization (top) and cross   
   polarization (bottom) at 4X (see Appendix B for thin section locations). 
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Two samples were studied microscopically (Table 3-4, Modes 1 and 2). 
Plagioclase is the most abundant mineral and ranges from 33 to 39 percent with an An 
content of 32, andesine. Plagioclase grains of up 3 mm are evident and many are 
shattered and/or display carlsbad twins. Quartz ranges from 13 to 24 percent and is 
sutured with clear undulatory extinction. From 11 to 17 percent of the samples is 
microcline. Oriented laths of green, chloritized biotite (ranging from 12 to 17 percent), 
and hornblende (ranging from 3 to 6 percent), give the rock its foliated appearance. Either 
epidote (12 percent) or clino-zoisite (9 percent) are present within the sampled rock. 
There are only trace amounts of apatite and magnetite. Deformation within these samples 
are both ductile and brittle (Figure 3-13); with evident foliation that follows the regional 
trend. Alteration products include ubiquitous seritization of plagioclase (Figure 3-14) and 
minor myrmekite and chlorite. 
Gabbro-Diorite Phase 
Lithological Description – In hand sample the gabbro-dioritic phase is a dark 
greenish-gray, very fine-grained to nearly aphanitic rock. It is massive in occurrence, 
very hard, and closely jointed.  Lighter green veins of epidote run throughout. The rock is 
composed mainly of hornblende and plagioclase. 
One sample that is gabbroic based on its high percentage of mafic minerals was 
studied microscopically (Table 3-4, Mode 3).  Hornblende is the most abundant mineral 
making up 58 percent of the total rock and displays two good cleavages at 56˚ and 124˚ 
(Figure 3-15). Epidote is common (17 percent) and is very pleochroic. Biotite makes up 
14 percent of the total sample. Quartz and plagioclase are relatively minor at 7 and 2  
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FIGURE 3-13   Photomicrograph of Indian Head Hill Igneous Complex, granodioritic  
  phase. Sample consists of shattered plagioclase (A and B) and sutured   
  quartz displaying undulatory extinction (C and D). Also present are    
  microcline, biotite, hornblende, epidote, and trace amounts of apatite and   
  magnetite, tartan twinned microcline, seriticitic plagioclase, euhedral  
  muscovite, and biotite. MY-29-03 under plain polarization (A and C) and   
  cross polarization (B and D) at 4X (see Appendix B for thin section   
  locations). 
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FIGURE 3-14   Photomicrograph of Indian Head Hill Igneous Complex, granodiortic 
  phase. Plagioclase crystal in a matrix of quartz, feldspar, biotite, and   
  muscovite. Mineral is approximately 3 mm and displays carlsbad   
  twinning and seriticitic intergrowth. MY-28-02 under plain   
  polarization (top) and cross polarization (bottom) at 4X (see Appendix 
  B for thin section locations). 
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FIGURE 3-15    Photomicrograph of Indian Head Hill Igneous Complex, gabbro-dioritic 
   phase. Hornblende is most abundant and displays good cleavage.   
   Epidote very pleochroic. Large red opaque hematite crystal at center of  
   images. MY-34-03 under plain polarization (top) and cross polarization  
   (bottom) at 10X (see Appendix B for thin section locations). 
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percent respectively. Plagioclase crystals are too small to obtain and An content. There is 
about one percent each of apatite and red hematite. Epidote and quartz veins cross-cut the 
matrix of the sample which averages 0.03 mm, and porphyroblasts of biotite and 
hornblende  are up to 1.5 mm in size. Sericite is the only observable alteration product. 
Contacts 
Contacts between the Indian Head Hill Igneous Complex and surrounding 
lithologies are not exposed. To the south, the Indian Head Hill Igneous Complex is 
believed to be in fault contact with the Sudbury Valley Igneous Complex. Placement of 
the fault was in part determined by a sharp change in aeromagnetics and is discussed in 
Chapter 4, Structural Geology. The upper contact to the north is with the Marlboro 
Formation to the west, and the White Pond Diorite to the east. 
Age 
Two phases of the Indian Head Hill Igneous Complex have been dated from the 
Marlborough area. The granitic phase yeilded a U/Pb zircon age of 349 ± 4 Ma (Hepburn 
and others, 1995). The more mafic dioritic phase gave a whole-rock Rb-Sr age of 402 ± 5 
Ma (Hill and others, 1984). 
The Avalon terrane 
Sudbury Valley Igneous Complex (ZDsv) 
Introduction 
The Sudbury Valley Igneous Complex is named herein for rocks previously 
included in the Salem Gabbro-Diorite in the Maynard quadrangle (Hansen, 1956) and in 
the adjacent Framingham quadrangle to the south (Nelson, 1975a). The complex is 
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named for outcrops near the Sudbury River and its accompanying outwash plain and 
valley in the town of Sudbury. The Sudbury Valley Igneous Complex is separated from 
the other igneous bodies previously described herein on the basis that they lie within the 
Avalon terrane (Plate 1) and not north of the Bloody Bluff fault zone in the Nashoba 
terrane.  
Kopera and others (2006) named the Sudbury Valley Intrusive Complex to 
include diorites and gabbro-diorites in the Marlborough quadrangle to the southwest and 
on strike with those in the Maynard quadrangle. The diorite in the type area is described 
as mottled dark-gray to dark-greenish-gray, and weathering to gray. The rock is fine- to 
coarse-grained and porphyritic containing quartz, microcline, biotite, hornblende, and 
plagioclase. It may also include chlorite and/or epidote. The gabbro-diorite is described 
as dark-gray-green to black and fine- to medium-grained. Mineral constituents include 
plagioclase, hornblende, and some biotite. Kopera and others (2006) assigned an age of 
Devonian to Ordovician to these rocks. For this study, the name Sudbury Valley Intrusive 
Complex has been changed to Sudbury Valley Igneous Complex as it is possible that 
some of the rocks in the Maynard quadrangle may have a volcanic origin. 
The Sudbury Valley Igneous Complex may in fact be correlative with rocks that 
have been mapped on strike to the south and southwest first called the Wolfpen Tonalite 
by Emerson (1917) which he named for rock exposed on Wolfpen Hill in the 
Marlborough quadrangle. Emerson described these rocks as altered tonalities to quartz 
diorites. Hepburn and DiNitto (1978) mapped these same rocks within a unit called 
“altered and sheared rocks,” which included a variety of altered igneous rocks. Grimes 
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(1993) continued the “altered and sheared rocks (pCas)” from the Marlborough 
quadrangle into the Framingham quadrangle stating that the rocks are similar in their 
style of deformation, alteration, and composition.  
Exposures 
For this study, the name Sudbury Valley Igneous Complex is chosen for the 
igneous rocks of varying composition that occur along the valley of the Sudbury River in 
the Maynard quadrangle. The rocks occur within a roughly 2000 meter band in the 
southeast corner of the quadrangle, striking northeast (Plate 1). The primary exposure is 
along the base of Pendleton Hill, within King Philip Conservation Land, adjacent to 
Route 27, Sudbury. Here the rock occurs generally in a dioritic phase along east facing 
outcrops. The rock is dark green, weathered to black, fine-grained and very hard, with 
visible shear zones. Less commonly occurring at this location is the granitic phase. There 
are no visible contact relationships between the phases at these exposures. 
Limited outcrop can be seen ascending Pendleton Hill to the east, all the way to 
the top, and within Piper Farm Conservation Area, off of Fieldstone Farm Road, 
Sudbury. Small boulders and pavement are sparse, the majority of them occurring as the 
more granitic phase. Exposures are severely weathered and covered by vegetation. 
In and around the old center of Sudbury, at the intersection of Concord Road and 
Route 27, several small, weathered outcrops occur of mylonitized granite and diorite. At 
one exposure behind the Sudbury Town Offices a fairly fresh pavement displays what 
appear to be multiple relations between the various phases. At this outcrop the host 
granitic rock is cut by 1 meter wide dikes of fine-grained diorite that trend in an east-west 
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direction (Figure 3-16). Blebs of course-grained to pegmatite and beige to pinkish-brown 
granitic material are also observed intruding the finer-grained diorite (Figure 3-17). 
Phases of the Sudbury Valley Igneous Complex 
Although they are not separated on the bedrock map of the Maynard quadrangle 
(Plate 1), two phases of the igneous complex of rocks are described below. Four samples 
of these were examined in thin section (Table 3-5).  
Diorite Phase 
 Lithological Description – In hand sample the diorite is dark green, weathered to 
black, fine- to medium-grained and very hard, with visible small sheared veins of epidote 
1-4 mm in length and randomly oriented. Two samples of the dioritic phase were studied 
microscopically (Table 3-5, Modes 3 and 4). Textures range from equigranular to 
hypidiomorphic and poikitic. Mineral constituents are hornblende, plagioclase, epidote, 
magnetite, and trace amounts of zircon, ± sphene. Mode 3, Table 3-5, is the fine-grained, 
equigranular rock (Figure 3-18). Hornblende and epidote account for 95 percent of the 
sample at 55 and 40 percent respectively. Saussuritization has entirely replaced 
plagioclase with epidote. Epidote is evident in the matrix and in abundant randomly 
oriented veins. Magnetite (5 percent) is peppered throughout the matrix. Trace amounts 
sphene and zircon are present. Grain size is from 0.04 to 0.50 mm. 
 Mode 4, Table 3-5, is a medium-grained, hypidiomorphic and poikilitic diorite 
(Figure 3-19). Plagioclase is the most abundant mineral (64 percent) in the total sample, 
with an An of 37 (andesine). Smaller laths of plagioclase are completed enclosed in 
larger hornblende crystals (18 percent). Clear albite and carlsbad twinning and moderate  
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FIGURE 3-16   Beige to pinkish-brown, coarse-grained granite cross-cut by dikes of  
  greenish-gray, fine-grained diorite up to 1 meter in width, within the   
  Sudbury Valley Igneous Complex. MY-35-01, behind Town Offices,  
  Sudbury. (see Appendix A for location). 
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FIGURE 3-17   Beige to pinkish-brown, coarse-grained granite to pegmatite intrudes  
  greenish-gray, fine-grained diorite, all cut by brittle fractures within the  
  Sudbury Valley Igneous Complex. MY-35-01, behind Town Offices,  
  Sudbury. (see Appendix A for location). 
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Table 3-5  Estimated Modes of the Sudbury Valley Igneous Complex 
(ZDsv) 
                                               ------ granite ------        ----- diorite ----- 
 1 2 3 4 
Groundmass     
     Quartz 37 29 -- -- 
     Plagioclase 11 7 38* 64 
     Orthoclase 14 16 -- -- 
     Biotite 3 14 -- -- 
     Epidote Tr 9 -- 16 
     Hornblende -- -- 55 18 
     Magnetite 3 Tr 5 2 
     Apatite Tr Tr -- -- 
     Sphene 1  Tr 1 -- 
     Zircon Tr -- Tr Tr 
         
Alteration Products       
     Seritization † † -- † 
     Chloritization † -- -- -- 
     Saussuritization † -- † † 
     Myrmekite -- † -- -- 
     
Porphyroblasts     
     Plagioclase 12 10 -- -- 
     Orthoclase 18 14 -- -- 
     
An-Content of 
Plagioclase 
‡ 28 ‡ 37 
*Plagioclase altered largely to clinozoisite 
     
Grain Size (mm)     
     Groundmass 0.15-
1.00 
0.10-
2.00 
0.04-
0.50 
1.00-
5.00 
     Porphyroblasts 1.00-
4.00 
2.00-
4.00 
-- -- 
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Table 3-5  Estimated Modes of the Sudbury Valley Igneous Complex 
(ZDsv) (continued) 
 
 
1.   MY-35-04C Mylonitized Granite ; one of several small, very weathered 
    Outcrops at the entrance of Pleasant Cemetery, east side of  
   Concord Road, 200 meters north of the intersection of Concord  
   Road and Route 27, Old Sudbury Center. 
 
2.   MY-35-04B Mylonitized Granite ; one of several small, very weathered 
    Outcrops at the entrance of Pleasant Cemetery, east side of  
   Concord Road, 200 meters north of the intersection of Concord  
   Road and Route 27, Old Sudbury Center. 
 
3.   MY-35-05B Diorite ; one of several small outcrops on the east facing slope of  
   Pendleton Hill, within the Piper Farm Conservation Area, off of 
    Fieldstone Farm Road, Sudbury.  
 
4.   MY-36-05A Diorite ; one of several large and small outcrops at the base of  
   Pendleton Hill, within King Phillip Conservation Land, off of  
   Route 27, Sudbury. 
 
Notes: 
- See Appendix B for UTM coordinates of thin section locations. 
- All estimated modes are based on visual observations. 
- An-contents for plagioclase in all thin sections were determined by the Michel-Levy 
  Methods (Kerr, 1959, p. 257-260). 
- ‡ = unable to obtain An-content. 
- † = alteration product present.  
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FIGURE 3-18   Photomicrograph of the fine-grained dioritic phase of the Sudbury Valley 
Igneous Complex. Equigranular in texture and showing 95 percent   
hornblende and epidote. Epidote veins from 1-4 mm are randomly  
oriented throughout. Epidote is very pleochroic.  MY-35-05B under plain  
polarization (top) and cross polarization (bottom) at 4X (see  
Appendix B for thin section locations). 
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FIGURE 3-19   Photomicrograph of the medium-grained dioritic phase of the Sudbury 
Valley Igneous Complex. Sample displays poikilitic texture as laths of   
plagioclase are enclosed by larger hornblende crystals. MY-36-05A   
under plain polarization (top) and cross polarization (bottom) at 4X (see  
Appendix B for thin section locations). 
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seritization are evident on the plagioclase. Epidote is present at 16 percent. Grain size 
ranges from 1 to 5 mm. 
Granite Phase  
Lithological Description – In hand sample the granite is beige to pinkish-brown, 
and weathers to dull medium gray to dark gray. The rock is medium- to coarse-grained, 
locally mylonitized and is composed of plagioclase, quartz, orthoclase, and biotite 
(Figure 3-16). Two samples of the granitic phase were studied microscopically (Table 3-
5, Modes 1 and 2), the texture ranges from hypidiomorphic and granophyric (Figure 3-
20) to mylonitic. Quartz is the most abundant mineral and ranges from 29 to 39 percent 
and displays clear undulatory extinction. Orthoclase ranges from 30 to 32 percent and is 
commonly perthetic. Plagioclase ranges from 17 to 33 percent and is almost entirely 
sericitized. An of 28 (oligoclase) could be determined in only one sample. Tabular biotite 
ranges from 3 to 14 percent with minor alteration to chlorite. Epidote ranges from 9 
percent to only trace amounts. There are only trace amounts of apatite, magnetite, and 
zircon. Alteration products include seritization of plagioclase present in all samples, 
minor myrmekite, chloritization of biotite, and saussuritization. Evidence of both ductile 
and brittle deformation appears in both hand sample and thin section (Figure 3-21). 
Contacts 
To the north, the Sudbury Valley Igneous Complex is in fault contact with the 
Indian Head Hill Igneous Complex across the Bloody Bluff fault zone. The lower contact 
to the south is with the Westboro Formation mylonite. Neither contact is exposed.  
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FIGURE 3-20   Photomicrograph of Sudbury Valley Igneous Complex, granitic phase.  
 Sample is representative of typical composition and granophyric texture. 
 Primary constituents are orthoclase, quartz, plagioclase, biotite, and 
 epidote. MY-35-04B under plain polarization (top) and cross 
 polarization (bottom) at 4X (see Appendix B for thin section locations). 
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FIGURE 3-21  Photomicrograph of Sudbury Valley Igneous Complex, granitic phase.  
 Altered and sheared feldspar grain, deformation is both ductile and brittle. 
 Biotite altering to chlorite, iron staining often between brittle fractures. 
 MY-35-04C under plain polarization (top) and cross polarization 
 (bottom) at 10X (see Appendix B for thin section locations). 
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Age and Correlations 
The fine-grained and sheared dioritic phase of the Sudbury Valley Igneous 
Complex is likely correlative with the fine-grained altered and sheared mafic rocks 
shown and labeled as “Zv” on the State bedrock map (Zen and others, 1983). The granitic 
phase of the Sudbury Valley Igneous Complex may be correlative with the diorite, 
gabbro, and granite shown and labeled as “Zdigb” on the State map (Zen and others, 
1983). This correlation is based upon the petrological similarities between the rocks 
shown on the State map and those found in the Maynard quadrangle and also on the 
observation that the Sudbury Valley Igneous Complex occupies a similar position relative 
to the Bloody Bluff fault zone as the rocks labeled “Zv” and “Zdigb.”  
Proterozoic Z is the age assigned to both lithologies on the State map (Zen and 
others, 1983). However recently plutons within “Zdigb” have been dated and assigned an 
age of Devonian (Hon and others, 2007). Thus, the Sudbury Valley Igneous Complex is 
assigned the age of Proterozoic Z to Devonian. 
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CHAPTER 4 
STRUCTURAL GEOLOGY 
 
 
Introduction 
 Rocks of the Maynard quadrangle represent a sequence of deformed and 
metamorphosed sedimentary, intrusive, and volcanic rocks. The dominant structural 
feature is an S1 penetrative planar foliation fabric displayed throughout the stratified rock 
as schistosity and gneissosity.  
The major structural features within the Maynard quadrangle are the terrane 
bounding Bloody Bluff fault zone and its associated ductile mylonites in the Avalon 
terrane to the east of the fault and the major intra-terrane Assabet River fault zone and its 
associated mylonitic rocks. Brittle faulting is observed throughout the study area in 
varying degrees, as are small scale folding events. Major and some minor structural 
features are shown on Plate 1. 
Bedding and Foliation 
 Original bedding features are not commonly well preserved in stratigraphic rocks 
of the Nashoba terrane. Original bedding (S0) is evident at outcrop scale as a mixture of 
various lithologies, mafic-rich amphibolite, mica-rich schist, and quartzo-feldspathic 
gneiss, are inter-stratified in the Marlboro and Nashoba Formations.  The entire area has 
been penetratively deformed by planar foliation (S1), which generally strikes northeast 
and dips moderately to steeply to the northwest (Plate 1). S1 is parallel to slightly 
subparallel to S0 in most observations (Figure 4-1).  Foliation includes all planar features 
such as parallel alignment of platey mica minerals, gneissic bands, and schistosity.  
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Figure 4-1   Example of penetrative S1 regional foliation parallel to S0 relic bedding of 
 the Marlboro Formation. Photograph is taken from the southwest looking    
 northeast. MY-32-07A, (see Appendix A for outcrop locations).  
 
Folds  
 Hansen (1956) reported that the dominant structural feature of the area of the 
Maynard quadrangle was a broad, overturned and asymmetrical synclinorium. He 
described the Nashoba Formation as the central part, the Worcester Formation as the 
northwest limb, and the Marlboro Formation as the steeply dipping southeast limb. He 
also described minor folds superimposed upon, and striking parallel to, the major fold. 
However, no supporting evidence was observed in the distribution of units within the 
Maynard quadrangle for map scale folding. 
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 Mesoscopic and microscopic scale folds are abundant throughout the area. Many 
of these microstructures appear multigenerational, however, a detailed analysis of these 
small scale structures was not preformed. Outcrop scale folds are asymmetric, commonly 
overturned towards the southeast with west dipping axial surfaces, and range in size from 
minuet crenulations to more than a meter across the limbs. Fold orientation varies with 
location and lithology. Minor folds are wide spread in the gneissic and schistose rocks of 
the Nashoba Formation, in fact it is difficult to find an outcrop without them. Many of the 
minor folds show a reversal across the antiform in the form of Z, M, and S fold patterns 
(Figure 4-2). Folds within the northern third of the quadrangle, those within the Nashoba 
Formation, are generally upright with axis that trend generally southwest to west and 
plunge moderately to the southwest. A noticeable divergence is observed in the Marlboro 
Formation, in the central portion of the quadrangle, where fold axis trend nearly due 
north and plunge moderately to steeply north. Folds measured south of the Bloody Bluff 
fault zone trend east to northeast and plunge gently northeast.  
Major Faults and Shear Zones 
Introduction 
 Two regionally significant faults and numerous smaller shears zones exist within 
the Maynard quadrangle (Plate 1). The major faults and shear zones will be discussed 
based on geographical location, starting in the northwest and proceeding to the southeast. 
All features lie within the Nashoba terrane except for those in the Avalon terrane in the 
southeastern-most part of the quadrangle. 
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FIGURE 4-2    Minor fold of the Nashoba Formation showing reversal of direction across 
antiform. Note: M-fold at the hinge, Z-fold on the left limb, and S-fold on 
the right limb. MY-03-01A (see Appendix A for outcrop locations).  
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Assabet River fault zone 
 Introduction 
The Assabet River fault was first mapped, although un-named, by Castle and 
others (1976) based on a study of surface and aeromagnetic data. It was shown as two 
splays off of the Essex fault (now called the Clinton-Newbury fault, Zen and others, 
1983) that began in the Shrewsbury quadrangle to the southwest, trending northeast, and 
either petering out or truncating against an un-named north trending fault. Other mappers 
(Bell and Alvord, 1976; Hepburn, 1978; Hepburn and DiNitto, 1978; Munn, 1987) found 
physical evidence for the fault and describe it as thrust in nature, west over east, trending 
generally northeast and dipping moderately to the northwest ~ 45˚. Significant 
displacement is reported, enough to slice out 900 m of strata in an 11 km length (Bell and 
Alvord, 1976). 
 Location 
 The Assabet River fault zone is defined in the Maynard quadrangle as the 
boundary between the Nashoba Formation to the north and the Andover Granite and 
Assabet Quartz Diorite to the south (Plate 1). The fault can be traced entirely through the 
Maynard quadrangle, from the Hudson quadrangle boundary in the west to the Concord 
quadrangle boundary in the east.  
 Description 
 The Assabet River fault zone was not directly observed within the Maynard 
quadrangle. Its presence and placement were determined based on a number of criteria 
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listed below. This author believes that individually these criteria may not be sufficient 
evidence for fault placement, but viewed together I believe they form a reasonable 
method of fault location in the absence of direct field observation. Due to of lack of 
bedrock exposures in the Maynard quadrangle, placement of the Assabet River fault zone 
was in part a continuation of the fault location mapped in adjacent quadrangles. 
A 3-dimensional topographic study of the area was conducted utilizing 
Geographic Information System (GIS) software. The orthophotograph 
(http://www.mass.gov/mgis/) of the Maynard quadrangle was layered onto the 
topographic relief map, vertical relief was exaggerated 10X, and the resulting map was 
analyzed from varying angles and degrees of elevation (Figure 4-3).  A clear lineament 
stands out as the depression of the Assabet River cuts in a northeasterly direction through 
the area. This depression is possibly due to brittle faulting followed by glacial scouring.  
Aeromagnetic data (Castle and others, 1976) was also superimposed over the 
Maynard quadrangle map (Figure 4-4). Again, a clear difference of magnetic intensity 
exists along the trace of the Assabet River. It has been shown that abrupt changes in 
magnetic intensity can be reliable indicators of faults and lithological changes (Castle and 
others, 1976; Alvord and others, 1976). The Nashoba Formation to the north of the fault 
zone exhibits a slightly higher magnetic signature than that of the Andover Granite and 
Assabet Quartz Diorite to the south.  The difference is due to varying amounts of 
magnetite occurring in each lithology. In samples studied, the Andover Granite (Table 3-
1) contains mostly trace amounts of magnetite while the Nashoba Formation (Table 2-3) 
contains up to 3 percent magnetite.      
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FIGURE 4-4   Aeromagnetic intensity map from Castle and others (1976) with overlay 
 of Maynard quadrangle lithological and fault contacts. Magnetic intensity  
 is displayed as gradational from high (red), medium (yellow), and low    
(blue). 
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 The Assabet River fault zone is an intra-terrane structure. It separates the Nashoba 
Formation to the north from the Andover Granite and Assabet Quartz Diorite to the 
south. Its strike is generally parallel to the regional trend, and at least in the Maynard 
quadrangle, cannot be seen to cut through any lithological unit. Since it was not observed 
directly, dip direction and overall displacement could not be ascertained.   
Marlboro Formation Ductile Shear Zone (mylonite) 
 Introduction 
Cataclastic rocks are associated with the Assabet River fault (DiNitto, 1983). 
DiNitto (1983) observed that the degree of cataclasis decreases gradationally as distance 
from the fault is increased, from ultramylonites to mylonites to protomylonites.  Also 
associated with this fault are rusty schists and sheared intrusive rocks. 
 Location and Description 
 Much of the Marlboro Formation mapped in the Maynard quadrangle has 
experienced ductile shearing. The areas of deformation are referred to as mylonitic within 
the text and represented as (~) on Plate 1.  
 The Marlboro Formation mylonite may represent a continuous band of 
deformation several hundred meters in width. The mylonite may be traced across the 
quadrangle (Plate 1), however, as outcrop exposures are limited, it is impossible to say 
with certainty that they are in fact continuous. Orientation of the mylonitic zones vary 
with location. Average strike and dip of these units are; N 42˚ E, 55˚SW in the southwest 
corner (Figure 4-1), N 75˚ E, 35˚ SW in the central area (Figure 2-3), and N 89˚ E, 70˚ 
SW in the northeast corner. 
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 Sense-of-Shear 
For this study, shear sense was determined in a few cataclastic rocks from field 
oriented thin sections after the methods of Passchier and Trouw (1996). Thin sections 
were cut parallel to stretching lineation and normal to foliation. In this manner, shear 
sense indicators and microstructural shape fabrics were observed.     
Outcrops within the Marlboro Formation mylonite were examined for shear sense 
indicators although only a few were observed. At an exposure at the corner of Route 27 
and Carriage St. in Maynard, layers of boudinaged epidote exhibited both sinistral and 
dextral rotation (Figure 2-5). Oriented thin sections from the same outcrop were also 
examined for shear sense indicators. The mineral constituents of the matrix of the sample 
are hornblende, quartz, epidote, and plagioclase. Plagioclase accounts for the rotated σ-
porphyroclasts. Although both sinistral and dextral indicators are observed in the only 
sample studied, the predominant motion is dextral transpressive, northwest over southeast 
(Figure 4-5).  
 Bloody Bluff fault zone 
 Introduction 
Bloody Bluff fault was the name first applied to an exposed fault at the site of a 
Revolutionary War battle, in Lexington (Cupples, 1961). Skehan (1968) correlated this 
fault with an 80 km regional dislocation and named it the Bloody Bluff fault. Castle and 
others (1976) utilizing aeromagnetic field data recognized this as a system of echelon 
thrust faults, striking roughly northeast and dipping ~ 60˚ to the northwest. The Bloody  
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FIGURE 4-5    Shear-sense determination for one sample of the Marlboro Formation 
 mylonite. σ-porphyroclasts predominantly indicate dextral transpressive 
 motion, NW side over SE side.  Image is looking down along the plane of  
 foliation N 75˚ E, 35˚ NW stretching lineation trend/plunge 019, 13.   
 From  MY-27-01 under plain polarization (see Appendix B for thin  
 section locations). 
σ 
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Bluff fault truncates the Nashoba terrane on its eastern boundary (Skehan, 1968; Castle 
and others, 1976; Goldsmith 1991b).   
 Location 
 The Bloody Bluff fault zone is defined as the boundary between the Indian Head 
Hill Igneous Complex of the Nashoba terrane to the north and the Sudbury Valley 
Igneous Complex of the Avalon terrane to the south. The fault cuts through the lower 
southeast corner of the quadrangle and strikes northeast (Plate 1). 
 Description 
The Bloody Bluff fault zone was not directly observed within the Maynard 
quadrangle. Similarly to the Assabet River fault zone, its presence and placement were 
determined based on the following criteria. Placement of the Bloody Bluff fault zone is in 
part a continuation of the fault location mapped in adjacent quadrangles where traces of 
the fault can be observed.  
Aeromagnetic data (Castle and others, 1976) superimposed over the Maynard 
quadrangle map shows a clear and sharp delineation of magnetic intensity in the location 
of fault placement (Figure 4-4). The Indian Head Hill Igneous Complex to the north of 
the fault zone exhibits a significantly lower magnetic signature than that of the Sudbury 
Valley Igneous Complex to the south.  The difference is due to varying amounts of 
magnetite occurring in each lithology. In samples studied, the Indian Head Hill Igneous 
Complex (Table 3-4) contains mostly trace amounts of magnetite while the Sudbury 
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Valley Igneous Complex (Table 3-5) contains up to 5 percent magnetite. Magnetic 
lineaments can be traced to other areas where the Bloody Bluff fault is exposed. 
Lithologies to the north and south of the fault are similar to those mapped in 
adjoining quadrangles as being the Indian Head Hill granites of the Nashoba terrane to 
the north of the fault (DiNitto, 1983; Zen and others, 1983), and very altered and sheared 
rocks of the Avalon terrane to the south (DiNitto, 1983; Grimes, 1993; and Nelson, 
1975a).  
Westboro Formation Ductile Shear Zone (mylonite) 
 Introduction 
Ductile and brittle shear zones and their associated cataclastic rocks have been 
mapped along the western margin of the Avalon terrane (Kohut and Hepburn, 2004). 
Perhaps the most important of these zones is the Burlington Mylonite Zone that lies along 
the boundary with the Nashoba terrane and is up to 5 km wide southeast of this terrane 
boundary. Movement along this zone was determined to be oblique sinistral, with the 
northwest side (Nashoba terrane) moving up and over the southeast side (Avalon terrane) 
at a shallow angle (Kohut and Hepburn, 2004). It is believed that the brittle Bloody Bluff 
fault is younger and overprints the western margin of the Burlington Mylonite Zone. 
Location and Description 
 All of the Westboro Formation mapped in the Maynard quadrangle has 
experienced ductile shearing. The areas of deformation are referred to as mylonite within 
the text and represented as (~) on Plate 1. The Westboro Formation mylonite represents a 
continuous band of deformation that extends for a thousand meters in length and at least a 
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few hundred meters in width in the Maynard quadrangle. The unit is located in the 
southeastern-most corner of the quadrangle (Plate 1). Its width has been traced south into 
the adjacent Framingham quadrangle. These mylonites are likely correlative with the 
Burlington Mylonite Zone (Castle and others, 1976; Kohut, 1999; and Kohut and 
Hepburn, 2004) mapped to the south and east and other altered and sheared rocks mapped 
in the Marlborough quadrangle (DiNitto, 1983; Hepburn and DiNitto, 1978; Kopera and 
others, 2006), and the Framingham and Natick quadrangles (Nelson, 1975a and 1975b; 
Grimes, 1993). The mylonites mapped in the Maynard quadrangle strike nearly due east 
and dip sharply to the north with an average orientation of N 80˚ E, 67˚ N-NW (Figure 2-
19). 
 Sense-of-Shear 
 Outcrops within the Westboro Formation mylonite are extremely fine-grained and 
no visible shear sense indicators could be observed in the field. An oriented thin section 
was examined for shear sense indicators. The mineral constituents of the matrix of the 
sample are quartz, epidote, and plagioclase. Plagioclase forms the rotated σ- and δ-
porphyroclasts within the only sample studied, however, these rotated porphyroclasts 
were inconclusive in providing a definitive sense of motion. Sinistral motion is indicated 
within the overall oblique foliation observed throughout the matrix of the sample studied 
(Figure 4-6).  
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FIGURE 4-6   Shear-sense determination for Westboro Formation mylonite. Sinistral 
motion indicated by oblique foliation observed within the matrix of the  
sample (thinner black lines). Image is looking down along the plane of  
foliation N 83˚ W, 61˚ N-NE. MY-36-08 under cross polarization  
with gypsum plate inserted for color contrast at 20X (see Appendix B  
for thin section locations). 
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Other Shear Zones 
Introduction 
 Other structural features were observed throughout the Maynard quadrangle, most 
were too small to be included at map scale. These structures include brittle faults, 
fractures, shear zones, and local ductile shear zones. While a detailed fracture analysis is 
discussed in Chapter 6, a few minor structures are discussed below. 
Nashoba Formation Brittle Shear Zones 
 Within the Nashoba Formation there are numerous brittle structures. One of 
notable size occurs at the railroad cut at the junction of Parker St. in South Acton. Here 
within the rusty weathered, sulfidic muscovite, biotite, and plagioclase schist is a zone of 
regularly spaced fracture zones, filled with gouge (Figure 2-15 and 4-7). The zone 
extends for 50 meters, brittle areas occur approximately every 2 meters. These shear 
zones follow the regional trend and strike east-northeast and dip steeply to the northwest 
with an average orientation of N 60˚ E, 85˚ NW. This area of deformation may be 
associated with the Spencer Brook fault as mapped by other workers in adjoining areas 
(Alvord and others, 1976; Bell and Alvord, 1976; Zen and others, 1983). The Spencer 
Brook fault is an intra-terrane fault to the north of and parallel to the Assabet River fault, 
as shown on the State bedrock map (Zen and others, 1983). Other than the presence of 
this shear zone in the Nashoba Formation there was insufficient evidence to map this 
fault in the Maynard quadrangle.  
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FIGURE 4-7    Regularly spaced brittle shear zones within sulfidic schist of the Nashoba 
Formation. Gouge filled zones occur approximately every 2 meters and   
strike ENE and dip steeply NW. MY-16-03 (see  Appendix A for outcrop  
locations). 
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Marlboro Formation Brittle Faults and Fractures 
 Other minor brittle faults and fractures occur throughout the Marlboro Formation. 
One area of well exposed structures is in the Massachusetts Department of Fire Services 
property in Stow. This exposure is largely a massive amphibolite that grades into a small 
amount of amphibolite schist. The outcrop is of sufficient size so that multiple types of 
structures and deformations can be seen. Such structures are likely elsewhere, but are 
used here as an example of the types of brittle deformation present in the area, but not 
observed because of lack of large exposures. Overall, this outcrop measures roughly 68 
meters in length, 15 meters in height, and 15 meters of width exposed. The exposure 
faces northwest and strikes southwest to northeast. On the northeast end of the exposure 
is a brittle shear zone that marks the gradational appearance of rusty schist (Figure 4-8). 
Orientation of the shear zone is N 30˚ E, 65˚ NW. The outcrop displays multiple large 
irregular fractures that are cut by a thrust fault plane that displays movement of about half 
a meter (Figure 4-9), orientation of the fault plane is N 47˚ W, 30˚ NE with the northeast 
side moving over the southwest side. 
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FIGURE 4-8   Brittle shear zone with fault gouge within rusty schist of the Marlboro 
Formation. Orientation of shear zone is N 30˚ E, 65˚ NW. MY-26-04, 
property of the Massachusetts Department of Fire Services in Stow (see  
Appendix A for outcrop locations). 
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Figure 4-9   Thrust fault and brittle factures within massive amphibolite of the  
        Marlboro Formation. Orientation of the fault plane is N 47˚ W, 30˚ NE with   
        the northeast side moving over the southwest side. Photo taken looking  
        southeast.  MY-26-04 at the Massachusetts Department of Fire Services in  
        Stow (see  Appendix A for outcrop locations).
NE-Side 
SW-Side 
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CHAPTER 5 
METAMORPHIC GEOLOGY 
 
Metamorphism of the Nashoba terrane 
Introduction and Previous Work 
 The bedrock in the Maynard quadrangle consists of metamorphosed pelitic, 
volcanic, and volcanoclastic rock. Detailed petrographic and geochemical studies have 
demonstrated mid- to upper amphibolite facies conditions for the metamorphism in the 
Nashoba terrane.  
While studying the stratigraphy within the Wachusett-Marlborough tunnel, Abu-
moustafa and Skehan (1976), preformed 155 modal analyses of the units within the 
Nashoba and Marlboro Formations. For the Nashoba Formation, the following mineral 
assemblages were identified; gneiss includes the presence of quartz + andesine + biotite + 
muscovite + sillimanite + orthoclase + almandine. For the Marlboro Formation, the 
following mineral assemblages were identified; gneiss and schist includes garnet + biotite 
+ muscovite + quartz + plagioclase, amphibolite includes quartz + biotite + hornblende + 
epidote + plagioclase. Peak metamorphic conditions in the Nashoba terrane were 
therefore within the sillimanite-almandine-orthoclase subfacies of the almandine-
amphibolite facies. Thus, they concluded a recrystalization at temperatures ranging from 
625-650˚ C at a pressure of 6 kb, implying an overall depth of ˃20 km. 
In their work north and east of the study area, Bell and Alvord (1976) recognized 
that rocks bounded by the Bloody Bluff fault and the Clinton-Newbury fault zone , which 
included both the Nashoba and Marlboro Formations, where of a higher grade of 
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metamorphism than rocks outside this region. This determination was based on the 
presence of sillimanite-bearing strata dispersed throughout the formations studied. 
More recent studies have been conducted in an attempt to identify both discrete 
metamorphic events, and pressure and temperature constraints, within the Nashoba 
terrane (Munn, 1987; Bober, 1990; Jerden, 1997). Most recently, monazite grains within 
high-grade mylonitic rocks in the Nashoba terrane were dated by electron-microprobe 
(Stroud and others, 2009). Three distinct metamorphic events were detected in the 
Nashoba terrane (Figure 5-1). The first metamorphic event (M1) occurred from 435 to 
400 Ma and is represented by the assemblages sillimanite-biotite and sillimanite-granet-
biotite (Munn, 1987; Bober, 1990; Jerden, 1997; Markwort, 2007). Peak metamorphism 
for the (M1) event was the sillimanite-muscovite zone.  A second event (M2) occurred at 
around 390 Ma and was associated with widespread migmatization (Markwort, 2007). A 
third metamorphic event (M3) occurred during the ca. 378 - 371 Ma time interval and 
was represented by the assemblages chlorite-sericite-quartz and chlorite-biotite-
muscovite-quartz (Markwort, 2007). This event was interrupted as lower to middle 
greenschist facies retrograde metamorphism. 
Metamorphism of Pelitic Rocks 
 From field and thin section observations the pelitic rocks of the Nashoba 
Formation in the Maynard quadrangle are characterized by the sillimanite zone of the 
amphibolite facies. The samples studied included those from biotite gneiss, quartzo-
feldspathic gneiss, and rocks with a granoblastic texture. Common assemblages are 
quartz + plagioclase + biotite + muscovite + sillimanite (Table 5-1). Plagioclase is  
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FIGURE 5-1   P-T diagram showing three distinct metamorphic events and estimated 
pressure and temperature constraints in the Nashoba terrane southwest of  
the Maynard quadrangle (Stroud and others, 2009). 
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Table 5-1: Metamorphic Assemblages of the Nashoba terrane within the 
Maynard quadrangle. Sample locations can be found in Appendix B. 
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Biotite Gneiss 
(On) 
           
    MY-01-01 X X 24  X X      
    MY-03-01B X X 25  X X  X   X 
    MY-07-01A X X 23  X X  X   X 
    MY-09-05 X X 26  X X     X 
            
Quartzo-
feldspathic Gneiss 
(On) 
           
    MY-12-01A X X 26  X X    X X 
    MY-12-02A X X 24  X X     X 
            
Granulite (On)            
    MY-16-03 X X 26  X X  X   X 
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Amphibolite (On)            
    MY-09-03B X X 50    X   X X 
    MAY1 X X 40  X  X    X 
    MAY1A X X 40  X  X     
            
Amphibolite 
(COm) 
           
    MY-23-14 X X 58    X   X X 
    MY-26-04C X X 38    X   X X 
            
Mylonitic 
Amphibolite 
(COm) 
           
    MY-27-01B X      X   X X 
            
ND = An content Not Determined due to absence of twinned plagioclase or 
excess alteration. 
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sodium-rich oligoclase with an average An content of 25. Much of the sillimanite is 
prismatic (Figure 2-12). Minor occurrence of epidote is presumably not original, but 
retrograde and altering from plagioclase. Although not detected in thin section samples, 
minor amounts of garnet were observed in the field. 
This study did not include thin section analysis of pelitic rocks of the Marlboro 
Formation as they were nearly absent. In field observations of pelitic schist, assemblages 
identified were quartz + plagioclase + biotite + muscovite + sillimanite ± garnet, which 
correspond to the sillimanite zone of the amphibolite facies. 
Metamorphism of Mafic Rocks 
 Within the Nashoba Formation three thin sections of amphibolite were analyzed.  
Common mineral assemblages are quartz + plagioclase + hornblende ± biotite ± epidote 
(Table 5-1). Plagioclase is slightly more calcic-rich andesine with an average An content 
of 43.  
Three thin sections of mafic rocks were analyzed from the Marlboro Formation, 
two of which were amphibolite, one a mylonitic amphibolite. Common mineral 
assemblages of the amphibolite are quartz + plagioclase + hornblende + epidote (Table 5-
1). Assemblages of the mylonite are quartz + hornblende + epidote (Table 5-1). 
Plagioclase is andesine with an average An content of 48. Sphene is present in all three 
samples ranging from 2 to 10 percent. 
Mafic rocks within the Maynard quadrangle are characterized by peak 
metamorphism of the amphibolite grade. The presence of significant epidote can indicate 
lower epidote-amphibolite facies metamorphism. However, epidote is seen replacing 
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plagioclase and hornblende (Figure 2-4) and is therefore considered to be a product of 
retrograde metamorphism likely at greenschist facies conditions. 
Discussion 
 Overall peak metamorphism within the Nashoba terrane of the Maynard 
quadrangle is likely the sillimanite-muscovite zone of the amphibolite facies, as nowhere 
has it reached sillimanite-potassium feldspar isograd (Figure 5-2). Thus, the rocks in the 
Maynard quadrangle show low pressure, high temperature metamorphism with an 
approximate geothermal gradient of 45˚/km. Much of the area was subjected to 
retrograde metamorphism as well, as indicated by chlorite replacing biotite, and lesser 
amounts of biotite replacing hornblende. Retrograde metamorphism likely reached the 
greenschist facies.  
Metamorphism of the Avalon terrane 
 Mineral assemblages of Avalon terrane rocks within the Maynard quadrangle are 
not distinctive for metamorphic grade evaluation. Others have found that metamorphic 
grade increases across the terrane from east to west, ranging from greenschist to 
amphibolite facies (Goldsmith, 1991b). Just south of the study area lies the Milford 
antiform, batholithic rocks of gneissic granite. Metavolcanic and metasedimentary rocks 
associated with the Milford antiform reached peak metamorphism of amphibolite facies 
grade although most of the Avalon terrane in southeast New England has been 
metamorphosed no higher than the greenschist facies. 
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FIGURE 5-2    P-T diagram showing rocks of the Nashoba terrane within the sillimanite- 
  muscovite zone of the amphibolite facies (outlined in orange). Red arrow 
indicates approximate low pressure, high temperature metamorphic  
geothermal gradient for the Maynard quadrangle. 
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Since assemblages in the quartz-rich Westboro Formation are not diagnostic, for 
this study I have examined the changes of deformational behavior between the quartz and 
feldspar in the Westboro Formation mylonite (Figure 4-7). It is clear in thin section that 
feldspar grains have remained cohesive, behaving in a brittle/ductile fashion, while quartz 
has completely flowed around the feldspar grains. As can be seen in Figure 2-20 and 5-3, 
this behavior is common of low to medium grade metamorphism. Therefore, rocks of the 
Wesboro Formation mylonites in the Maynard quadrangle likely experienced 
temperatures of approximately 450˚ C, which would place them in the mid- to upper 
greenschist facies during the deformation. 
 
 
Figure 5-3   Changes in the deformation behavior of quartz-feldspar aggregates with  
         depth. At right, a depth-strength graph with brittle (straight lines) and ductile 
        (curved lines) segments for quartz and feldspar is shown. Rocks in the 
        Westboro Formation mylonite likely developed within the area shaded pink 
        and therefore formed at temperatures of ~ 450˚ C. After Passchier and Trouw     
        (1996) 
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CHAPTER 6 
FRACTURE CHARACTERIZATION 
 
Introduction 
Groundwater in eastern Massachusetts is stored and transported in networks of 
fractures in metamorphic and igneous bedrock. Increasingly, adequate sources and 
supplies of groundwater are of major concern for cities and towns that do not draw upon 
large surficial (reservoir) sources for their fresh water. The State Geologist has initiated 
fracture characterization studies within the area of the Nashoba terrane in an attempt to 
provide much needed data to communities, contractors, and private citizens. Work in the 
Maynard quadrangle will expand and enhance this effort (Mabee, 2005, verbal 
communication). 
In an attempt to better understand groundwater flow behavior and recharge in 
crystalline bedrock aquifers, recent work has integrated structural data with well-field 
scale hydrologic testing (Lyford and others, 2003). It has been shown that fractures in 
foliated metamorphic rocks are of significant importance, especially partings parallel to 
foliation or foliation-parallel fractures (FPFs) (La Pointe, 2000; Lyford and others, 2003; 
Williams and others, 2004, 2005; Manda and others, 2008). Therefore, fractures 
throughout the quadrangle have been carefully measured and analyzed. The goal was to 
identify dominant sets of fractures that affect the transmissivity and storage of 
groundwater at particular sites throughout the quadrangle. Through-going fractures and 
those that are interconnected by close spacing and T- intersections were of particular 
importance to this effort. Of equal importance was the possible correlation of certain 
lithologies with dominant fracture sets.  
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Previous Work 
The office of the Massachusetts State Geologist (OMSG) has developed a new 
type of geologic map intended for hydrogeologic applications 
(http://www.geo.umass.edu/stategeologist/frame_maps.htm). Fracture characterization 
maps reclassify bedrock based on its physical and hydrogeologic properties, in addition 
to displaying the trends of major families of bedrock fractures in an area. Several 
Nashoba terrane quadrangles have been mapped with fracture characterization data 
available. Mapped quadrangles include the Hudson and Marlborough quadrangles that 
adjoin the Maynard quadrangle to the west and southwest respectively. 
As part of the OMSG initiative, a regional fracture study of the Nashoba terrane 
was completed in 2008 with findings reported in Manda and others, (2008). This study 
analyzed not only the orientation of classic joints and faults thought to influence water-
bearing and transmissive capacity of foliated metamorphic rocks, but also specific 
fracture attributes (Williams and others, 2004, 2005). These attributes include apertures, 
trace-lengths, spacings and connectivity of the fractures within the bedrock (Long and 
Witherspoon, 1985; Berkowitz, 1995; Odling, 1997).  Manda and others (2008) also 
report two major, regional joint sets with trends of 30˚ and 130˚, with their orientation 
being independent of lithology. For these joint sets, foliation and partings parallel to 
foliation are sub-parallel to the axis of the Nashoba terrane. Sheeting joints were found to 
be pervasive throughout the region. Manda and others (2008) also found that the partings 
parallel to foliation most likely influence the transmissive properties of the fracture 
networks by increasing connectivity that may determine flow anisotropy.  
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 The only known fracture study in the Maynard quadrangle was an analysis of a 
small area just north of the town of Maynard for a public well site (Figure 6-1) (Walsh, 
2001). The purpose of Walsh‟s study was to examine the bedrock characteristics that may 
influence groundwater flow and to identify potential directions of anisotropy within the 
fractured bedrock. The area of this study was entirely within the coarse-grained 
muscovite-biotite-quartz-plagioclase schist and gneiss of the Nashoba Formation, where 
several significant fracture sets were found to correlate with the trend of the regional 
fabric (N to NE trending, steeply dipping NW). The direction of anisotropy was 
reportedly controlled by several fracture trends including a pervasive, regionally through 
going set trending 34° - 38°. Other significant fracture sets were 291°, 356° -357°, 6° - 
9°, and 15° – 18°.  
Methods 
Structural measurements were taken at 19 large outcrop stations throughout the 
quadrangle. In places of insufficient outcrop (either in size or number), several smaller 
outcrops were lumped together as one fracture station. Methods used to characterize 
fractures are after Mabee and others (1994), and consist of two main elements: 
measurement of fracture characterization and identification of fracture domains. All 
fracture data collected is given in Appendix C. 
At each outcrop, observed fractures are characterized based on four parameters 
including orientation, fracture trace length, spacing, and termination type. Each of these 
parameters was recorded in a Microsoft Access database. Once collected and entered into  
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FIGURE 6-1   Bedrock geology and fracture characterization in Maynard Massachusetts 
                        (Walsh, 2001). 
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the database, the data was sorted into various domains based on similar orientation or 
physical characteristics, for example, all fractures displaying a dip > 60º. 
The sorted data is presented graphically on Plate 2, a 1:24,000 scale topographic 
map including lithological contacts and major fault systems,  utilizing the following three 
programs: Daisy (Salvini, 2000), StereoWin by Richard Allmendinger (Cornell), and 
RoseNet written be Ken Hardcastle and Steve Mabee. Rose diagrams of the various 
fracture domains are placed appropriately in their correct location on the topographic 
map, displaying the dominant fracture domain for that area. Other diagrams that are 
included on the map include lower hemisphere equal area projection of poles to all 
fracture planes and contoured stereonets where applicable.  
All field measurements were recorded using the azimuth method and conventions 
of the „right-hand-rule,‟ were strike is measured in the direction that allows the down-dip 
direction to be to the right side of the compass. Thus a foliation with a strike of N 15˚ E 
and dipping 45˚ NW is indicated as 195˚, 45˚. 
Results 
Plate 2 is a summary of 745 brittle fracture measurements collected at 19 outcrops 
across the quadrangle.  Information gathered at each outcrop included strike and dip of 
joints, faults, and joint and fault zones, trace length of planar features, spacing 
(perpendicular distance between fractures having the same trend), width of joint zones, 
mineralization, and observations on water flow and the openess of planar features. 
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Steeply dipping fractures - dips > 60° 
Plate 2 summarizes the distribution of steeply-dipping fractures (dips >60°) across 
the quadrangle.  Data are summarized as rose diagrams.  These fractures represent 551 
measurements within the study area. In general, there are three major sets of near-vertical 
fractures that occur in the quadrangle.  These include sets that strike 235°, 100° and 141° 
(Figures A1, A2 and A3 on Plate 2).  These three sets constitute about 74% of the brittle 
fracture data base.  The 235° fracture set is the dominant set.  This set occurs uniformly 
across the quadrangle and is subparallel with foliation.  The 100° and 141° fractures are 
perpendicular to foliation and are also well distributed throughout the quadrangle.  Closer 
examination shows two minor fracture sets in the quadrangle at 77° and 212°.  These 
trends constitute approximately 20% of the steeply dipping fracture data base.   
Partings Parallel to Foliation 
 Plate 2 summarizes the distribution of fractures that are parallel to foliation across 
the quadrangle. These fractures represent 169 measurements throughout the study area 
and are dominant in the Marlboro Formation and the Nashoba Formation. These fractures 
are subparallel with the regional trend and dip very steeply to the northwest. The mean 
strike and dip are 193°, 67° NW (Figure A5 on Plate 2). 
Sheeting Joints - dips < 60° 
For this study, sheeting joints are defined as sub-horizontal extensional joints with 
a dip of less than 60 degrees. Not all fractures dipping less than 60˚ are classified as 
sheeting joints, only those appearing to form in response to exfoliation. Plate 2 
summarizes the distribution of 64 measured sheeting joints. The mean strike and dip are 
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235°, 31° NW. Sheeting joints displayed the longest trace length with a mean of 3.55 
meters. As expected, subhorizontal sheeting joints are longer because most are parallel 
with the long axis of the outcrop.  
Terminations  
In general, the fracture sets have the following termination characteristics; 35% 
terminate within the rock mass, 23% have T-intersections and 42% are through going 
(Figure A7 on Plate 2).  The 212° fracture set has a higher percentage of through going 
fractures (~50%). Through going fractures are the dominant termination type throughout 
the study area with the exception of sheeting joints and the 100° fracture set. 
Spacing and Trace Lengths   
Median spacing of fractures ranges from 0.25 to 0.5 meters (Table A1 on Plate 2).  
The 235°, 141° and 77° sets tend to be more closely spaced whereas the 100° and 212° 
sets are more widely spaced.  Median trace lengths range from 1.5 m to 2.0 m.  The 100° 
and 141° fractures tend to be longer in comparison with the other near vertical fractures.  
Discussion and Summary 
 Three major fracture sets have been identified in the Maynard quadrangle with 
orientations of 235°, 100° and 141°. Set 235° represents the most dominant fracture set 
and correlates with other regional fracture studies (Manda et al, 2008; Walsh, 2001). 
Fracture sets 100° and 141° represent cross-joints throughout the area. No correlation 
could be seen with different lithologies. 
 Trace lengths vary throughout the fracture sets, the longest being sheeting joints, 
at sets 100° and 141°. However, trace length is a function of outcrop size and orientation.  
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 The fracture sets described as partings parallel to foliation may have the most 
significant effect on transmissivity and aquifer recharge within the study area by 
increasing the connectivity of all of the fracture sets.  
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CHAPTER 7  
 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
 
1.   Two stratigraphic units were defined and mapped in the Nashoba terrane: the 
Cambrian to Ordovician Marlboro Formation that consists of amphibolite, hornblende 
schist and mylonites; and the Ordovician Nashoba Formation that consists of biotite 
gneiss, quartzo-feldspathic gneiss, sulfidic schist, and amphibolite. One stratigraphic unit 
was defined and mapped in the Avalon terrane as the Proterozoic Z Westboro Formation 
Mylonite that consists of sheared layers of quartzite and minor mafic rocks. 
 
2.   Four igneous units were defined and mapped in the Nashoba terrane: the Silurian to 
Ordovician phases of the Andover Granite that include massive and foliated granites and 
pegmatitic lithologies, the Silurian to Devonian Assabet Quartz Diorite that is medium- 
to course-grained, the Silurian to Devonian White Pond Diorite (new name) that is fine- 
to medium-grained, and the Mississippian phases of the Indian Head Hill Igneous 
Complex that include fine- to medium-grained granite, medium- to course-grained 
granodiorite, and fine-grained diorite. One igneous unit was defined and mapped in the 
Avalon terrane as the Proterozoic Z to Devonian Sudbury Valley Igneous Complex that 
includes fine- to medium-grained diorite and medium- to course-grained granite. 
 
3.  Two major faults were identified: the intra-terrane Assabet River fault zone in the 
central part of the quadrangle, and the Bloody Bluff fault zone that bounds the eastern 
side of the Nashoba terrane. The Maynard quadrangle has been penetratively deformed 
by planar foliation (S1), which generally strikes northeast and dips moderately to steeply 
to the northwest. S1 is parallel to slightly subparallel to S0. Petrofabric studies on sheared 
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rocks in two areas indicate the fault motion in these areas: the sheared Marlboro 
Formation amphibolites show dominant dextral transpressive NW over SE motion, and 
the Westboro Formation Mylonites show sinistral strike-slip motion. Mesoscopic and 
microscopic scale folds are abundant throughout the area. Numerous brittle structures 
occur throughout the quadrangle, most at sub-mapping scale. 
 
 
4.   From field and thin section observations of mineral assemblages made in various 
rocks of the Nashoba terrane, the approximate metamorphic grade was determined in the 
Maynard quadrangle. Overall peak metamorphism within the Nashoba terrane is likely 
the sillimanite-muscovite zone of the amphibolite facies, as nowhere has it reached 
sillimanite-potassium feldspar isograd. Thus, the rocks in the Maynard quadrangle show 
low pressure, high temperature metamorphism with an approximate geothermal gradiant 
of 45˚/km. Much of the area was subjected to retrograde metamorphism as well as 
indicated by chlorite replacing biotite, and lesser amounts of biotite replacing hornblende. 
Retrograde metamorphism likely reached greenschist facies conditions. Mineral 
assemblages of Avalon terrane rocks are not distinctive for metamorphic grade 
evaluation. The deformational behavior of quartz and feldspar in the Westboro Formation 
mylonites were examined. By observing feldspar grains behaving in a brittle/ductile 
fashion, while quartz has completed flowed around the feldspar grains, it is estimated that 
the Wesboro Formation mylonites likely formed at temperatures of approximately 450˚ 
C. 
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5.   Fracture characterization of the entire quadrangle was undertaken. Attributes 
(orientation, trace length, spacing, and termination) of fractures and joints were used to 
identify dominant sets of fractures that affect the transmissivity and storage of 
groundwater. A total of 745 measurements were collected at 19 different 
stations/locations throughout the quadrangle. In general, there are three major sets of 
near-vertical fractures that occur in the quadrangle.  These include sets that strike 235°, 
100° and 141°. The most dominant set (235°) is consistent with the regional trend in 
foliation that strikes SW – NE. Fractures within the stratigraphic lithologies are 
predominantly partings parallel to foliation. No correlation could be seen between 
lithology and fracture type or orientation. 
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Appendix A - Outcrop Locations and Identification 
       STATION ID UTM EASTING NORTHING ELEV (ft) LITHOLOGY 
MY-01-01 19 T 295724 4707629 267 On 
MY-01-02 19 T 295557 4708043 257 SOag 
MY-01-03 19 T 295524 4708109 262 SOag 
MY-03-01 19 T 299102 4705987 270 On 
MY-03-02 19 T 299179 4707356 324 On 
MY-03-03 19 T 299323 4707266 302 On 
MY-03-04 19 T 297944 4706107 251 On 
MY-03-05 19 T 297067 4706270 243 On 
MY-04-01 19 T 299798 4707499 292 On 
MY-06-01 19 T 303228 4706724 232 On 
MY-06-02 19 T 304338 4707302 149 On 
MY-06-03 19 T 303557 4706588 250 Pegmatite 
MY-07-01 19 T 295584 4704617 309 On 
MY-07-02 19 T 295628 4704680 350 On 
MY-08-01 19 T 297423 4705042 238 On 
MY-08-02 19 T 297501 4704792 235 On 
MY-08-03 19 T 297628 4704692 282 On 
MY-09-01 19 T 298168 4705538 283 On 
MY-09-02A 19 T 298936 4705431 119 On 
MY-09-02B 19 T 298936 4705431 119 SOag 
MY-09-03 19 T 298458 4703852 51 On - amph schist 
MY-09-04 19 T 298524 4703833 100 Pegmatite 
MY-09-05 19 T 299314 4704487 220 On 
MY-09-06 19 T 299534 4704538 205 On - amph 
MY-09-07 19 T 299674 4704600 199 On - amph 
MY-09-08 19 T 299828 4704598 175 On - amph 
MY-09-09 19 T 299752 4704487 175 On - amph 
MY-11-01 19 T 302634 4704530 142 On 
MY-11-02 19 T 302315 4704633 145 On 
MY-12-01 19 T 303384 4705096 164 On - bio gn w/ peg 
MY-12-02 19 T 304486 4705140 194 On - bio gn w/ peg 
MY-13-01 19 T 294477 4702560 153 On 
MY-14-01 19 T 297211 4701858 272 On 
MY-14-02 19 T 297364 4702219 317 On 
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STATION ID UTM EASTING NORTHING ELEV (ft) LITHOLOGY 
MY-14-03 19 T 297609 4702180 295 On 
MY-14-04 19 T 297149 4702073 284 On 
MY-15-01 19 T 299404 4703537 193 On - bio gn 
MY-15-02 19 T 298952 4703650 220 On - bio gn 
MY-15-03 19 T 299444 4703487 103 On 
MY-16-01 19 T 299808 4703037 217 On - sulfidic schist 
MY-16-02 19 T 299848 4702981 236 On 
MY-16-03 19 T 299780 4703245 222 On - amph 
MY-16-04 19 T 299601 4703319 203 On 
MY-16-05 19 T 299704 4701295 216 SDaqd 
MY-18-01 19 T 303237 4702423 194 SDaqd 
MY-18-02 19 T 303745 4703296 313 SDaqd 
MY-18-03 19 T 303760 4703472 228 SDaqd 
MY-19-01 19 T 295895 4699032 229 SOag - foliated 
MY-19-02 19 T 295674 4698939 261 SOag - foliated 
MY-20-01 19 T 297114 4700555 186 SOag 
MY-21-01 19 T 299497 4700178 270 SOag 
MY-21-02 19 T 299502 4700869 273 SOag 
MY-21-03 19 T 299274 4699426 239 SOag 
MY-22-01 19 T 299671 4701047 246 SDaqd 
MY-22-02 19 T 299866 4700077 320 SOag 
MY-22-03 19 T 299753 4700982 282 SDaqd 
MY-22-04 19 T 299905 4700991 242 SDaqd 
MY-22-05 19 T 299902 4701003 243 SDaqd 
MY-22-06 19 T 299806 4701035 235 SDaqd 
MY-22-07 19 T 299940 4700183 300 SDaqd 
MY-22-08 19 T 300594 4699590 268 COm 
MY-22-09 19 T 300463 4698794 268 SDwd  
MY-23-01 19 T 302254 4699458 239 SDwd  
MY-23-02 19 T 302468 4699465 217 SDwd  
MY-23-03 19 T 302584 4699539 227 SDwd  
MY-23-04 19 T 302689 4699644 214 SDwd  
MY-23-05 19 T 301986 4699220 204 COm 
MY-23-06 19 T 301359 4699329 238 SDwd  
MY-23-07 19 T 302043 4699661 273 COm - mylonite 
MY-23-08 19 T 302230 4699551 269 COm 
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STATION ID UTM EASTING NORTHING ELEV (ft) LITHOLOGY 
MY-23-09 19 T 302170 4699559 270 SDwd  
MY-23-10 19 T 302253 4699753 283 COm - mylonite 
MY-23-11 19 T 302387 4699691 275 COm 
MY-23-12 19 T 301961 4699803 283 COm - mylonite 
MY-23-13 19 T 301646 4699646 276 COm - mylonite 
MY-23-14 19 T 301573 4700134 268 COm - mylonite 
MY-23-15 19 T 301491 4700056 283 COm 
MY-23-16 19 T 301305 4699474 262 COm 
MY-23-17 19 T 301513 4699157 251 SDwd  
MY-23-18 19 T 302351 4698849 190 SDwd  
MY-23-19 19 T 301936 4699217 235 COm 
MY-23-20 19 T 301440 4699391 325 COm 
MY-24-02 19 T 303148 4699208 222 SDwd  
MY-25-01 19 T 295583 4698508 306 SOag 
MY-25-02 19 T 295891 4698559 234 SOag 
MY-25-03 19 T 296099 4698804 243 SOag 
MY-26-01 19 T 296741 4697937 282 SOag - foliated 
MY-26-02 19 T 296783 4698010 276 SOag - foliated 
MY-26-03 19 T 296688 4697904 295 SOag - foliated 
MY-26-04 19 T 296435 4696768 254 COm 
MY-26-05 19 T 297488 4698679 245 SOag - foliated 
MY-27-01 19 T 298907 4697983 227 COm - mylonite 
MY-27-02 19 T 299454 4698825 280 COm - mylonite 
MY-27-03 19 T 298793 4697876 270 COm 
MY-27-04 19 T 298611 4697956 250 COm - mylonite 
MY-27-05 19 T 298878 4697796 49 SDwd  
MY-27-06 19 T 298216 4698232 237 COm - mylonite 
MY-28-01 19 T 300916 4698419 248 SDwd  
MY-28-02 19 T 300998 4696589   Miic 
MY-29-01 19 T 302227 4698495 190 Miic 
MY-29-02 19 T 302254 4698490 189 Miic 
MY-29-03 19 T 302347 4698492 213 Miic 
MY-29-04 19 T 302403 4698497 197 Miic 
MY-29-05 19 T 302378 4698562 214 Miic 
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STATION ID UTM EASTING NORTHING ELEV (ft) LITHOLOGY 
MY-31-01 19 T 295418 4695300 262 COm 
MY-31-02 19 T 295430 4695166 272 COm 
MY-31-03 19 T 295319 4695060 269 COm - mylonite 
MY-31-04 19 T 294955 4694754 293 COm - mylonite 
MY-31-04A 19 T 294992 4694748 297 COm - mylonite 
MY-31-04B 19 T 295003 4694737 295 COm - mylonite 
MY-31-05 19 T 295045 4694818 291 COm - mylonite 
MY-31-06 19 T 295087 4694840 310 COm - mylonite 
MY-31-07 19 T 295113 4694822 328 COm - mylonite 
MY-31-08 19 T 295102 4694883 302 COm - mylonite 
MY-31-09 19 T 294599 4694670 283 COm - mylonite 
MY-31-10 19 T 294542 4694674 319 COm - mylonite 
MY-31-11 19 T 294569 4694699 350 COm - mylonite 
MY-31-12 19 T 294517 4695422 296 SOag - foliated 
MY-31-13 19 T 294489 4695467 294 SOag - foliated 
MY-31-14 19 T 294112 4695796 272 SOag - foliated 
MY-31-15 19 T 294076 4695763 263 SOag - foliated 
MY-31-16 19 T 294020 4695693 257 SOag - foliated 
MY-32-01 19 T 296244 4696503 134 COm 
MY-32-02 19 T 296250 4696452 155 COm 
MY-32-03 19 T 296293 4696561 183 COm 
MY-34-01 19 T 299814 4696296 270 Miic 
MY-34-02 19 T 299830 4696316 290 Miic 
MY-34-03 19 T 299756 4696286 280 Miic 
MY-34-04 19 T 299981 4695655   Miic 
MY-34-05 19 T 300211 4695782   Miic 
MY-34-06 19 T 300112 4696097 343 Miic 
MY-35-01 19 T 301687 4694987 138 ZDsv 
MY-35-02 19 T 302652 4694248 271 Zwm 
MY-35-03 19 T 302672 4694408 297 Zwm 
MY-35-04 19 T 301478 4695185 209 ZDsv 
MY-35-05 19 T 302354 4694734 217 ZDsv 
MY-35-06 19 T 302344 4694524 244 ZDsv 
MY-35-07 19 T 302562 4694119 328 Zwm 
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STATION ID UTM EASTING NORTHING ELEV (ft) LITHOLOGY 
MY-35-08 19 T 302555 4694178 330 Zwm 
MY-35-09 19 T 302705 4694348 330 Zwm 
MY-35-10 19 T 302664 4694173 335 Zwm 
MY-36-01 19 T 303078 4694781 345 ZDsv 
MY-36-02 19 T 302977 4694479 178 ZDsv 
MY-36-03 19 T 302974 4694568 187 ZDsv 
MY-36-04 19 T 303145 4694701 176 ZDsv 
MY-36-05 19 T 303058 4694605 214 ZDsv 
MY-36-06 19 T 303006 4694867 227 ZDsv 
MY-36-07 19 T 302920 4694150 159 Zwm 
MY-36-08 19 T 302898 4694137 228 Zwm 
MY-36-09 19 T 302831 4694068 350 Zwm 
MY-36-10 19 T 303074 4694714 209 ZDsv 
MY-36-11 19 T 303149 4694489 224 Zwm 
MY-36-12 19 T 303363 4604652 101 ZDsv 
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Appendix B - Thin Section Locations and Identification 
       
NO. STATION ID UTM EASTING NORTHING LITHOLOGY 
1. MY-01-01 19 T 295724 4707629 On 
2. MY-01-03 19 T 295524 4708109 SOag 
3. MY-03-01 19 T 299102 4705987 On 
4. MY-07-01 19 T 295584 4704617 On 
5. MY-09-03 19 T 298458 4703852 On 
6. MY-09-05 19 T 299314 4704487 On 
7. MY-12-01 19 T 303384 4705096 On - bio gn w/ peg 
8. MY-12-02 19 T 304486 4705140 On - bio gn w/ peg 
9. MY-16-03 19 T 299780 4703245 On - amph 
10. MY-20-01 19 T 297114 4700555 SOag 
11. MY-21-02 19 T 299502 4700869 SOag 
12. MY-22-01 19 T 299671 4701047 SDaqd 
13. MY-23-01 19 T 302254 4699458 SDwd  
14. MY-23-09 19 T 302170 4699559 SDwd  
15. MY-23-14 19 T 301573 4700134 COm - mylonite 
16. MY-26-01 19 T 296741 4697937 SOag - weakly foliated 
17. MY-26-04 19 T 296435 4696768 COm 
18. MY-27-01 19 T 298907 4697983 COm - mylonite 
19. MY-28-01 19 T 300916 4698419 SDwd  
20. MY-28-02 19 T 300998 4696589 Wiic 
21. MY-29-03 19 T 302347 4698492 Wiic 
22. MY-31-15 19 T 294076 4695763 SOag - foliated 
23. MY-34-03 19 T 299756 4696286 Wiic 
24. MY-34-05 19 T 300211 4695782 Wiic 
25. MY-35-04 B 19 T 301478 4695185 ZDsv 
26. MY-35-04 C 19 T 301478 4695185 ZDsv 
27. MY-35-05 19 T 302354 4694734 ZDsv 
28. MY-36-05 19 T 303058 4694605 ZDsv 
29. MY-36-08 19 T 302898 4694137 Zwm 
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Appendix C - Fracture Data Table 
          
No. Station Litho Strike Dip 
Data 
Type 
Fracture 
Type 
Spacing 
(m) 
Trace 
(m) Term 
1 MY-23-01 Di  53 64 1 2 0.015 2 6 
2 MY-23-01 Di  54 64 1 2 1 2 6 
3 MY-23-01 Di  43 44 1 6   1 5 
4 MY-23-01 Di  312 30 1 6 0.015 1.5 3 
5 MY-23-01 Di  54 64 1 2 0.15 1 3 
6 MY-23-01 Di  53 63 1 2 0.15 2 5 
7 MY-23-01 Di  46 70 1 2 0.3 1 5 
8 MY-23-01 Di  49 70 1 2 0.3 4 5 
9 MY-23-01 Di  257 40 1 2 0.04 2 6 
10 MY-23-01 Di  258 64 1 2 0.15 3 5 
11 MY-23-01 Di  256 51 1 2 0.3 2 3 
12 MY-23-01 Di  33 60 1 2 1 3 6 
13 MY-23-01 Di  255 43 1 9 0.1 1.5 5 
14 MY-23-01 Di  244 48 1 3   20 6 
15 MY-23-01 Di  13 79 1 3   8 6 
16 MY-23-01 Gn 48 48 1 2 0.16 1 5 
17 MY-23-01 Gn 55 80 1 2 0.2 1 5 
18 MY-23-01 Gn 46 78 1 2 0.17 1.5 5 
19 MY-23-01 Gn 261 62 1 3   6 4 
20 MY-23-01 Di  324 70 1 3   25 6 
21 MY-23-01 Di  239 42 1 2 0.2 2 5 
22 MY-23-01 Di  242 50 1 1 0.2 1 5 
23 MY-23-01 Di  48 38 1 1 0.6 0.5 1 
24 MY-23-01 Di  62 41 1 1   1 2 
25 MY-23-01 Di  318 52 1 2   3 5 
26 MY-23-01 Di  36 82 1 2 0.3 1 5 
27 MY-23-01 Di  47 76 1 2 0.3 1 5 
28 MY-23-01 Di  43 82 1 2 0.3 1 3 
29 MY-23-01 Di  47 88 1 2 0.3 2 6 
30 MY-23-01 Di  311 80 1 2   2 6 
31 MY-23-01 Di  236 88 1 2   2 3 
32 MY-23-01 Di  128 80 1 3   20 6 
33 MY-23-01 Di  262 83 1 2 0.5 6 3 
34 MY-23-01 Di  207 70 1 2 1 3 3 
35 MY-23-01 Di  311 64 1 1 0.04 1 4 
36 MY-23-01 Di  300 60 1 3 0.03 1 2 
37 MY-23-01 Di  258 49 1 2 0.04 3 6 
38 MY-23-01 Di  216 87 1 2 0.3 1 6 
39 MY-23-01 Di  227 89 1 2 0.5 1 6 
40 MY-23-01 Di  209 86 1 2   1 6 
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No. Station Litho Strike Dip 
Data 
Type 
Fracture 
Type 
Spacing 
(m) 
Trace 
(m) Term 
41 MY-23-01 Di  237 54 1 2   2 6 
42 MY-23-01 Di  239 88 1 2 0.2 2 6 
43 MY-23-01 Di  25 76 1 2 0.05 2 3 
44 MY-23-01 Di  231 89 1 2 0.03 1 5 
45 MY-23-01 Di  217 85 1 2 1.5 1 6 
46 MY-09-01 Pg 74 89 1 9 0.15 2 3 
47 MY-09-01 Pg 62 87 1 9 0.04 1 3 
48 MY-09-01 Pg 52 89 1 9 0.03 2 3 
49 MY-09-01 Pg 35 89 2 1   7 6 
50 MY-09-01 Pg 14 64 2 1   8 6 
51 MY-09-01 Pg 68 76 1 9 0.1 1 5 
52 MY-09-01 Pg 267 81 1 2   2 3 
53 MY-09-01 Pg 64 89 1 9 0.3 2 3 
54 MY-09-01 Pg 143 89 1 3 0.7 1.5 3 
55 MY-09-01 Pg 136 89 1 3 0.7 2 3 
56 MY-09-01 Pg 335 86 1 3 1.5 1.2 5 
57 MY-09-01 Pg 77 22 1 6   3 5 
58 MY-09-01 Pg 16 11 1 6   2 5 
59 MY-21-01 Gn 187 72 1 2 1 1.5 6 
60 MY-21-01 Gn 178 80 1 2 0.5 2 6 
61 MY-21-01 Gn 146 89 1 2 0.2 1 3 
62 MY-21-01 Gn 175 76 1 2 0.4 0.7 6 
63 MY-21-01 Gn 147 89 1 2 0.2 1.5 3 
64 MY-21-01 Gn 165 70 1 2 0.15 1 6 
65 MY-21-01 Gn 150 81 1 2 1 1.5 3 
66 MY-21-01 Gn 141 89 1 2 1 1 6 
67 MY-21-01 Gn 48 84 1 2 1.1 0.8 1 
68 MY-21-01 Gn 39 74 1 2   2 6 
69 MY-21-01 Gn 156 89 1 2   2 6 
70 MY-21-01 Gn 175 83 1 2 0.1 1.2 6 
71 MY-21-01 Gn 258 38 1 6 1 1 6 
72 MY-21-01 Gn 143 84 1 2 0.1 0.3 6 
73 MY-21-01 Gn 292 17 1 6 1 2 6 
74 MY-21-01 Gn 182 76 1 2 0.1 1.3 6 
75 MY-21-01 Gn 326 89 1 2 1.5 2 3 
76 MY-21-01 Gn 166 72 1 2 0.2 0.5 2 
77 MY-21-01 Gn 28 70 1 2 0.02 1.2 6 
78 MY-21-01 Gn 320 86 1 2 2 1 6 
79 MY-21-01 Gn 32 74 1 2 0.7 1 6 
80 MY-21-01 Gn 164 86 1 2 2.5 3 3 
81 MY-21-01 Gn 170 82 1 2 0.8 4 6 
82 MY-21-01 Gn 272 18 1 6 0.5 2 3 
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No. Station Litho Strike Dip 
Data 
Type 
Fracture 
Type 
Spacing 
(m) 
Trace 
(m) Term 
83 MY-21-01 Gn 250 32 1 2 0.15 1 4 
84 MY-21-01 Gn 235 68 1 2   2 3 
85 MY-21-01 Gn 255 30 1 2 0.1 0.25 3 
86 MY-21-01 Gn 20 57 1 2 0.2 1.5 3 
87 MY-21-01 Gn 75 86 1 2 0.1 4.5 6 
88 MY-21-01 Gn 28 65 1 2 0.5 1.5 5 
89 MY-21-01 Gn 19 70 1 2 0.55 0.7 3 
90 MY-21-01 Gn 23 74 1 2 0.1 2 3 
91 MY-21-01 Gn 225 70 1 2 0.05 3 1 
92 MY-21-01 Gn 348 86 1 2 0.5 1.2 3 
93 MY-21-01 Gn 20 80 1 2 0.35 3 3 
94 MY-21-01 Gn 180 82 1 2 0.5 1 2 
95 MY-21-01 Gn 200 76 1 2 0.1 1 1 
96 MY-21-01 Gn 75 70 1 2   1 5 
97 MY-21-01 Gn 19 80 1 2 0.05 0.5 3 
98 MY-21-01 Gn 164 78 1 2 1.5 1 6 
99 MY-27-01 My 254 38 1 9 0.06 0.25 1 
100 MY-27-01 My 259 37 3 2       
101 MY-27-01 My 258 35 1 9 0.15 0.2 1 
102 MY-27-01 My 262 39 1 9 0.12 0.22 1 
103 MY-27-01 My 92 73 1 2 0.45 0.25 1 
104 MY-27-01 My 82 73 1 2 0.35 0.15 1 
105 MY-27-01 My 88 69 1 2 0.52 0.48 3 
106 MY-27-01 My 87 71 1 2   0.46 1 
107 MY-27-01 My 169 75 1 2   1.4 3 
108 MY-27-01 My 117 79 1 2 0.55 1.45 3 
109 MY-27-01 My 105 72 1 2 1 1.6 1 
110 MY-27-01 My 272 31 1 9 0.28 1.8 1 
111 MY-27-01 My 133 73 1 2 0.4 1.1 6 
112 MY-27-01 My 115 76 1 2   1 1 
113 MY-27-01 My 258 31 3 2       
114 MY-27-01 My 242 82 1 2   1.9 6 
115 MY-27-01 My 126 73 1 2   0.8 6 
116 MY-27-01 My 252 75 1 2 2 1.45 3 
117 MY-27-01 My 190 50 1 2   0.5 2 
118 MY-27-01 My 121 79 1 2 0.15 2.2 3 
119 MY-27-01 My 145 63 3 6   0.5 2 
120 MY-27-01 My 233 89 1 2   3 6 
121 MY-27-01 My 208 89 1 2   0.45 6 
122 MY-27-01 My 88 77 1 2 0.03 0.2 5 
123 MY-27-01 My 16 70 1 2 0.12 0.3 6 
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No. Station Litho Strike Dip 
Data 
Type 
Fracture 
Type 
Spacing 
(m) 
Trace 
(m) Term 
124 MY-27-01 My 18 66 1 2 0.33 0.4 6 
125 MY-27-01 My 98 81 1 2 0.33 0.4 1 
126 MY-27-01 My 96 77 1 2   0.2 6 
127 MY-27-01 My 133 71 1 2 0.1 0.6 6 
128 MY-27-01 My 116 69 1 2   0.3 6 
129 MY-27-01 My 359 58 1 2   0.3 5 
130 MY-27-01 My 248 85 1 2 0.4 0.4 3 
131 MY-27-01 My 58 83 1 2   0.9 3 
132 MY-27-01 My 247 37 3 2       
133 MY-31-04 Sc 232 79 1 9 0.2 1 5 
134 MY-31-04 Sc 228 67 1 9   1 5 
135 MY-31-04 Sc 334 79 1 2 0.2 1 6 
136 MY-31-04 Sc 1 75 1 2   1 6 
137 MY-31-04 Sc 234 43 1 9 0.5 1.5 5 
138 MY-31-04 Sc 237 32 1 9   1 2 
139 MY-31-04 Sc 311 89 1 2   1 6 
140 MY-31-04 Sc 24 77 1 2   1 2 
141 MY-31-04 Sc 213 54 1 9 0.5 1.5 6 
142 MY-31-04 Sc 220 60 1 9   1.5 6 
143 MY-31-04 Sc 231 54 1 9 0.005 2 6 
144 MY-31-04 Sc 232 52 1 9 0.1 2 6 
145 MY-31-04 Sc 232 60 1 9 0.1 2 6 
146 MY-31-04 Sc 220 53 1 9 0.1 4 6 
147 MY-31-04 Sc 218 50 1 9 0.1 4 6 
148 MY-31-04 Sc 218 54 1 9   10 3 
149 MY-31-04 Sc 214 45 1 9 0.2 10 3 
150 MY-31-04 Sc 222 43 1 9 0.15 10 6 
151 MY-31-04 Sc 220 40 1 9 0.17 11 6 
152 MY-31-04 Sc 218 42 1 9 0.1 11 6 
153 MY-31-04 Sc 215 50 1 9 0.13 12 6 
154 MY-31-04 Sc 213 60 1 9   12 6 
155 MY-31-04 Sc 177 83 1 2   2 6 
156 MY-31-04 Sc 222 58 1 9 0.1 2 6 
157 MY-31-04 Sc 220 55 1 9 0.05 2 6 
158 MY-31-04 Sc 218 53 1 9 0.1 2 6 
159 MY-31-04 Sc 220 56 1 9   2 6 
160 MY-31-04 Sc 219 56 1 9 0.3 1 6 
161 MY-31-04 Sc 220 53 1 9 0.5 1 6 
162 MY-31-04 Sc 218 50 1 9   1 6 
163 MY-31-04 Sc 105 72 1 2   1 3 
164 MY-31-04 Sc 356 54 1 2   1 3 
165 MY-31-04 Sc 225 61 1 9 0.3 1 6 
166 MY-31-04 Sc 222 58 1 9 0.4 2 6 
167 MY-31-04 Sc 225 66 1 9 0.1 2.5 6 
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No. Station Litho Strike Dip 
Data 
Type 
Fracture 
Type 
Spacing 
(m) 
Trace 
(m) Term 
168 MY-31-04 Sc 227 62 1 9 0.3 2.5 6 
169 MY-31-04 Sc 225 57 1 9   2.5 6 
170 MY-31-04 Sc 113 81 1 2   1.5 6 
171 MY-12-02 Mg 242 78 1 9 0.05 1 6 
172 MY-12-02 Mg 249 70 1 9 0.03 1 6 
173 MY-12-02 Mg 245 66 1 9 0.05 1 6 
174 MY-12-02 Mg 165 82 1 2 0.05 1 5 
175 MY-12-02 Mg 181 74 1 2 0.3 1 5 
176 MY-12-02 Mg 330 71 1 2 1.5 1 1 
177 MY-12-02 Mg 335 71 1 2 1 1.5 6 
178 MY-12-02 Mg 20 78 1 2 1 1 1 
179 MY-12-02 Mg 320 57 1 2 1.5 1.5 1 
180 MY-12-02 Mg 20 89 1 2 1 2 6 
181 MY-12-02 Mg 210 89 1 3 1 10 6 
182 MY-12-02 Mg 239 82 1 9 1.5 1 6 
183 MY-12-02 Mg 252 63 1 9 0.3 4 6 
184 MY-12-02 Mg 271 66 1 9   4 6 
185 MY-12-02 Mg 308 89 1 2   1 5 
186 MY-12-02 Mg 267 68 1 2   1 3 
187 MY-12-02 Mg 238 66 1 9 0.3 1.5 6 
188 MY-12-02 Mg 194 89 1 2   1.5 6 
189 MY-12-02 Mg 247 56 1 9 0.5 1 3 
190 MY-12-02 Mg 250 55 1 9 0.1 5 6 
191 MY-12-02 Mg 247 83 1 2   2 6 
192 MY-12-02 Mg 296 86 1 2   1 3 
193 MY-12-02 Mg 272 88 1 2   0.5 3 
194 MY-12-02 Mg 247 52 1 9   2.2 6 
195 MY-12-02 Mg 241 58 1 9 0.5 1.5 3 
196 MY-12-02 Mg 252 66 1 9   1 6 
197 MY-12-02 Mg 268 57 1 9 1 1.5 6 
198 MY-12-02 Mg 249 53 1 9 1.5 1 1 
199 MY-12-02 Mg 242 72 1 9   2.5 6 
200 MY-12-02 Mg 239 66 1 9   3 3 
201 MY-36-07 Ul 274 67 1 9   0.75 4 
202 MY-36-07 Ul 32 89 1 2 0.1 0.5 3 
203 MY-36-07 Ul 189 85 1 2 0.3 0.5 3 
204 MY-36-07 Ul 184 83 1 3 0.25 2 6 
205 MY-36-07 Ul 169 52 1 2 0.3 1 5 
206 MY-36-07 Ul 274 70 1 9 0.25 1 5 
207 MY-36-07 Ul 276 63 1 9 0.3 1 6 
208 MY-36-07 Ul 271 63 1 9   1.5 3 
209 MY-36-07 Ul 167 80 1 2 0.1 1 6 
210 MY-36-07 Ul 5 82 1 2   1.5 6 
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No. Station Litho Strike Dip 
Data 
Type 
Fracture 
Type 
Spacing 
(m) 
Trace 
(m) Term 
211 MY-36-07 Ul 23 76 1 2 1.2 1 6 
212 MY-36-07 Ul 156 60 1 2 0.25 1.5 6 
213 MY-36-07 Ul 162 54 1 2   2 2 
214 MY-36-07 Ul 248 67 1 2   1 5 
215 MY-36-07 Ul 26 80 1 3   2.5 6 
216 MY-36-07 Ul 256 58 1 9 0.15 1.5 4 
217 MY-36-07 Ul 263 63 1 9 0.25 3 5 
218 MY-36-07 Ul 198 89 1 2   1.5 6 
219 MY-36-07 Ul 260 54 1 9   1 4 
220 MY-36-07 Ul 347 87 1 2 1.5 1.5 6 
221 MY-36-07 Ul 256 60 1 9 0.5 2 4 
222 MY-36-07 Ul 256 64 1 9 0.7 2 4 
223 MY-36-07 Ul 248 74 1 9   1 5 
224 MY-36-07 Ul 5 77 1 3 2 3 6 
225 MY-36-07 Ul 359 80 1 3 2 3 6 
226 MY-36-07 Ul 254 72 1 9 0.08 1 6 
227 MY-36-07 Ul 257 61 1 9 0.2 1.5 6 
228 MY-36-07 Ul 254 61 1 9   2 6 
229 MY-36-07 Ul 195 78 1 3 4 2 6 
230 MY-36-07 Ul 182 56 1 3 0 2 6 
231 MY-36-07 Ul 34 53 1 2 0.75 1 3 
232 MY-36-07 Ul 41 53 1 2   1 3 
233 MY-36-07 Ul 260 70 1 9 0.15 1 5 
234 MY-36-07 Ul 254 70 1 9 0.05 1 5 
235 MY-36-07 Ul 263 60 1 9 0.25 3 5 
236 MY-36-07 Ul 265 64 1 9 0.15 3 5 
237 MY-36-07 Ul 265 62 1 9 0.15 3 5 
238 MY-36-07 Ul 250 63 1 9 0.3 1 5 
239 MY-36-07 Ul 250 76 1 9 0.3 2 5 
240 MY-36-07 Ul 256 72 1 9 0.2 2 5 
241 MY-36-07 Ul 27 68 1 3 1.5 1 6 
242 MY-36-07 Ul 7 89 1 3   1 6 
243 MY-36-07 Ul 356 72 1 2   2 6 
244 MY-36-07 Ul 241 76 1 9 0.25 3 6 
245 MY-36-07 Ul 257 63 1 9 0.5 3 6 
246 MY-36-07 Ul 259 69 1 9   1 5 
247 MY-36-07 Ul 354 74 1 2 3 3 6 
248 MY-36-07 Ul 258 72 1 2 0.5 2 3 
249 MY-36-07 Ul 273 71 1 9 0.25 4 6 
250 MY-36-07 Ul 352 75 1 2   1 6 
251 MY-26-01 Gn 348 27 1 6 0.1 1 3 
252 MY-26-01 Gn 350 25 1 6 0.1 1 3 
253 MY-26-01 Gn 347 26 1 6 1 1 6 
254 MY-26-01 Gn 3345 22 1 6 0.3 2 5 
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No. Station Litho Strike Dip 
Data 
Type 
Fracture 
Type 
Spacing 
(m) 
Trace 
(m) Term 
255 MY-26-01 Gn 15 70 1 3 2 4 6 
256 MY-26-01 Gn 276 58 1 2   1 3 
257 MY-26-01 Gn 12 62 1 3   3 6 
258 MY-26-01 Gn 266 18 1 6 1 4 6 
259 MY-26-01 Gn 267 22 1 6   2 3 
260 MY-26-01 Gn 206 68 1 2 0.5 2 4 
261 MY-26-01 Gn 254 62 1 2 2 1.5 6 
262 MY-26-01 Gn 234 70 1 2 1.5 1 6 
263 MY-26-01 Gn 223 72 1 6   3 6 
264 MY-26-01 Gn 35 17 1 3   3 6 
265 MY-26-01 Gn 15 89 1 2   3 6 
266 MY-26-01 Gn 265 58 1 2 0.15 4 6 
267 MY-26-01 Gn 264 60 1 2 0.1 4 6 
268 MY-26-01 Gn 262 62 1 2   2.5 6 
269 MY-26-01 Gn 248 28 1 2 0.1 2.5 6 
270 MY-26-01 Gn 246 35 1 2   1 6 
271 MY-26-01 Gn 16 82 1 3   2 5 
272 MY-26-01 Gn 272 65 1 2   3 6 
273 MY-26-01 Gn 211 73 1 2   3 6 
274 MY-26-01 Gn 215 58 1 2 2.5 4 6 
275 MY-26-01 Gn 60 89 1 2   3 5 
276 MY-26-01 Gn 5 78 1 3   3 3 
277 MY-26-01 Gn 266 42 1 2 0.25 1 3 
278 MY-26-01 Gn 260 35 1 2 0.25 1 1 
279 MY-26-01 Gn 59 80 1 3   4 6 
280 MY-26-01 Gn 110 87 1 3   2 6 
281 MY-26-01 Gn 202 73 1 3   10 6 
282 MY-26-01 Gn 204 81 1 3   7 6 
283 MY-26-01 Gn 262 18 1 6   2 5 
284 MY-26-01 Gn 24 72 1 3 2.5 3.5 3 
285 MY-26-01 Gn 28 78 1 3   1 3 
286 MY-26-01 Gn 190 67 1 2   2 6 
287 MY-26-01 Gn 335 25 1 9 0.75 1 2 
288 MY-26-01 Gn 332 21 1 9   1 2 
289 MY-26-01 Gn 293 89 1 2   3 6 
290 MY-26-01 Gn 35 88 1 3   20 6 
291 MY-26-01 Gn 272 43 1 2   3 6 
292 MY-26-04 Am 202 83 1 6   3 6 
293 MY-26-04 Am 146 43 1 6   4 5 
294 MY-26-04 Am 273 87 1 2 0.25 7 3 
295 MY-26-04 Am 105 87 1 2 0.25 1 1 
296 MY-26-04 Am 120 80 1 2 0.25 3 1 
297 MY-26-04 Am 100 89 1 2 0.6 3 1 
298 MY-26-04 Am 103 85 1 2 1 8 6 
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299 MY-26-04 Am 113 89 1 2 1.5 8 6 
300 MY-26-04 Am 103 89 1 2 1.5 7 1 
301 MY-26-04 Am 104 89 1 2 1.7 12 3 
302 MY-26-04 Am 283 89 1 3   13 6 
303 MY-26-04 Am 10 19 1 6 2 3 6 
304 MY-26-04 Am 5 18 1 6 5 35 3 
305 MY-26-04 Am 15 20 1 6   15 3 
306 MY-26-04 Am 112 89 1 3 5 15 6 
307 MY-26-04 Am 107 85 1 2 0.8 2.5 5 
308 MY-26-04 Am 100 83 1 2 0.3 3 5 
309 MY-26-04 Am 105 89 1 2 2 3.5 5 
310 MY-26-04 Am 117 87 1 3 1.5 5 5 
311 MY-26-04 Am 104 89 1 2 1 4.5 3 
312 MY-26-04 Am 276 89 1 2   4 3 
313 MY-26-04 Am 63 50 1 2 0.6 2 1 
314 MY-26-04 Am 73 56 1 2 2 3.5 5 
315 MY-26-04 Am 56 50 1 2   1.5 2 
316 MY-26-04 Am 75 56 1 2   3 5 
317 MY-26-04 Am 42 72 1 2 1 3 2 
318 MY-26-04 Am 28 58 1 2 0.5 2 5 
319 MY-26-04 Am 28 63 1 2   2.5 5 
320 MY-26-04 Am 317 30 2 10   45 6 
321 MY-26-04 Am 102 42 1 3 0.3 15 6 
322 MY-26-04 Am 105 87 1 3 1 13 5 
323 MY-26-04 Am 110 89 1 3   14 5 
324 MY-26-04 Am 115 85 1 3 0.3 12 5 
325 MY-26-04 Am 107 80 1 3 0.5 13 6 
326 MY-26-04 Am 100 84 1 3   10 5 
327 MY-26-04 Am 100 84 1 2 0.3 2.5 3 
328 MY-26-04 Am 280 89 1 3 0.1 8 3 
329 MY-26-04 Am 275 87 1 3 1.5 8 3 
330 MY-26-04 Am 274 86 1 3 0.3 14 6 
331 MY-26-04 Am 285 89 1 2 1 4 5 
332 MY-26-04 Am 75 48 1 3 2.5 13 6 
333 MY-26-04 Am 40 48 1 3 0.08 13 5 
334 MY-26-04 Am 52 45 1 3 0.1 13 5 
335 MY-26-04 Am 60 50 1 3 0.05 10 5 
336 MY-26-04 Am 68 54 1 3   9 5 
337 MY-26-04 Am 318 44 1 3   15 3 
338 MY-26-04 Am 270 52 1 4   15 6 
339 MY-27-05 Am 98 89 1 2 1.1 1 6 
340 MY-27-05 Am 77 86 1 2   1 6 
341 MY-27-05 Am 255 86 1 2 0.25 1 6 
342 MY-27-05 Am 102 87 1 2 0.1 1.3 3 
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343 MY-27-05 Am 75 80 1 2 0.1 1.7 6 
344 MY-27-05 Am 280 89 1 2 0.1 1.6 6 
345 MY-27-05 Am 37 16 1 2 0.4 0.35 2 
346 MY-27-05 Am 216 80 1 2 0.05 0.7 1 
347 MY-27-05 Am 37 20 1 2 0.25 1.5 3 
348 MY-27-05 Am 270 80 1 2 0.25 2 3 
349 MY-27-05 Am 215 22 1 2   3 6 
350 MY-27-05 Am 218 89 1 2 0.2 2.2 6 
351 MY-27-05 Am 70 76 1 2 0.4 1.5 3 
352 MY-27-05 Am 72 84 1 2   3 6 
353 MY-27-05 Am 92 86 1 2 0.7 2 6 
354 MY-27-05 Am 90 86 1 2 0.1 1.3 6 
355 MY-27-05 Am 84 89 1 2   0.9 6 
356 MY-27-05 Am 227 36 2 1   2 3 
357 MY-27-05 Am 234 28 4 30       
358 MY-27-05 Am 212 22 1 2 0.04 0.7 3 
359 MY-27-05 Am 233 23 1 2 0.15 1 3 
360 MY-27-05 Am 146 12 1 2 0.15 2 2 
361 MY-27-05 Am 110 10 1 2 0.02 0.7 3 
362 MY-27-05 Am 110 78 1 2 1.2 1.1 6 
363 MY-27-05 Am 135 86 1 2 0.35 1.5 6 
364 MY-27-05 Am 70 86 1 2 0.18 1 3 
365 MY-27-05 Am 73 84 1 2 0.04 1.1 6 
366 MY-27-05 Am 74 54 1 4 0.15 3 6 
367 MY-27-05 Am 87 78 1 2 0.45 2 6 
368 MY-27-05 Am 88 80 1 2 0.15 1.7 6 
369 MY-27-05 Am 87 80 1 2 0.25 1.8 6 
370 MY-27-05 Am 355 54 1 2 0.05 0.4 5 
371 MY-27-05 Am 350 54 1 2 0.2 2 6 
372 MY-27-05 Am 352 68 1 2 0.3 0.6 1 
373 MY-27-05 Am 352 64 1 2 0.15 1.7 6 
374 MY-27-05 Am 78 89 1 2 0.1 0.5 3 
375 MY-27-05 Am 14 60 1 2 1 1.2 6 
376 MY-27-05 Am 356 50 1 2 0.1 0.6 6 
377 MY-27-05 Am 270 89 1 2 0.03 2 6 
378 MY-27-05 Am 89 60 1 2 0.05 1.8 6 
379 MY-27-05 Am 94 80 1 2 0.35 0.5 1 
380 MY-27-05 Am 95 88 1 2 0.12 0.7 3 
381 MY-27-05 Am 48 66 1 2 0.05 0.45 6 
382 MY-27-05 Am 110 80 1 2 0.05 2.4 6 
383 MY-27-05 Am 352 64 1 2 0.12 1.1 3 
384 MY-27-05 Am 265 88 1 2 0.3 1.3 3 
385 MY-27-05 Am 265 86 1 2 0 1.3 3 
386 MY-27-05 Am 265 88 1 2 0.25 3 6 
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387 MY-27-05 Am 344 56 1 2 0.2 0.4 1 
388 MY-27-05 Am 345 60 1 2 0.1 1.5 3 
389 MY-27-05 Am 345 64 1 2 0.05 0.2 1 
390 MY-27-05 Am 346 60 1 2 0.05 1.6 6 
391 MY-27-05 Am 350 10 1 2 1 0.5 2 
392 MY-20-01 Fg 270 86 1 2 0.75 1 5 
393 MY-20-01 Fg 278 84 1 2 0.5 1.5 6 
394 MY-20-01 Fg 242 73 1 2 0.2 2 6 
395 MY-20-01 Fg 233 58 1 2 0.2 1.5 3 
396 MY-20-01 Fg 244 85 1 2 0.5 1 1 
397 MY-20-01 Fg 240 78 1 2   1 3 
398 MY-20-01 Fg 299 67 1 2   2 5 
399 MY-20-01 Fg 254 67 1 9   1 3 
400 MY-20-01 Fg 339 80 1 2   1 6 
401 MY-20-01 Fg 276 82 1 2   1 6 
402 MY-20-01 Fg 297 86 1 2 0.6 1 6 
403 MY-20-01 Fg 302 74 1 3   3 3 
404 MY-20-01 Fg 220 86 1 2 1 1 3 
405 MY-20-01 Fg 213 73 1 2   1.3 3 
406 MY-20-01 Fg 235 20 1 6   3 3 
407 MY-20-01 Fg 212 75 1 2 0.5 1.5 3 
408 MY-20-01 Fg 230 75 1 2 0.3 1.5 3 
409 MY-20-01 Fg 220 70 1 2   1.5 3 
410 MY-20-01 Fg 9 77 1 3 0.2 2.5 6 
411 MY-20-01 Fg 8 89 1 2 0.5 1.5 3 
412 MY-20-01 Fg 203 86 1 2   1 6 
413 MY-20-01 Fg 142 2 1 6   2 5 
414 MY-20-01 Fg 137 17 1 6   3 5 
415 MY-09-02 Mg 245 82 1 9 0.05 1 3 
416 MY-09-02 Mg 69 89 1 9 0.1 1 3 
417 MY-09-02 Mg 250 85 1 9 0.1 1 3 
418 MY-09-02 Mg 260 89 1 9 1 1 3 
419 MY-09-02 Mg 54 77 1 9   1.5 6 
420 MY-09-02 Mg 324 89 1 2   1 6 
421 MY-09-02 Mg 193 81 1 3   4 3 
422 MY-09-02 Mg 230 87 1 9   4 3 
423 MY-09-02 Mg 16 83 1 3 1 6 6 
424 MY-09-02 Mg 183 79 1 3 1 5 6 
425 MY-09-02 Mg 177 80 1 3 1 6 3 
426 MY-09-02 Mg 5 52 1 2   1 1 
427 MY-09-02 Mg 173 70 1 3 1 7 3 
428 MY-09-02 Mg 100 22 1 2   4 1 
429 MY-09-02 Mg 173 70 1 3   7 6 
430 MY-09-02 Mg 65 77 1 9   7 6 
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431 MY-09-02 Mg 184 62 1 3   8 6 
432 MY-09-02 Mg 285 28 1 2   4 5 
433 MY-09-02 Mg 64 88 1 3   8 6 
434 MY-09-02 Mg 242 40 1 2   3 5 
435 MY-09-02 Mg 92 80 1 3   5 5 
436 MY-09-02 Mg 199 35 1 3   9 6 
437 MY-09-02 Mg 280 38 1 2 0.5 6 3 
438 MY-09-02 Mg 265 43 1 2 1 3 1 
439 MY-09-02 Mg 276 40 1 2   8 3 
440 MY-09-02 Mg 255 42 1 3   10 6 
441 MY-09-02 Mg 187 70 1 3 1.5 5 6 
442 MY-09-02 Mg 182 75 1 3   5 6 
443 MY-09-02 Mg 60 89 1 9 0.002 4 6 
444 MY-09-02 Mg 50 85 1 9 0.05 4 6 
445 MY-09-02 Mg 58 80 1 9 0.005 4 6 
446 MY-09-02 Mg 63 82 1 9 0.01 4 6 
447 MY-09-02 Mg 338 57 1 2 1 6 2 
448 MY-09-02 Mg 330 50 1 2   3 2 
449 MY-09-02 Gn 20 70 1 3   6 6 
450 MY-09-02 Gn 37 78 1 2   2 1 
451 MY-09-02 Mg 359 89 1 3 1 4 6 
452 MY-09-02 Mg 350 85 1 3 2 6 6 
453 MY-09-02 Mg 345 89 1 3   6 6 
454 MY-09-02 Mg 232 24 1 6   20 6 
455 MY-09-02 Mg 177 78 1 3 2 3 6 
456 MY-09-02 Mg 187 77 1 3   3 6 
457 MY-09-02 Mg 254 83 1 9 0.5 3 6 
458 MY-09-02 Mg 253 87 1 9 1.6 4 5 
459 MY-09-02 Mg 59 83 1 9   4.5 2 
460 MY-09-02 Mg 177 75 1 3 1 7 6 
461 MY-09-02 Mg 22 77 1 3 1.5 7 6 
462 MY-09-02 Mg 2 83 1 3   7.5 6 
463 MY-09-02 Mg 197 22 1 6   20 1 
464 MY-09-02 Mg 179 63 2 1 10 11 6 
465 MY-09-02 Mg 186 70 2 1   11 6 
466 My-18-02 Di 28 58 1 2 0.1 1.5 6 
467 My-18-02 Di 24 57 1 3   1.25 3 
468 My-18-02 Di 32 80 1 2 1 1.5 3 
469 My-18-02 Di 307 81 1 2 0.2 1 6 
470 My-18-02 Di 310 84 1 2 0.3 1 6 
471 My-18-02 Di 303 85 1 2 0.6 1.5 6 
472 My-18-02 Di 307 82 1 2   1.1 3 
473 My-18-02 Di 325 89 1 2 0.3 3.5 3 
474 My-18-02 Di 321 80 1 2   3 3 
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475 My-18-02 Di 276 72 1 2   3 3 
476 My-18-02 Di 70 89 1 2 0.5 2.5 3 
477 My-18-02 Di 263 83 1 2 0.25 1.25 5 
478 My-18-02 Di 261 89 1 1   1 3 
479 My-18-02 Di 326 3 1 6 0.3 2 3 
480 My-18-02 Di 101 3 1 6   1 4 
481 My-18-02 Di 321 77 1 2 0.5 1 5 
482 My-18-02 Di 294 72 1 2 0.6 3 3 
483 My-18-02 Di 315 82 1 2 0.15 2.7 2 
484 My-18-02 Di 320 87 1 2   2.5 1 
485 My-18-02 Di 213 84 1 1   1 1 
486 My-18-02 Di 313 80 1 2   2.5 3 
487 My-18-02 Di 322 62 1 1 0.15 1.5 3 
488 My-18-02 Di 326 70 1 1 0.05 1 1 
489 My-18-02 Di 324 68 1 1   1 6 
490 My-18-02 Di 295 83 1 2 1 2 1 
491 My-18-02 Di 282 77 1 2 1.5 2 3 
492 My-18-02 Di 80 80 1 2   2.5 3 
493 My-18-02 Di 39 89 1 1 0.5 1 3 
494 My-18-02 Di 227 81 1 1 0.1 1.5 3 
495 My-18-02 Di 230 80 1 1 0.2 1 3 
496 My-18-02 Di 229 89 1 1 0.2 1.5 3 
497 My-18-02 Di 218 89 1 1   1 6 
498 My-18-02 Di 309 83 1 2 0.3 3 2 
499 My-18-02 Di 312 86 1 2   4 1 
500 My-18-02 Di 15 50 1 2 1.2 1.3 4 
501 My-18-02 Di 197 81 1 1   1.2 2 
502 My-18-02 Di 312 87 1 2 0.4 2 1 
503 My-18-02 Di 312 83 1 2 0.25 2.5 1 
504 My-18-02 Di 311 72 1 1 2.5 1.5 1 
505 My-18-02 Di 117 85 1 2   1.1 5 
506 My-18-02 Di 287 73 1 2 1.5 2.75 3 
507 My-18-02 Di 306 82 1 3 0.3 3.5 3 
508 My-18-02 Di 312 88 1 3 1.3 4.25 3 
509 My-18-02 Di 308 89 1 3 0.4 5 3 
510 My-18-02 Di 316 89 1 2 1.25 2 3 
511 My-18-02 Di 137 88 1 3   4 1 
512 My-18-02 Di 237 70 1 1 0.25 0.6 4 
513 My-18-02 Di 224 80 1 2 0.3 2.5 4 
514 My-18-02 Di 236 77 1 2 0.8 3 5 
515 My-18-02 Di 48 80 1 1 0.3 1.5 5 
516 My-18-02 Di 232 83 1 1   1.25 2 
517 My-18-02 Di 327 86 1 2 0.2 2 6 
518 My-18-02 Di 324 89 1 2   1.5 6 
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519 My-18-02 Di 289 85 1 2   1 3 
520 My-18-02 Di 327 87 1 2 0.1 1 3 
521 My-18-02 Di 324 84 1 2 0.25 1 3 
522 My-18-02 Di 313 81 1 2 0.4 1 3 
523 My-18-02 Di 300 81 1 2 0.2 1.5 5 
524 My-18-02 Di 295 82 1 2 1.5 1.5 6 
525 My-18-02 Di 302 85 1 2 0.6 1.5 6 
526 My-18-02 Di 288 79 1 2 1.5 3.5 3 
527 My-18-02 Di 305 89 1 3 0.75 2.5 3 
528 My-18-02 Di 297 81 1 3 0.3 4 3 
529 My-18-02 Di 314 82 1 3 0.6 4 3 
530 My-18-02 Di 316 89 1 2 0.1 1 3 
531 My-18-02 Di 142 82 1 3 0.3 9 3 
532 My-18-02 Di 307 89 1 3 0.6 6 3 
533 My-18-02 Di 304 89 1 3 0.75 9 3 
534 My-18-02 Di 136 89 1 3 1.5 8 3 
535 My-18-02 Di 138 89 1 3 0.3 7 3 
536 My-18-02 Di 320 76 1 2   1 6 
537 My-18-02 Di 225 36 1 6 0.3 2 3 
538 My-18-02 Di 235 40 1 6 0.15 1 3 
539 My-18-02 Di 235 40 1 6   2 3 
540 My-18-02 Di 349 81 1 2 1.5 2.5 6 
541 My-18-02 Di 175 73 1 2   2 3 
542 My-18-02 Di 285 79 1 2   2 3 
543 My-18-02 Di 218 89 1 2 0.75 2.5 5 
544 My-18-02 Di 223 89 1 2   1.25 2 
545 My-18-02 Di 227 47 1 6 0.6 9 3 
546 My-18-02 Di 227 32 1 6   2.25 1 
547 MY-22-04 Di 232 73 1 9 1.25 2 6 
548 MY-22-04 Di 235 76 1 9 0.3 2.2 6 
549 MY-22-04 Di 228 87 1 2 0.3 2.25 6 
550 MY-22-04 Di 234 70 1 2 0.2 1.25 3 
551 MY-22-04 Di 227 75 1 1 0.25 1 5 
552 MY-22-04 Di 200 60 1 3 1 3 6 
553 MY-22-04 Di 200 60 1 2   1.5 5 
554 MY-22-04 Di 209 78 1 9 1 2.5 6 
555 MY-22-04 Di 238 68 1 3 0.6 3 6 
556 MY-22-04 Di 236 77 1 4   3 6 
557 MY-22-04 Di 255 68 1 9   3.2 6 
558 MY-22-04 Di 254 75 1 9 0.2 3.3 6 
559 MY-22-04 Di 255 72 1 9   3.3 6 
560 MY-22-04 Di 243 68 1 3   3.4 6 
561 MY-22-04 Di 250 59 1 9   2.2 6 
562 MY-22-04 Di 228 11 1 6   2 4 
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563 MY-22-04 Di 263 43 1 2   3 4 
564 MY-22-04 Di 216 77 1 4   2.8 6 
565 MY-22-04 Di 148 73 1 2   1.5 4 
566 MY-22-04 Di 253 89 1 9 1.1 2.2 6 
567 MY-22-04 Di 254 73 1 9 1 1.75 6 
568 MY-22-04 Di 252 69 1 9   1.4 6 
569 MY-22-04 Di 30 87 1 2   1.25 3 
570 MY-22-04 Di 279 58 1 2   1 5 
571 MY-22-04 Di 86 19 1 6 0.5 1 4 
572 MY-22-04 Di 90 18 1 6   1.5 4 
573 MY-22-04 Di 152 83 1 3   8 3 
574 MY-22-04 Di 52 54 1 2 2 1.5 5 
575 MY-22-04 Di 14 63 1 2   1.2 6 
576 MY-22-04 Di 256 57 1 2   1.25 5 
577 MY-22-04 Di 335 28 1 6   4.25 2 
578 MY-22-04 Di 158 73 1 3   4.5 5 
579 MY-22-04 Di 238 83 1 2 2.5 1 6 
580 MY-22-04 Di 59 89 1 2   1.25 6 
581 MY-22-04 Di 243 65 1 9 0.1 1.5 6 
582 MY-22-04 Di 235 68 1 9 0.5 1.5 6 
583 MY-22-04 Di 245 65 1 9   1.25 6 
584 MY-02-01 Mg 125 88 1 3   4.5 3 
585 MY-02-01 Mg 222 79 1 2 0.4 1 1 
586 MY-02-01 Mg 217 87 1 2   1 1 
587 MY-02-01 Mg 238 18 1 6 1 2 5 
588 MY-02-01 Mg 234 16 1 6   1 5 
589 MY-02-01 Mg 53 82 1 9 0.15 6 3 
590 MY-02-01 Mg 60 88 1 9   6 3 
591 MY-02-01 Mg 145 89 1 2   3 6 
592 MY-02-01 Mg 32 69 1 9 1 2 3 
593 MY-02-01 Mg 38 88 1 9 1.5 2 3 
594 MY-02-01 Mg 231 77 1 9 0.25 3 3 
595 MY-02-01 Mg 234 89 1 9 1.3 3 3 
596 MY-02-01 Mg 52 87 1 9 0.3 3.2 3 
597 MY-02-01 Mg 72 80 1 9 1 3.2 3 
598 MY-02-01 Mg 232 87 1 9   2 1 
599 MY-02-01 Mg 112 18 1 6 0.2 1 3 
600 MY-02-01 Mg 115 20 1 6 1 1 3 
601 MY-02-01 Mg 109 15 1 6   1 3 
602 MY-02-01 Mg 219 58 1 9 2 2 3 
603 MY-02-01 Mg 238 68 1 9 0.25 1.5 3 
604 MY-02-01 Mg 238 77 1 9 0.6 2 3 
605 MY-02-01 Mg 222 72 1 9 0.75 1.5 1 
606 MY-02-01 Mg 228 73 1 9   1.5 3 
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607 MY-02-01 Mg 138 77 1 2 0.3 3.5 6 
608 MY-02-01 Mg 145 86 1 2   1.75 5 
609 MY-02-01 Mg 237 87 1 2 0.3 1.5 3 
610 MY-02-01 Mg 242 80 1 2 0.3 2.5 3 
611 MY-02-01 Mg 36 81 1 9 0.4 2 3 
612 MY-02-01 Mg 32 89 1 9 2.5 2.5 5 
613 MY-02-01 Mg 243 70 1 9 0.5 2 3 
614 MY-02-01 Mg 242 76 1 9 2.5 2 3 
615 MY-02-01 Mg 247 69 1 9 0.75 1.5 1 
616 MY-02-01 Mg 239 64 1 9   1 1 
617 MY-02-01 Mg 174 58 1 2   2 1 
618 MY-02-01 Mg 78 12 1 6 0.25 2.5 4 
619 MY-02-01 Mg 83 7 1 6 0.4 2 4 
620 MY-02-01 Mg 118 13 1 6 0.3 2.5 4 
621 MY-02-01 Mg 110 10 1 6   2.5 4 
622 MY-02-03 Mg 38 56 1 9 0.1 0.3 6 
623 MY-02-03 Mg 43 66 1 9 0.1 0.3 6 
624 MY-02-03 Mg 40 60 1 9 0.25 0.3 6 
625 MY-02-03 Mg 32 58 1 9 0.1 1.2 6 
626 MY-02-03 Mg 140 89 1 2 0.1 2 6 
627 MY-02-03 Mg 150 86 1 2 0.35 1.5 3 
628 MY-02-03 Mg 36 64 1 9 0.3 1 6 
629 MY-02-03 Mg 2 86 1 2   0.5 6 
630 MY-02-03 Mg 30 70 1 9   0.6 5 
631 MY-02-03 Mg 140 84 1 2 0.05 3.2 3 
632 MY-02-03 Mg 60 46 1 2 0.4 0.5 6 
633 MY-02-03 Mg 118 86 1 2 0.1 0.6 6 
634 MY-02-03 Mg 140 80 1 2 0.15 1.8 6 
635 MY-02-03 Mg 34 58 1 9 0.3 0.5 5 
636 MY-02-03 Mg 39 60 1 9 0.1 0.3 6 
637 MY-02-03 Mg 238 28 3     0.77   
638 MY-02-03 Mg 136 84 1 2 0.4 1 6 
639 MY-02-03 Mg 37 44 1 9 0.25 0.4 6 
640 MY-02-03 Mg 140 80 1 2 0.25 0.6 6 
641 MY-02-03 Mg 149 82 1 2   1.5 6 
642 MY-02-03 Mg 30 64 1 9 0.4 0.25 6 
643 MY-02-03 Mg 192 10 1 6 0.15 2 3 
644 MY-02-03 Mg 162 84 1 3   5 5 
645 MY-02-03 Mg 196 20 1 6 0.3 1 6 
646 MY-02-03 Mg 32 54 1 9 0.15 1.2 6 
647 MY-02-03 Mg 135 88 1 2 1 3.2 5 
648 MY-02-03 Mg 220 16 1 6 0.05 2 5 
649 MY-02-03 Mg 236 20 1 6 0.3 2.2 4 
650 MY-02-03 Mg 220 12 1 6 0.2 8 5 
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651 MY-02-03 Mg 320 82 1 2 0.4 1.3 3 
652 MY-02-03 Mg 37 70 1 9 0.05 0.6 6 
653 MY-02-03 Mg 40 64 1 9 0.25 0.8 3 
654 MY-02-03 Mg 76 84 1 2   1.3 3 
655 MY-02-03 Mg 140 88 1 3 0.25 7 5 
656 MY-02-03 Mg 225 22 1 6 0.3 4.4 5 
657 MY-02-03 Mg 228 70 1 2 0.4 2 6 
658 MY-02-03 Mg 214 89 1 2 0.28 2.1 3 
659 MY-02-03 Mg 59 58 1 9 0.15 0.45 3 
660 MY-02-03 Mg 316 84 2     1.2 5 
661 MY-02-03 Mg 316 52 4         
662 MY-02-03 Mg 255 52 1 2   1.8 6 
663 MY-02-03 Mg 45 86 1 9 0.25 0.7 3 
664 MY-02-03 Mg 48 82 1 9 0.15 0.7 3 
665 MY-02-03 Mg 138 84 1 2 0.5 2.2 6 
666 MY-02-03 Mg 237 66 1 2 0.05 0.9 6 
667 MY-02-03 Mg 242 62 1 2 0.05 0.8 6 
668 MY-02-03 Gd 80 82 2     1.2 3 
669 MY-02-03 Gd 87 8 4         
670 MY-02-03 Mg 260 70 1 2 0.3 1.5 3 
671 MY-02-03 Mg 160 80 1 2 0.1 2 3 
672 MY-02-03 Mg 228 64 1 9 0.05 0.6 6 
673 MY-02-03 Mg 245 62 1 9   1 3 
674 MY-02-03 Gd 72 25 1 6 0.3 7 6 
675 MY-02-03 Mg 142 88 1 3 0.4 11 6 
676 MY-02-03 Mg 238 84 1 9 0.05 3 6 
677 MY-02-03 Gd 48 60 1 2 0.3 1 3 
678 MY-02-03 Gd 50 46 1 2 0.35 0.4 5 
679 MY-02-03 Gd 28 32 1 2 0.3 0.5 5 
680 MY-02-03 Gd 332 50 1 2   1.7 6 
681 MY-02-03 Mg 160 80 1 2 0.45 2.5 6 
682 MY-02-03 Mg 159 78 1 2   1.8 5 
683 MY-02-03 Gd 125 8 1 6 0.2 4 4 
684 MY-02-03 Mg 228 88 1 2   1.5 1 
685 MY-02-03 Gd 216 68 1 2   1.3 4 
686 MY-02-03 Mg 228 84 1 2 0.25 0.4 3 
687 MY-02-03 Mg 46 88 1 2 0.65 4.3 6 
688 MY-02-03 Mg 43 24 1 6 0.18 3.2 2 
689 MY-02-03 Mg 318 86 1 3 1.3 4.6 6 
690 MY-02-03 Mg 220 84 1 2 1.2 4 5 
691 MY-02-03 Mg 49 88 1 2 0.1 0.1 5 
692 MY-02-03 Gd 191 16 1 6 1 16 6 
693 MY-02-03 Gd 215 80 1 2 1 4 6 
694 MY-02-03 Gd 183 12 1 6 0.35 3.2 3 
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695 MY-02-03 Gd 55 80 1 2 0.5 2 6 
696 MY-02-03 Gd 56 82 1 2   3.2 6 
697 MY-02-03 Gd 357 12 1 6 0.15 5 2 
698 MY-02-03 Gd 157 80 1 2 0.7 2.3 6 
699 MY-02-03 Gd 162 84 1 2 0.5 1 6 
700 MY-02-03 Gd 293 86 1 3   7 6 
701 MY-02-03 Gd 160 82 1 2   2.1 3 
702 MY-02-03 Gd 310 78 1 2   4.8 5 
703 MY-02-03 Gd 75 56 1 2 0.7 1 3 
704 MY-02-03 Gd 61 61 1 2 0.7 2 6 
705 MY-02-03 Mg 232 70 1 9 0.05 0.7 1 
706 MY-02-03 Mg 149 86 1 2 0.2 1 5 
707 MY-02-03 Mg 140 4 1 6 0.5 4.3 5 
708 MY-02-03 Mg 50 54 1 2 0.15 2 6 
709 MY-02-03 Mg 136 82 1 3 0.25 8 3 
710 MY-02-03 Mg 192 18 1 6 1 3 6 
711 MY-02-03 Mg 39 84 1 9 0.35 1.1 3 
712 MY-09-10 Mg 24 2 1 6 0.1 9.5 6 
713 MY-09-10 Mg 22 89 1 2 0.4 1.3 1 
714 MY-09-10 Mg 64 77 1 9 0.16 0.5 6 
715 MY-09-10 Mg 52 60 1 9 0.25 1 6 
716 MY-09-10 Mg 338 88 1 2   0.7 2 
717 MY-09-10 Mg 245 88 1 9 0.04 0.5 3 
718 MY-09-10 Mg 160 78 1 2 0.45 1 3 
719 MY-09-10 Mg 242 89 1 9 0.35 0.5 6 
720 MY-09-10 Mg 65 80 1 9 0.25 0.6 3 
721 MY-09-10 Mg 54 82 1 9 0.2 1 5 
722 MY-09-10 Mg 235 89 1 9 0.04 1.1 5 
723 MY-09-10 Mg 50 14 1 6 0.5 2.5 6 
724 MY-09-10 Mg 233 88 1 9 0.03 1.2 3 
725 MY-09-10 Mg 170 80 1 2 0.3 3.2 4 
726 MY-09-10 Mg 50 70 1 9 0.1 0.7 6 
727 MY-09-10 Mg 170 80 1 2   1.1 5 
728 MY-09-10 Mg 176 78 1 2 0.04 2 6 
729 MY-09-10 Mg 263 50 1 2   3 6 
730 MY-09-10 Mg 156 74 1 2 0.25 1.7 6 
731 MY-09-10 Mg 164 70 1 2 0.2 0.3 3 
732 MY-09-10 Mg 162 82 1 2 0.6 1 3 
733 MY-09-10 Mg 230 80 1 9 0.4 2 5 
734 MY-09-10 Mg 156 78 1 2 0.15 0.45 3 
735 MY-09-10 Mg 48 68 1 9 0.2 2 6 
736 MY-09-10 Mg 159 76 1 2 0.1 0.18 3 
737 MY-09-10 Mg 160 75 1 2 0.35 4.5 5 
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No. Station Litho Strike Dip 
Data 
Type 
Fracture 
Type 
Spacing 
(m) 
Trace 
(m) Term 
738 MY-03-01 Mg 347 62 1 2 0.2 1.5 6 
739 MY-03-01 Mg 348 66 1 2 0.3 1.3 5 
740 MY-03-01 Mg 347 52 1 2 0.2 0.75 6 
741 MY-03-01 Mg 232 84 1 9 0.25 1.1 5 
742 MY-03-01 Mg 231 72 1 9 0.2 3 6 
743 MY-03-01 Mg 318 76 1 3   5 6 
744 MY-03-01 Mg 115 4 1 6 0.25 4 3 
745 MY-03-01 Mg 244 82 1 9 0.1 1.2 1 
 
Notes to table: 
1.   Lithological abbreviations; Di = Diorite, Gn = Granite, Pg = Plagioclase Gneiss,  
      My = Mylonite, Sc = Schist, Mg = Mafic Gneiss, Ul = Ultramylonite, Am =  
      Amphibolite, Fg = Felsic Gneiss, Gd = Granodiorite. 
 
2.   Data Type; 1 = Fracture, 2 = Fault, 3 = Plane, 4 = Line. 
 
3.   Fracture Type; 1 = Micro, 2 = Common, 3 = Macro, 4 = Fracture Zone, 6 = Sheeting, 
      9 = Parting Parallel to Foliation. 
 
4.   Termination; 1 = Blind-Blind, 2 = Blind-T, 3 = Blind-Off/Obscured, 4 = T and T,  
      5 = T and Off, 6 = Both Off/ Obscured. 
 
 Key to Termination Terminology: 
  Blind = structure fades into rock surface 
  T = structure terminates into another structure 
  Off/ Obscured = structure extends beyond visible surface or to rocks edge 
 
